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Thandar's unbeatable price performance combination means
every engineer, serviceman and
technician can enjoy the benefits
of full performance portable test
instruments.
Quality and reliability has been
brought to a wide range of low
cost instrumentation. From multi -

meters through to logic analysers
Thandar have applied the knowledge gained through a history of
innovative electronics to give you
robust instruments with professional specifications versatile
enough for bench or field use at
prices that are hard to beat.
Most of the products in the range

can be combined with accessories
which expand applications
beyond the realms of low cost
testing. Mains or battery operation and low weight make them
truly the most portable instruments available today.
All Thandar instruments carry a
one-year warranty.
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GOULD OSCILLOSCOPES SETA HIGHER STANDARD

A tough, professional instrument you can trust - at a price you can

afford! * Max. sensitivity 2mVicm. * Stepped and continuously

GOULD

variable attenuator and timebasecontrols. *D.C. coupled triggering
and "active" T.V. sync separator. *'Add' and 'Invert' for differential Electronics & Electrical Products
measurements. * X -Y facility. Built to do more - safely, reliably and
Gould Instruments Division
for longer.
Roebuck Road. Hainault, Ilford. Essex IG6 3UE
Ask for our 8 -page data sheet for full details and applications Telephone. 01- 500 1000.Telex: 263785
information.

192 for further details

TONNA (F9FT)
YOUR NUMBER ONE CHOICE FOR
6m, 2m, 70 AND 23cm ANTENNAS
- PRESS 5 SUP - PRESS

- PRESS
JUST ARRIVED

17 ELEMENT 144 MHz LONG YAGI PRICE
£35.19 CAR £4.00.
We are pleased to announce that due to the
devaluation of the French Franc, the prices of
all our antennas have been reduced.
Please telephone for new prices.
Just telephone your order. All prices include VAT
FOR FULL SPECIFICATION OF OUR RANGE SEND 30p FOR CATALOGUE
Callers welcome, but by telephone apointment only please

Advertisers please note
that the

Advertising Department's
telephone number is now

RANDAM ELECTRONICS (W)
12 Conduit Road, Abingdon, Oxon 0X14 1DB.
Tel: 10235) 23080 124 hours)

193 for further details
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EAST LONDON HAM STORE

H. LEXTO N LIMITED 191 FRANCIS ROAD LEYTON E.10
TEL 01 558 0854

TELEX 8953609 LEXTON G

GASFET MASTHEAD PREAMPS

EXCLUSIVE TO US

DRESSLER AMPLIFIERS

GAAS FET DRESSLER PRE -AMPS
VV2GAAS 1501A

DRESSLER AMPLIF

E40.00
£69 00
£79.00

VV200GAAS 750W
VV2000GAAS I KW

VV2RPS 50259
VV2RPS N Type
VV7RPS 50259
VV7RPS N Type

£49500

D70 70cm 200wfm 400 PEP
D200c 2mtr 125wfm 200w PEP
D200 2mtr 300wfrn 600w PEP
D2005 2rntr 400wfm 1KW PEP

Non switching E22.00
£24.00

£285 00
£495 00
E600 00

£22 00

f24 00

Powered by the linear or with separate interface.
0.7 - 0.9dB signal to noise
0.2dB insertion loss
3SK97 GASFET

These are high power 240V linear% using 4C a 150 or 4C a 250 or 4C z 350 Emu.
Tubes NOT using the grounded Grid system
Fully protected, no thermal damage to PA finals possible.

ICOM
irF 100W P 0 A
iC720RHF 100W G C POA
1C730 HF 100W P 0 A
1C2KL Linear

£586.00
£829 00
£211 00

.C2KLPS P S U
°S15 P.S.U.
PS20 P S U

f 99 00

£130 00
£299 00

AT500 A.T U
11X70 Receiver
PS15 P S U

E 99 00

MEM
T one gee coerage IX F4X

1295 00
1690 00
P.O.A
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A
P.O.A.

FT102 150W 10mtr160mtr
FT707 100W 5-10mtr
FP707 20A P.S.U.
F -C707 A.T.0

°T107M 9 band 100W
FP107 P S U

F 71012D 160 lOrntr
T9020M 160-10mtr AM, FM

P.O.A.

SP901 Speaker
F C902 A T V

E 30.00

POA
POA
POA

FC102 Speaker
"."

0115=1
eleLIFUll, munr HI',

f159 00
E 99 00

Accessories

CLC,1,7, 3 case

E

E235 00
E366 00
E495 00
£630 00
£445 00

CWM9 SPA Mic

E 12 00
E 29 50
E 20 00

CBP2 6V pack
CBP3 9V pack
CBP4 empty pack
COPS 12V pack
CCP1 charging lead
CDCI 12V car pack
LC8 leather case
BC30 Base Charger

f 29 00

CSP3 Speaker

CSM5 Mic

E 29 00

C24G low FM Mobile

£16900

YAESU
FM SSB
FT290R with mods
FT48OR 2mtr mobile
FM.SSB
FT780R 70cm 7 6swift Shift
FT780R 70cm 1 6 swift Shift
FT208 2mtr portable
rim
FT708 70cm portable
FM
FT230 2mtr FM mobile
F RG7700 receiver AM.'FM'SSB
FRG7700 memory

£245 00
£365 00
£400 00
£440 00

£19500
1205 00
£220 00
£295 00

E 8000

,,4,1er

crodotimorse, PITY printer
`U Key Board all one peice

£170 00

£650.0

DA TON (3
D70 Morse Tutor
PC1 Gen coy converter

E 56 35
£13700
E 79 35
E 89 70
E 82 80

FL1 Agile filter
F L2 Active filter
ASP Auto clipper

SP200 1 8 160MMZ 20 200 1KVV

SP300 I 8 500MMZ 20 200 IKW
-..'F.400 130 500MMZ 520 150
SP250 1 6 60MMZ 20 200 2K

1 08 160MMI 5 20 200
,'T150 150 400W Dummy Load
AC38 3 5 30MMZ A T V
SP10X 108 150MMZ 2020n

E 59 00
E 79 00
E 59 00
E 43 00

SP15

29 95

E 31 00
E 59 00
E 19 95

MORSE KEYS
H.rnound HK706
ii mound M K 706
Himound HK7022
Kenpro squeeze key 100
electronic key

E 44.00
E 11 00
E 20 00
E 22 50

£ 57 00

./\

a
$

MAXIMEL MK4000 RECEIVER
140 175 9875mc s
E99.95

24nr clock
12V operated

DM801 GDO

8600 Receiver AM/SSB

£ 65 00

Scanning Receiver SXZOON

f 72 00
f 37 00

F T208/208 108

f

995

£

800

f 44 00

075 Manual clipper

f 56 35
f 29 90
f 47 15
f 64 40
E 3392

RFC Speach clipper

AD270 indoor active ant
AD370 Outdoor active ant
RFA Wide nand AMP

lamp Max 12amp
E 49.95
20arnpMax 22amp
E 79.95
Fully protected against overvolts &
over current S,C protected

DI AIN A
DR7503R
DR7500X

(189.00

HB35C

HB35T
HB35T

£202.00

5022144
S0220X I 44X4
S0007 70cm

DR7600X
RM940 Mic
CN620A

Infrared
I KW SWR

E 45 00
£ 52.81
£156.00
£228.00
£175 00
E 56 00

Auto A T.V.
CN2002
2KW Auto A.T.V
CN518
2.5KW A.T.V.
AF406 Active Fiber
AF 606 P L 1. Active Filter
DK210 Electronic Keyer
CN1001

£181 70

E 46 00
E 47.72
E 12.00

5Y2M 5ELEYAGI
f 15.50
8Y2M 8ELEYAGI
10Y2M10ELEYAGI
f 33.00
PBM1010EPARA8EAM £39.50
PBM1414EPARABEAM £4800

P O.A.

HOXIN
GP5 2mtr colinear
6 408
E33.00

£ 98.00
E150.00
£140.00

E 41.00<

n4000

ICE2001 receiver

MML 144/30 I 3w drive
MML 144 100 L S 1 3w drive
MML 144/100 SIOWdrive
MMC 435/600 ATV converter
MM2001 RTTY receiver
MM4000 RTTY tranceiver
MM1000KB key board k transceiver
MMT28,144
MMD050 frequency counter

C52M colinear

POA
f 55 00
f 90 00
POA

E 34 00
E 60 00
£190.00
£249 00

E105 00

9.95
E159 95
E

f139 95
E 27 90
f189 00
£269 00
£299 00

£10995
E 75.00

5XY2M
8XY2M

£24.70
£31.00

10XY2M

E40.80
E25.80
£33.90
E39.00

04 2M
06'2M
Q8 2M

MBM548'70cm £31.00

MBM88/70F.
8XY 70cm
12XY 70cm

H833T
H834T

£11000

Rotator
Rotator
Rotator

TB3 HF 3 hand
VR3 hand vertical

E19.00

£650.00
£475.00
E495.00
f 390 00
£300.00
£245.60
£200.00
1245.00

DR760OR

=MI

E19.00
E27.00
E31.00
E30.00
E27.00

f995.00

E 36 00

f 22 00

T,r1e enquiries invited
a
,,wn name can be provided

HEI

SP230

E 75 00

NC8 Base Charger

TONNA

10 87 9875 rnc s

E 45 00

f 60 00

F RV7700A 118 150
FRV77008 50 60 118 150
FRV7700C 140 170
FRV7700D 70 80 118 150
FRT7700 Aerial Tuner
F RA7700 Active Antenna
FF5 Filter
MMBI 1 FT290 Car Mount
NCI1C Charger

144 4E LE E12.00 432 440 21 ELE
144 9ELE E113.00 432,435 21 ELE A T V
144 9ELE crossed 30 0 144 435 9 19ELE
144 9ELE portable 30 0144 19ELEX
144 16E LE E33.00 1796 23ELE
144 13E LE portable £79,00 Phasing Harries
430 440 19ELE crossed telescopic masts
435 19ELE

T57850 40W 2mtr FM
T57800 25W 2mtr FM
TR2500 2mtr Portable
TR7730 2mtr FM
AT230

975
f 18 98

Power Supplies

..iorse keys Swedisr

TS930 Genera Co,erage RX TX
TS830 100W HF
TS530 100W HF
TS130 100W HF
TS130 25W 2mtr FM SOB

E

SEE US AT LEICESTER -- STAND 39

WELTZ

TRIO;KENWOOD

4 25

f 695
E 39 50
f 3 75

E135.00
E425.00

FL2100Z 1 2KW PEP linear

r102

C2E 2mtr frn portable
C4E 70cm frtl portable
C25G 2mtr 25va fm
C290 2mtr 10w fin,ssb
C251 2mfr 10w fmkw,ssb base
C451 70cm 10w frnkw'ssb/base
C490 70cm fm'ssb mobile

oiscone TX TX
HF5DX 80 40 20-15-10 rntr
Vertical

E42.50
E36.80

£4600

f34 Oil<

184.00/

ALL ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE - PLUGS SKTS CO -AX 2MTR COLINEAR £31.50, 70CM COLINEAR £31.50
PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT THE PRESENT RATE OF 15%

OPEN MON-FRIDAY 9:00 5 30 SATURDAY 10:00 3:00.INSTANT HP FACILITY AVAILABLE
EASY ACCESS M2 M11 M1 NORTH CIRCULAR ROAD- EASY PARKING
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DATONG
NEW PRODUCT
0

LD DATONG

AUTO

(-,014/11.

'

PJ

SSB

1.5

SSB

CW

SSB
NOTCH

PEAK
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r- OUT -1

2

1- 3

111
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0-5

2

1

2-5

0-5 -",

\s-

0.2
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kHz
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L-CW (2)-1

1.5

2.5

3.5 02'

0.2
1.11

2.5

2

1

0-5-1

NOTCH

1.5

MULTI -MODE FILTER -MODEL FL 3

MODEL FL 3-A NEVVAU010 FILTER
WITH AUTO -NOTCH
A NEW AUDIO FILTER FROM
DATONG MODEL FL3

Model RA gets it all together! It combines aH the
power of the FL2 which continues in production with
a remarkable new automatic notch fitter - a concept
which we pioneered with our FL 1
In one stylish case Model FL3 offers the complete
solution to receiver audio processing. We believe that
such a powerful combination of filtering capabilities
has never been offered before in one package

NOTCH FILTER SCANS

CONTINUOUSLY

User of our R_1 will confirm the practical advantages
of an automatic notch fitter With absolutely no help
from you the operator the automatic notch tirelessly
scans the receiver's audio output until a continuous
audio tone is received When it is the notch filter locks
on and removes it If the tone changes in frequency
the auto -notch follows.

SHOOTS DOWN TUNE-UP WHISTLES
AND HETERODYNES

Imagine the benefits. A tune-up whistle no longer
causes any problem, after a second or two it simply
drops out of ear shot. Those tiresome whistles that
occasionally descend on a QS0 become a thing of the
past. Only the "LOCK" lamp on the FL3's panel
reminds you of what you are thankfully missing

PLUS LOW PASS, HIGH PASS AND
MANUAL NOTCH

high. Instead of trying to copy through all that highpitched monkey chatter simply wind down the lowpass filter (the right hand knob) and wipe it out
Then perhaps a teleprinter starts up 300 Hz above
your carrier frequency, a touch on the high-pass filter
knob (the middle one) cures that.
Finally maybe a second whistle appears Since the
auto -notch is busy, just bhng in the manual notch as

e

filtering
Model FL2
and now in

PHENOMENAL SKIRTS WINKLE OUT
CW

Model FL3 has been
carefully conceived to
give maximum possible
benefit in real life
reception conditions.
The thinking behind the
product design has
been described in depth
by the designer, Dr D A
Tong in "Ham Radio",
November 1981. A

For CW and RTTY the low-pass, high-pass and
manual notch filters combine to give a 12 pole fully

variable filter with remarkable skirt selectivity
Compared with lesser fitters you can use a much
wider bandwidth for a given interference suppression
this makes tuning easier and reduces ringing effects

ATTENTION FL2 OWNERS!

At Datong we don't believe in "planned
obsolescence" There's no need to throw away your
FL2 to get an FL3 Instead you can convert it to an FL3
using our conversion unit, Model FL2/A.
This is a fully assembled PCB modulo with its own
board -mounted "IN/OUT" switch and "LOCK" lamp
Installation involves four soldered connections to the
existing FL2 PCB and one track cut
Model R.2/A is also suitable for building into other

limited number of
reprints of the article

equipment where an automatic notch function is
required

FREE HARDWARE KIT

are available free on
request.

As an introductory offer Model FL2/A will be supplied
complete with a punched and printed FL3 front panel
to replace the R2 panel, plus PCB mounting
hardware

While all this is happening you still have three other
independent filters at your disposal Imagine, for
example that another SSB station starts up 2 kHz

PRICESAll ,,,ce, include dehken, m U K basic

112.50
FL2 A 34.50
FL1
69.00
FL3

FL2
PC1

78.00
119.50
ASP
72.00
VLF
26.00
D70
49.00
075
49.00
RFC M 26.00
AD270 41.00

(129.37) AD370
( 39.67) AD270 MPU

( 79.35) AD370 MPU
( 89.70) MPU
(137.42) DC144 28

«s n t are shown with VAT nclusnre pices .n brackets

56.00
45.00
60.00
6.00
34.50

( 64 40)
(

( 69.00)
(

(

RFA

29.50

(

33.92)

28.00

(

32.20)

29.50

( 33.92)

51.75) Codecall

6.90)
39.67)

I Linked)
Coidsewc iatici

( 82.80) DC144 28
Basic OF System 149.00
( 29.90)
159.00
28.00 ( 32.20) DF System
Module
( 56.35) Keyboard Morse
Complete Mobile OF
( 56.35) Sender
214.00
(137.42) System
119.50
( 29.90)
See previous advertisement or price list for further details
( 47.15)

(171.35)
(182.85)
(246.10)

Data sheets on any products available free on request - write to Dept S W .

ALL DATONG PRODUCTS ARE
DESIGNED AND BUILT IN THE U.K.

DATONG
ELECTRONICS LIMITED
Spence Mills. Mill Lane, Bramley. Leeds LS13 3HE. England Tel (0532) 552461
169 for further details
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Comment
WHERE ARE WE NOW?
If you can overlook the small matter that our cover date and appearance date
do not tally too closely, then this is the grand CB anniversary issue. Excuse

us if we don't go too wild with excitement or enthusiasm.
Those who saw CB as the long awaited licence to print money have had
an unpleasant awakening - and those who smugly declared it would all be a
terrible commercial debacle have been glowing with self-satisfaction. But as
usual, the situation is not quite so simply assessed and dismissed.
The lucky few who had rigs for sale on the first day made a killing, and the
rest didn't. A predictably narrow minded approach to the use of the CB
channels brought about exactly the sort of mindless garbage that everyone
expected to hear - although those with enough vision to see past the 'rubber
ducks' have made CB work with the use of devices such as selective calling.
The unecessary obscenities and excesses with illegal power amplifiers have
permitted the Home Office Jonahs to gleefully mumble 'told you so'....and the
CB fraternity has been in general disarray trying to decide whether or not to

go legal, or stay on AM.
A once -in -a -lifetime golden opportunity has been missed to establish a brand
new manufacturing and service industry. Our balance of payments has suffered,

the CB using public has done itself very little good, serious PMR users have
been inconvenienced, many companies have suffered ruin, and the HO has
coined in a few bob on the licence fee. Not much of a cause to celebrate, eh?

FOR WHOM THE BELL
In case you didn't see the financial pages following the report of British
Telecom's annual results, most commercial organisations would have been
inclined to account in a slightly different manner, which shows BTs profit to
have been £999 million for the year. It's a matter of the type of cost accounting
system employed, and the amount you set aside for capital write-offs.
And yet the 'phone charges were still going up. Despite the fact that every
other high technology electronics industry has been watching costs tumble
and prices collapse, BT manage to weep crocodile tears and increase their
costs. However, in the areas where they have been flung open to competition,
it is very enlightening to see how they have actually managed to cut their costs
and compete without any public arm twisting.
Are they now going to subsidize their competitive activities from the one
area where they still possess their licence to print money, and thus compromise
those others not so fortunate?
Is it bells of cash registers that ring in the ears of Sir George Jefferson, and
not those of reasonably priced telephones? The ignominious about-face as
a result of the hue and cry raised by the press and public following the rattle
of BTs till, goes to show that even that awful mutant canary can get its wings
clipped now and again. The insensitivity displayed by BT management in the
process is disquieting, to say the least.

I each inclusive of postage from

Subscription Dept, or send reply paid card
with cheque or PO.
Broadercasting Limited 1982. All reasonable
precautions are taken by R&EW to ensure that
the inforrnationgiven to our readers is reliable.

However we cannot guarantee it and we
cannot accept legal responsibility for it.
Information and prices are correct at time of
press.

Reproduction of contents is possible with
permission from the Editor, however short
abstractsor references are allowable providing
the source is given.

Publishers Broadercasting Limited
NOVEMBER 1982

WELCOME TO THE FOLD
The listing of editorial staff on this page shows that the position of Assistant
Editor advertised in our September issue has been filled by Paul Coster. Paul
joins us, having left his job as an Editorial Assistant on Hobby Electronics.
The injection of new blood into the editorial team will mean that the rest of
the staff won't have to sweat it each month, in order to produce the magazine.
It will also give us the ability to expand our coverage and to add more depth
to our existing features.
All this can only mean bigger and better issues of R&EW in the future. Watch
out for a number of first rate projects and some 'scoop' features scheduled for
the months to come.
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CAMBRIDGE LEARNING
SELF -INSTRUCTION COURSES

*NEW!*
DIGITAL

COMPUTER
DESIGN
Our latest,

course
of

on

digital

£8.50

up-to-date

the design
computers,

both from their indiv-

idual logic elements
and from integrated

circuits.

Digital Computer Design is the best way for

you to understand how simple computers are.
You are first shown the way in which simple
logic circuits operate and then, through a
series of exercises, arrive at a design for a

NEW PRODUCTS
MOTOROLA SELLS EXORset

Expanding its line of packaged
microcomputer systems, Motorola's
Semiconductor Products Sector has
followed up the introduction of its
VMC 68/2 16/32 -bit system with a
new 8/16 -bit desk -top controller.

Called the EXORset 35, the new

controller is a versatile system that

dynamic RAM and three strappable
sockets that can be configured for
1K, 2K, 4K, or 8K ROMs. A fourth
socket (normally containing the 4K

EXORbug firmware) can be

configured for a user -designed
monitor routine. The EXORset 35
memory map is defined by PROMs,

allowing the user to easily

re-

can be connected for a variety of

configure the architecture of the

industrial and lab automation, data
acquisition
and
analysis
applications.
This one compact, desk -top unit
offers not only high performance
for control and data manipulation,
but also has a complete user
interface plus optional mass storage
on floppy disks.
The EXORset controller is based

system.
The EXORset 35 provides, as onboard I/O devices, an asynchronous
serial communications port, a 16 -bit

on the new generation 8/16 -bit

can be configured as a terminal or

microprocessor MC6809. The

a modem. The baud rate is software
programmable from 110 to 19.2K
baud. For additional flexibility, the
asynchronous device can be replaced
with an SSDA device for

parallel port and a triple 16 -bit
programmable counter/timer
device.

The serial communications port
has strap -selectable interface options
of RS -232C, RS -422 or RS -423 and

working machine.

GSC SUPERKIT £19.90

The original Cambridge Learning Superkit, a
practical digital electronics kit for beginners,

re -written for the popular GSC
breadboard. The kit comes complete

now

EXP300

with an instruction manual, components, and
breadboard to teach you all the basics of
digital electronics.

DIGITAL COMPUTER LOGIC
& ELECTRONICS
£6.00

theory course to support the practical
this 4 -volume set covers basic
computer logic; logical circuit elements; the
design of circuits to carry out logical
functions: flipflops and registers. No prior
The

Superkit,

mathematical knowledge other than arithmetic
is assumed.
risk to you. If you are riot complete.
satisfied, your money will be refunded upon return
the item in good condition within 28 days of receipt.
GUARANTEE No

CAMBRIDGE LEARNING LIMITED, UNIT150, RIVERMILL
FREEPOST. ST IVES. CAMBS. PEI7 LBR. ENGLAND.
TELEPHONE: ST IVES 10480, 67446.
VAT No 3130260z.

All prices include worldwide postage (airmail is extra
please ask for prepayment invoice). Giro Aic

Please allow 28 days for delivery in UK.
SUPERKIT(S)
£19.90
DIGITAL COMPUTER DESIGN(S)

C8.50
DIGITAL COMPUTER LOGIC AND ELECTRONICS 0 £6.00
I enclose a cheque/P0 payable to Cambridge Learning Ltd
for C
(delete where applicable(
Please charge my:
Access / American Express / Barclaycard / Diners Club
Eurocard / Visa / Mastercharge / Trustcard
Expiry Date
Credit Card No

execution of software particularly
efficient and allow sophisticated
programming techniques such as
structuring, position independent
coding, re-entrant routines and realtime operations. These capabilities
make the MC6809 microprocessor
suitable for high-level language
program development.

With the EXORset 35, the user

has a complete man/machine

interface consisting of a full-size

ASCII keyboard and

16

user -

assigned function keys. Also, a high
resolution 9" CRT display capable

of displaying 22 lines of 80 or 16

orders

from

card holders accepted on 0480 67446

Overseas customers (including Eire( should send a bank draft
in sterling drawn on a London bank, or quote credit card
number.
Name

Address

Cambridge Learning Limited, Unit (so Rivermill Site. FREEPOST,
St Ives. Huntingdon, Combs, PEI7 LBR. England. (Registered
in England No 1328762).

communication

application.

The parallel port has four
handshake lines in addition to the
16 -bit data port. This port consists
of a fully buffered PIA device with
a pin -out that is compatible with a
standard Centronics printer type
interface.
A four -slot card cage with bus
connectors for installing additional
EXORbus compatible modules
available from Motorola, amongst
others, is offered by the EXORset

controller. With the wide

lines of 40 upper or lower case

35

selection of I/O functions available

allows for flexibility in the type and
amount of memory to be used in the
application. Three versions are
available: the 351-0 with no floppy
disk drives;
351-1 with one double -sided mini floppy disk drive for 164K bytes of

mass storage, and 351-2 with two
disk drives for 328K bytes of mass
storage.

All three versions include 2K
bytes of dynamic RAM for CRT

character refresh, 56K bytes of
6

synchronous

characters and simultaneously a full
320 x 256 dot graphic image.

The EXORset 35 controller

Signature
Telephone

expanded instruction set, addressing
modes and architecture, make

on EXORbus, the EXORset unit
can be tailored to fit a variety of user

applications of differing I/O

requirements such as IEEE 488
instrumentation control, serial

communications, analog I/O
functions, parallel digital I/O or
high-speed arithmetic functions. In
those versions that have a disk drive,
one of the four slots is occupied by
the floppy disk controller module.
Further information contact:
Motorola,
88 Tanners Drive,

MILTON KEYNES.
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rate is variable from 1.5 - 13 flashes

per second, with an output of 40
watts at 13 FPS. The Strobe features
a fully isolated supply, with 120/240

V AC input and a highly polished

reflector and vented steel case,
which is finished in durable black
resin, together with a swivel stand
for floor or ceiling mounting. An
etched black aluminium panel label
gives the Strobe that proffessional

BEST
S LLER

finish which most kits seem to lack.

A kit for a Remote Triggering
Unit is also available for use with the

A FLASHER FOR XMAS

Strobe. This has variable flash rate
and single flash operation. Both the
Strobe and Remote Trigger unit are
compatible with most other
commercially available units and
each kit carries a conditional one
year guarantee.
Prices are:

A new High Power Strobe suitable
for the home and disco use has been
Strobe £72.50 and Remote
made available by Argon Electronics.
The kit contains everything; even Trigger Unit £14.50 (including VAT
solder and a 13 amp plug! and P&P)
Construction is very straight Argon Electronics,
forward duc to the legenda PCB and P.O. Box 326,
idiot -proof instructions. The flash CHELMSFORD, CM2 OYR.

MINIATURE TRANSFORMERS
Recently released onto the

electronics market is a range of
miniature
PCB
mounting
transformers. Manufactured by
Avel-Lindberg, these power
transformers will find their main
application in equipment where
space -saving is an important

consideration. Each device is made
using separately wound bobbins for

through the corners of the cast. All
transformers undergo rigorous
testing to conform to national and
international safety standards.
For further information contact:
Avel-Lindberg Limited,

A quality
digital multimeter
for the price
of an analogue.

South Ockendon,
ESSEX, RMIS STD.

the primary and secondary, thus
ensuring maximum isolation and
low inter -winding capacitance.
Another result of this construction
is the toroidal characteristics
produced, with low radiated noise
and high efficency.
The transformers can be supplied
for any load in the range 2- 30VA
and work from 230V or 115V AC

The Beckman 3' 2 digit T100 multimeter offers
numerous functions and ranges (200mV to 1000Vdc or
750V ac, 200pA to 10A ac or dc: 200 11 to 20M 11)
good accuracy (0.5% on Vdc)
numerous extras (like dedicated diode test range, high or low

mains input. Output voltages are

power ohms, numerous accessories)
easy operation and excellent protection
Also available is the T110 model, with 0.25°e accuracy and

determined, by either series or
parallel connection (5-48V), from a
set of tappings.
The complete range are cased in
resin -filled thermoplastic with PCB
pin connectors. A secure mount is
ensured by using four screws

buzzer for continuity testing. at £68.50 (inc. VAT, p&p)

BECKMAN

Beckman Instruments Ltd
Electronic Components UK Sales and Marketing Organisation
Mylen House. 11 Wagon Lane, Sheldon. Birmingham B26 3DU

Tel 021-742 7921 Telex 336659

100 micro -amps. A small depth
behind the panel is required,
ensuring ease of use within portable

LOW COST LCD COUNTERS

The LE -C7224 family of panel mounting liquid crystal counter
modules, recently announced by
Lascar Electronics, have ultra -low

current consumption of typically
NOVEMBER 1982

instruments. A mounting bezel is
also supplied.
The 4.5 digit display is
incorporated for applications such
as high resolution event counters,
timers and frequency meters.
Standard
features
include
programmable decimal points,
store, enable and reset controls.
For further information:
Lascar Electronis Ltd.,

Please send me
I

(

) T100 meters at £57 (Inc VAT, p&p)
T1 10 meters at £68 50 (inc VAT. pdp)

I enclose a cheque or P 0
(payable to Beckman Instruments Ltd) for £
Name
Address

Please allow 14 days for delwery.

Reeves Way,

South Woodham Ferrers,
ESSEX, CMI3 SXQ.
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GAREX

1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1

CRYSTALS FOR NR -56, SR -9, SR -11, HF-12, TM56B All 2m
channels from0r145 00) to 331145.825). Also 144.80, 144.825,
144.85 Ray net at £2.46 1+20p post per order) Over 40 popular marine
channels at £2.85 (+20p post)

1

SR -9 monitor. 2m FM with 144.146MHz full coverage VFO + 11 xtal
controlled channels: ideal for fixed,/M,/P use. 12V DC operation £47.50
Marina Band SRI, 156-162MHz, same spec. and price.

1

RESISTOR KITS a topselling line for many years. E12 series, 5% carbon
film, 100. to 1 M, 61 values, general purpose rating '4W or '4W (state
which)
Starter pack 5 each value (305 pieces)
£ 3.10
Standard pack 10 each value (610 pieces)
£ 5.55
Mixed pack, 5 each ",W +
1610 pieces)
5.55
Giant pack. 25 each value (1525 pieces)
£13.60

NICAD RECHARGEABLES physically as dry cell. AA(U7) £1.30:
ClU111 £3.35. PP3 £5.55. Any 5+ less 10%, any 10+ less 20%
CRYSTAL FILTER 10.7MHz, 12'4kHz spacing, ITT 901C £6.90
PYE RADIOTELEPHONE SPARES Is a.e
list) Ex equip., fully
guaranteed. Cambridge AM10
10.7MHz I F E3.65 2nd mixer E3 455KHz block filter 127:KHz

1

COMPLETE UNITS ALSO AVAILABLE

1

1

multimeters and a digital logic

1

probe.
Sifam claims that the equipment

offers outstanding technical
specifications, quality and
performance at prices from 10 to 40
per cent less than similar units. The
company believes that the
cost/performance characteristics

1

will be attractive to professional
users for production line,
laboratory, research, repair and
maintenance applications, as well as

GAREX FM DETECTOR and squelch conversion for Pye R1T equipment
Ready assembled, full instructions. Tailor-made, easy -fit design, replaces
existing squelch board, with minimum of modifications. For AM
Cambridge £6.30; for Vanguard AM25B (Valve RX) 0.10; for Transistor Vanguard AM25T E6.95
MAIN DISTRIBUTOR OF REVCO AERIALS & SPECIAL PRODUCTS
(trade enquiries welcome)
PRICES INCLUDE UK P&P and 15% VAT

GAREX ELECTRONICS
7 NORVIC ROAD, MARSWORTH, TRING, HERTS HP23 4LS
Phone 0296 668684. Callers by appointment only.
.1d.' AP' 41IP'

include bench and hand-held

1

to semi- professional, DIY and
amateur radio enthusiasts.
The DMM2200B is a hand-held

compatible with DTL, TTL and
CMOS standards. It offers

3.5 digit multimeter, with 21 ranges
in five modes (DC & AC voltage and

1

current, and resistance) and basic

exceptional value for money, has an
input frequency range of DC to 50

accuracy of 0.3 per cent (DCV). The
instrument will operate continuously
for 1000 hours from a standard 9V
radio -type battery, and has overload
protection, auto -zero and auto -

MHz with a minimum detectable
input pulse width of 10 nanosecs
and high input impedance of 10
megohms. The power range is 4.5
to 30V DC with input protection

polarity facilities as well as over -

(including an audible warning) up to
120V DC or AC.

1

range and low -battery indications.

411IP"

with battery. It is supplied with test
leads, battery and manual and costs
£66.04 plus VAT.
The third of this group is a Digital
Logic Probe, model DLP50,

1

HSA

1

range of own -name test instruments

and accessories. The first group to

WESTMINSTER W15/W30 AM Rx RF 68-88MHz or 148-174MHz

£1.45 CDC/ZOE-40a lquick.heat) HF tested £11.95 Aerial relays £1.50
PYE SPARES ARE OUR SPECIALITY

Following a manufacturing
agreement with a major electronics
company in Japan, Sifam Ltd., of
Torquay --Britain's
leading
manufacturer of panel meters and
control knobs --is now marketing a

1

£9.40 ditto 25KHz £3 455KHz AM IF £4.95 Audio bd E1.95

0.95 10 7MHz IF Inci t2',KHz xtai, filter) £6.25 2nd Osc £2.10
455KHz IF £5.65 455KHz Mock filter 112',KHz) E7.35 Squelch

NEW PRODUCTS
TEST GEAR FROM TORQUAY

10 7MHz, 25KHz spacing, type 9148 or 909B E6.90

1

1

1

(G3zvI)

further details

Versatile Professional Hand Tools

`SERIES 99' from XCELITE
99MP

Multi-

purpose tool kit

99PS50 13pc. S/
driver, n/driver
set.

All most needed 99 Series tows etc
snips or other tools

99PS40. Allen Hex

Socket

S/driver

set

Also available sits metric sizes Rel
90RS51rnrn

Service

99SM

Master

Robustly constructed --two rotary

There are three -colour LEDs,

switches provide clear and simple
selection
of
colour -coded
measurement mode and range -the

which signal high (red), low (green),
open-circuit/bad level (yellow) and
pulse/memory (red) states. The

read-out is by 12mm high LCD
digits. It measures 165 x 110 x
43mm, weighs 360 grammes with
battery, and is supplied complete
with test leads, spare fuse, battery

and operators' manual. Price

Also available

imetricl
99PS41mm
99PS4trnen8P (metric ballpoint)
99PS408P (inch sizes-baopoini)

Versatile 23 pc set of quality tools in
roll uP plastic coaled canvas case

Quick change tools and tool co,

bin aeons for assembly and service
work

Check our prices Complete .rehte ca,dloque irrelr ava,db a nn

Oro,

SPECIAL PRODUCTS DISTRIBUTORS LTD.
Si Piccadilly, London W1V OHL
Tel. 01-629 9556 Cables. Spociprod, London, W.1
Tel.. 265200 (Answorbock RACEN GI

is

£43.43 plus VAT.
The bench version of this meter
is the DMM2500. With 24 ranges in
the same five DC/AC measurement
modes/and the same order of
accuracy and operational features,

but having push-button function/
range switching, 2000 hours battery

life and circuit- breaker overload
protection. It has a built-in bench
stand/handle, measures 155 x 120 x

57 mm and weighs 383 grammes
164 for further details
8

audible alarm sounds if an input
signal exceeds the operating voltage

of the circuit under test, or when a

voltage in excess of 30V DC is
applied to the probe input.
The probe is fitted with an 800

mm long power lead, and has a

consumption of 50 mA maximum at

5V DC. Supplied in a moulded
carrying case, it comes complete
with ground and IC clip leads and
operating manual. Price is £39.09 +
VAT.

Further information contact:
Sifam Limited
Woodland Road,
Torquay,

DEVON, TQ2 7A Y.
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WOOD Et DOUGLAS!
FOR SALE

Two new catalogues have just

The catalogue from Ambit costs 70p

landed on the news desk: one is the
Eagle product lines for 1982-83 and
the other the latest electronic
components
and
hardware

and is packed full of components,
hardware, test gear and just about
everything
the
electronics
constructor would ever need. With
128
pages,
complete with
photographs and diagrams, it's well
worth a browse- especially since

catalogue from Ambit. Both have
glossy full -colour

covers, Eagle
sporting their famous 'Eagles Head'

logo and Ambit displaying

a

selection of popular projects.
The Eagle catalogue includes
intercoms, PA equipment, mics and

mixers, hi-fi, test equipment and
audio accessories. All the pages are
in colour with accompanying

they've added several new products.

Send to: Ambit International,
200 North Service Road,
Brentwood,
ESSEX, CMI4 4SG.

descriptions and specifications.
For further details contact:
Eagle International,
Precision Centre,
Heather Park Drive,

office, educational and games
cassettes for the ZX Spectrum.
With over 40,000 Spectrums
already sold since the launch and

world-wide sales of 400,000
predicted in the next year, the new
software is the first step in Sinclair's
planned development of a complete
library of professional and general
programs --the first series has been
developed for Sinclair by ICL and
Psion.
From Psion, two full -feature

ICL's 'Games' series contains five

cassettes, each at £4.95, ranging
from the variety of Games 2, with

Galactic Invasion, Drop a Brick,
Silhouette Colour Doodle and Train

Race, to the powerful Star Trail
program which occupies Games 5.
Eight further ICL cassettes
complete the new range; five English Literature, Inventions,
Music, History and Geography

forming the 'Fun to Learn' series,
each at £6.95; two, the 'Pastimes'
series, both at £4.95; and lastly a

Biorhythms program, at £6.95,
which enables the preparation of a

chart of an individual's physical,

Planetoids, the latter including

emotional and intellectual highs and
lows.

'Missile', both prices at £4.95; the
subtle and amusing cartoon style
Hungry Horace at £5.95; two

Prices are inclusive of VAT and
all cassettes can be used with both

16K and 48K Spectrums, except

substantial business programs, Vu -

Flight Simulation, Chess and Games

games cassettes, Space Raiders and

File and Vu-Calc, both at £8.95;
Vu -3D, a graphics program for
design applications at £9.95; a ten level ability Chess cassette and an

enhanced version of the popular
ZX8I Flight Simulation program,
both at £7.95

REVCO ANTENNA

5 which require the full 48K. Most
new cassettes are immediately
available (mail order only) from:
Sinclair Research,
Stanhope Road,
Camberley,
SURREY.

OOOO

Specially made for use with the
SX-200-N Scanning Receiver is the
Revcone 2050 broadband Antenna.

Manufactured by Revco and
1.

marketed by Garex Electronics, this
aerial is of lightweight construction

and covers the full VHF -UHF
bands.
It is made using
weatherproof chromed -alloy and
includes a 1.1/4" stub mast and
S0239 connectors. Total length is
40" and the price is £24.95 including

postage and VAT.
w
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Kit

£19.60

Assembled - £26.95

TVM 1 TV MODULATOR converts any 70cms transmit strip
into a series modulated DSB video transmitter. The PCB accepts
composite video signals and incorporates a sync pulse clamp and black
level adjustment. With an external pass transistor the board will source
up to 2 Amps current drive.

Assembled - £ 8.10

ATV -1 VIDEO TRANSMITTER a boxed finished video
transmitter giving 3W p s.p. The unit is housed in a vinyl -topped enclosure
enclosure measuring 8- x 5- x 2-. Video input is via two
indepentl y switched BNC inputs, each having a front panel mounted
level control. There is a receiver output via a pin diode aerial switch for
connection to anUpConverter such as the TVUP2. , The rear panel also
has a monitor output for waveform inspection on an oscilloscope. The
unit has internal preset controls for black level and sync stretching
circuitry. The unit is unique in that it is double mode. There is a NBFM
modulator included to allow station indentification at 70cms simply by
plugging. a microphone into the front panel socket. The whole unit runs
from a 14V maximum PSU and will give good reliable service in either
mode. A one year guarantee is offered on parts and labour.

SINCLAIR GETS SOFT

appearance at the 1982 Personal
Computer World Show by
announcing a range of twenty- one

TVUP2 TV UPCONVERTER is a two r.f. stage receive converter
with a crystal controlled local oscillator. The PCB accepts signal at
70cms and outputs them at channel 36 on a standard TV set. The TV
output is filtered and there is a 'de -sense' input to allow monitoring of
local signals without compression. Overall gain is 25dB minimum,
noise figure better than 2.5dB.

Kit - £ 5.30

Wembly, HAO ISU.

Sinclair Research marked its

A new range of products are available from us to cover the
increased interest in video transmission

Garex Electronics,
7 Norvic Road,
Herts. HP23 4LS.

Boxed ready to go at £87.00
ATV -2 Video Transceiver the natural propression from the
ATV -1 . The highly successful ATV1 and TVUP2 circuitry have been
combined to give a complete video station. All you require is a standard
TV set and a camera. What could possibly be easier'

Boxed ready to go at £119.00
incidentally, as both these units have NBFM facilities you will not be left
high and dry with a white elephant should video be removed from 70cms
Simply plug in a new crystal and you can work your local FM repeater.

70LIN10/3 B

is a 3W to 101N linear designed as a video booster for the

ATV -1/2 to give lOW minimum output from our very popular video
transmitters. The board is straight through with no power supply
connected or when in receive mode. It has automatic r.f. sensed changeover when transmission takes place. The unit is of course usable for
NBFM operation with the new handheld transceivers such as the

IC4-E.

Kit - £28.95

Assembled - £39.10

Just a few examples of our ever increasing range

An SAE will
bring you the latest details and prices. Technical enquiries can be
answered between 7-9pm on either 07356 5324 or 0256 24611. Kits
when stock are return of post otherwise allow 28 days . Assembled
/boxed items, allow 20/40 days . Prices include VAT at the current
rate. Please include 70p postage and handling on total order except
boxed items which should be E1.00 for recorded delivery.
.

All prices include VAT at the current rate Please add 70p to your total order for post and
handling Kits contain all.pcb components but no external hardware Crystals are not supplied
for transceivers but are for converters synthesisers etc Kits when stock are 2-3 days
otherwise up to 28 days depending on component availability Assembled modules 20-40
days depending on stock Non amateur frequencies can be supplied for assembled modules
but we reserve the right to charge up to 20% eiicess to cover handling costs Ali postal
enquiries require an SAE please. a large one if full lists are required' Non technical enqumes
only can be taken lOarn-4pm on 07356 5324 For technical information pease call 07356 5324
or 0256 2461 t between 7pm-9pm, as we are part time
Kits are available from the following agents

Amateur Radio Exchange. Northfield Road EALING 01 579 5311
J Bukan. 25 The Strait, LINCOLN 0522 20767
Osrwan Electronics. 13 Thornclifie Drive DARVVEN. Lancs 0254 771 497
United Trading AB. Box 16024 200 26 MALMO. SWEDEN 040 94 89 55

9 HILLCREST, TADLEY
BASINGSTOKE, HANTS RG26 6JB
162 for further details

DIRECT
VIDEO
INTERFACING
A couple of designs that allow two widely available television chassis to be converted
for direct video entry - monitor quality at a budget price. Designs by A.S. Warne, T.
Eng. CEI, Msert, G4EXO (Thorn TX9) and Roger Ray (Amstrad CTV 1400).
It is becoming common practice for video

amplification and detection then re-

manufacturers to provide video output as
well as RF output sockets on their

establishes the video signal.
Processing the video signal in this way
can sometimes give undesirable effects. For
example:

tape recorder and home computer

equipment. The majority of VCRs and

Patterning due to intermodulation
products in the RF modulator and TV
tuner, or adjacent channel interference

computers are used in conjunction with a

1.

standard 625 line UHF television which can
be directly connected to the RF sockets on

this equipment. Although picture quality
is reasonable using this method, a direct

from high power local stations near to the

video output connection will give a far

channel 36 or 37 (591.25 MHz and 599.25
MHz).
2. Regular retuning of the TV caused by
poor oscillator stability in the modulator.

modulator output frequency normally

better definition.
Figure 1 shows the difference in signal
path between the direct video interface and

3. Reduced definition as a result of

the RF interface. By introducing an RF
modulator into the computer or VCR the
composite video signal can be
superimposed onto a vision carrier and
driven to the television aerial socket.

bandwidth limitation in signal processing
and detection.
Direct video interfacing overcomes these
problems and the R&EW interface boards

allow two commercially available
televisions to be easily modified for direct

When the signal reaches the television,
RF amplification and down conversion is
carried out by the UHF tuner giving a 39.5
MHz intermediate frequency. Further

video and still maintain normal off air
facilties.
PAL DECODER

Figure 1

AMPLIFIERS

R

VIDEO

1. Operation with an upconverter for
amateur television having the ability to
synchronise the weakest of signals when
looking for DX.
2. Video/Audio output sockets to record

off

air

broadcast

and

amateur

transmissions.
3. Video/Audio input sockets to operate
as a PAL colour monitor to display colour
camera, VCR and computer pictures.
4. A simple switching system to switch

from off air to monitor without

modifications to cabinet exterior and using
the existing switch already available on the
channel selector assembly.
5. Small screen size, good picture quality
with low power consumption and using the

satisfactorily from the mains with input
voltages of between 185 and 265V. No

10F F AIR

mains input adjustment is required, and the
set consumes only 58 watts when displaying

a normal picture. As an optional extra, an
inverter to operate the set from 12 or 24v
DC supplies is available.

VISION
DETECTOR

yellow.

IF

VIDEO
OUTPUT
SOCKET

following facilities.

incorporating the TX9 chassis was chosen
as the basis for modification. It will operate

8

VIDEO INPUT SOCKET

0

The thorn TX9 chassis is used in a wide
variety of sets with differing screen sizes.
The conversion for this set provides the

most up to date circuit techniques and a
possiblity of 12 volt operation.
The Ferguson 14"Movie Star' portable,

AND VIDEO
INPUT SELECTOR SWITCH
FOR DIRECT VIDEO OR RF

TX9 CONVERSION

move over to

AMPLIFIER

button 5

12v AV command
UHF TUNER

It

MODULATED
RF OUTPUT
SOCKET

10

PCB pin 6

itAERIAL SOCKET

Ink

green

RF INTERFACE VIA COAXIAL CABLE

RADIO & ELECTRONICS WORLD

PROJECT
When used with an up -converter, the set

works superbly and the sync circuits
respond very well under weak signal
conditions. If the set is to be used for the
shack only, the UHF tuner can be modified
to cover the 70cm band, but in this case a

good pre- amplifier should also be used.

To convert the set to a video/sound
monitor, the receiver must first be fitted

11111111111111111t1111111

with a small mains isolating transformer
1LP electronics manufacture a range of
such transformers (see ref. 1,2. ). This
transformer can mount inside the cabinet
on the right hand side (from rear) or, if a
DC unit is fitted, inside the rear cover.

tttttttttttt I

tttttttttttttttttttttt

111111111%)

The video/sound interface board may be

fitted to the spare blank panel in the
receiver's back cover. A bracket may be
made to support the PCB and to form a
metal panel for mounting the input/output
sockets and video terminal switch.

Button 6 on the channel selector is
already marked 'AV' (Audio Visual) and

may be used to change over to video
,

NOTE

0163 ARE BC477
024,5,6 A 7 ARE BC107

SOUND OUTPUT
ICS3 PIN 7

2

D1,2 6 3 ARE 1N916

0
R5

R9

IC53 PIN 3

100

CS

so*

407

SOUND IWUT

1004

D
MUTECAIR
C'SS3°4:443

R14

CA

1211

4704

02
R30
100R

470FI
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RVI

06

21,2

RIO
1000
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Re
601

AUDIO
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R12
100

R7

n7

R11

T'°"

OV 0

03

0
HIS
100

100

Ca
100u

I
1

1420

I

C9

RESET SYNC TIME
CONSTANT AV

CIO

R25

10k,

27013

303

1

110601

PLS 9 110011

VIDEO OUT 0

VIDEO IN C

No 6 ICENTRE1

PL6

100R

R19

TO CHANNEL

12V REGULATED
P155

C12
6700

C7

470.

R29
470

\41

5

IF DISABLE
PL6 10 110011
PL6 B 110401

R16
47OR

V VIDEO
I TERMINATE

010 VIDEO SIGNAL
TO SAC IF 4/11

76R

06
1124

R20
SeR

100R

RIB
108

R/3
100

HII

1.118

1000

411,

0 12

7t,

PCB PIN No

Figure 3

TX9 AUDIO VIDEO MOD
When receiving a normal off air signal via the
aerial, video signals are extracted from the
TX9 PCB via connector 10. On the interface
board to R25. Emitter follower transistor Q5
buffers the signal to the video output socket.
A low level sound signal is available at IC53
pin 3 on the main board and is fed to emitter

follower 6. RV1 forms part of the emitter
resistor network of 6 and enables a level
adjustment of the output audio signal to be
made.

To use the receiver as a video monitor the
channel selector button marked AV (audio
visual) is pressed resulting in;
1. D3 conducting and applying a mute
voltage via R32 to IC53 pin 2 disabling any
NOVEMBER 1982

OV TO PLS 11
OR OTHER
CONVENIENT POINT

off air or spurious sound signals entering the
sound I.F. and demodulator (connector 51.
2. TR7 switches hard on, effectively
grounding (connector 81 the receiver A.G.C.
line. Off air picture and random patterning or
noise are prevented from reaching the vision
detector.
3. D2. conducts pulling pin 9 of IC54 high
(connector 71 disabling the automatic phase

gain switching circuit which provides AV
compatible sync operation.
4. Also acts as a switch which enables 1
and 2 by grounding R4 via D1 and R22. As
1 ans 2 are enabled audio input signals via
C2, R2 are amplified by 1 and coupled via C3

to a low level audio input on IC53 pin 7
(connector 1)2 is comected in grounded base

and video input signals applied through
C7,R16,R17,C8 to the emitter. The amplified
signal at the collector of 2 is then fed to the

base of emitter follower 4.
TR4 buffers the video signal between the
interface board (connector 10) and video input

of VT51 luminance amplifier because R25 is
also connected to TR4 emitter the R28 and
C12 to the video output socket giving loop
through facilities i.e. provision for connecting
a series of monitors together to display the
same picture. Loop through of sound signals
are also available as audio input signals which
have already arrived at IC53 pin 7 via 1 are
retrieved at pin 3 and fed to the audio output
socket via 6.

VIDEO INTERFACING
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00
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function of this button, apart from channel
selecting, is to switch a 12v supply via R207

type is fitted with an NEC Luma-Chroma

correction when using video tape recorders.

coded 1001. The later type is fitted with a
Mullard processor - TDA3560 and is coded
1040. Interface details are given for both
types where differences occur.
Figure 3 shows the complete circuit of
the interface which is contained on a single
printed circuit board. Connections to the
board are also shown. Be sure to use 75 R

To maintain the VCR input facility with

a UHF input, spare 'AV' contacts on
button 5 should be wired as shown in fig.
2. This means that button 5 now takes on
the previous function of button 6.
Sound may be carried via the interface
board using the unused connections of the
'4

Processor - uPC1365C. This chassis

is

coax cable and screened audio cables where
indicated. Figure 4 shows the print pattern

of the PCB (not

full

size)

and the

component layout is shown in Fig. 5.
The modification may proceed in the
following order: -

1) Fit the mains isolating transformer
and check that the receiver operates
correctly.

2) Remove the yellow wire from the
centre pin of No. 6 channel selector and
connect it to the centre pin of channel 5
button (Fig. 2).
3) Fit a green link wire between the rear
pin of No. 6 channel selector and the rear
pin of No.5 channel selector, leaving the
existing green wire in place.
4) Attach suitable length leads to the PC
board noting the colours used as an aid to
identification.
5) Fit the PC board to a bracket and fit
the assembly to the rear cover.
12

41

sound IF and audio output IC - TDA10355.
There are two versions of the TX9 main
chassis at present in production. The early

to pin 9 of the TDA9503 sync IC. This
alters the time constant providing sync
By utilising this I2v feed it is posible to
electronically switch to video.

I

Figure 5 Overlay.

Figure4. PCB foil pattern.

monitor when depressed. The normal

Fog
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Mounting details of Isolating Transformer

6) Connect board -pin 6 lead to the centre

pin of No. 6 channel selector.
7) Pin 3 of the sound IC (IC53) should
be disconnected from ground. This may be
accomplished either by cutting the PC track
around that pin or by withdrawing the pin

from its hole and bending it out clear of
the main PCB.
8)Connect the audio input and output
cables to the IC pins as indicated (Fig. 3).
The braiding need not be connected at the
IC end.
9) Connect all other leads to the receiver

PCB as indicated (Fig. 5).

0) Connect leads to the input/output
sockets on the rear panel.
1) Terminate the video input in 75 R and
RADIO & ELECTRONICS WORLD

PROJECT
together to form a cable loom.
All leads which are to connect to the
underside of the RX PCB may be routed

COMPONENTS LIST

through an existing hole near to IC53, this

Resistors (All 14W, 5%)
R1,10
R2,17,13
R3,4,22,28,29
R5,6
R7,21
R8,16

100k
10k

hole (which may be covered by a round
sticker) may need enlarging.
To assist in wiring the channel select

47k
4k7

buttons, two screws may be removed from
the rear of the front panel (Fig. 7) to allow

15k

the panel to drop out making it easier to
work on.

470R
56k

R9

C3
C4
C6
C7,12

C8
C9
C10

Q2,4,5,6,7
D1,2,3

Roper Close, CANTERBURY, Kent. CT2
7EP.

2. VT24825 isolating transformer. St.
Ives Windings Ltd., Industrial Estate,
Somersham Road, St. Ives, Cambs.

3k3
68 R

1u F
100n
10n
470n

16V elec
poly,
poly

poly

6n8 poly
470u 16V elec

100p ceramic
47u 16V elec
10u 16V elec

Semiconductors
Q1,3

Electronics Ltd., Graham Bell House,

270R

Capacitors
C2,5,11

1. 3X030, 80VA, 240v secondary. ILP

1k0
10k
12k
1k8

R13
R14
R18
R20
R25
R26

C1

REFERENCES:

100 R

R11,24,27
R12,15,19,23

BC477/BC307
BC107/BC237
1N4148

connect a composite video signal to the
input socket.
2) Depress channel 6 button and switch
on the receiver. Check that a picture is
displayed correctly.
3) Connect the video output to a monitor
or an oscilloscope and ensure that a correct

(possibly only in small or large quantities).
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

M.T. CraInpton and J.L. Wood, British
Amateur /V Club for their assistance with
printed board and documentation. Thorn

EMI Ferguson, Bradford Engineering

picture/waveform is obtained.
4) Check the audio system by applying
a low-level signal to the input and then
extracting an audio signal from the output

Centre for their technical assistance.

- adjusting the level with the pre-set control
as required. A VCR or audio tape recorder

may be obtained from: Thorm EMI

may be used for these checks.
5) Dress the wires and clip them neatly

121, Lea Valley Trading Estate, Angel
Road, Edmonton, London, N18 3BP.

of a toroidal transformer which gives 240V
A.C. out for 240V A.C. in. Mains live and

whether the set is being used conventionally
or as a monitor. Switch -over to monitor is

FOOTNOTE

The complete service manual for the TX9
Ferguson Ltd., Service Division, P.O. Box

Miscellaneous
wire etc.
Transformer

PCB,

AMSTRAD CTV1400

The recent introduction of the Amstrad
CTV1400 ,available for C150,makes

available a good TV receiver at a very
reasonable price. The sets' usefulness can
be enhanced by converting it for use as a
monitor with video/audio in/out sockets.
The requirement for these modifications is

made clear in the accompanying article
covering modification of the Thorn TX9
chassis. Video input can be taken from a
VCR, computer, camera, TV game etc, and
applied directly to the video circuitry of the

CTV1400. Thus removing stages of
modulation and demodulation from the
system usually employed.
The first requirement when modifying a
colour TV for use as a monitor is to provide
isolation from the mains. To simplify the
power supply most TV sets connect mains

neutral connections are routed to the
transformer's primary winding via the sets'

2 pole on/off switch. The 240V A.C.

activated by depressing the 'VCR' button

on the front panel of the TV set.

supply for the TV is now taken from the
transformer's secondary and the chassis
connected to mains earth. Once isolation

CONSTRUCTION

from the mains has been accomplished any
low voltage signals within the TV set can

Assemble the components as shown on the

be brought out for use externally.
This modification to the CTV1400
chassis makes use of a CMOS switch to

and take care to insert the electrolytic
capacitors and transistors the right way
around. Vero pins are used in positions

plug has been wired the wrong way around,

switch between off -air sound/vision and an

with this system.
Isolation from the mains is made by use

external sound and vision input. Off -air

where wires are connected to the board.
The assembled PCB is mounted on an

signals are always available externally

L-shaped aluminium bracket bent as shown

neutral to the chassis. Because of this a
direct connection from any circuitry on a
conventional TV to the outside world

cannot be made due to the potential
difference between mains neutral and

earth. A lethal hazard exists if the mains
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The switching circuitry is built on a single

sided pcb etched as shown in Fig.7.
overlay Fig.8 Use an I.C. socket for ICI
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in Fig. , using 6 B.A. screws. The two BNC

COMPONENTS LIST

and two phono sockets are mounted

Resistors (All

directly on this bracket and wired to the
board. The assembled bracket mounts on
the back cover of the TV set. An aperture
for the sockets is made by very carefully
cutting out a rectangle moulded into the
cover, by using a Stanley knife (see
photograph). The bracket is mounted on
the inside of the cover using self tapping
screws to allow the cover to be removed
leaving the bracket in place.
Connections between the switching
board and TV chassis can now be made.
Identifying the correct positions and
components on the chassis is the most
difficult part of the operation, although
this is made easier by Amstrad providing
a legend on both sides of the chassis.
Remove the five screws holding the

R1

R2
R3
R4
R5

R6,7,16
R8

R9,11,14
R10
R12,13
R15
R17
R18,21
R19,20

C2,10
C3,6,8

5%)

75R
68k
22k
1k

01,5,6
02
03,4

560 R
220 R

100k
10R
1k2
4k7

2 BNC sockets, 2 phono sockets,
PCB, wire, IC socket (16 pin),
aluminium bracket, toroidal
transformer 240V/240V 120VA
(I.L.P. 42030).

68 R

330R
47K

R647 (330R) from the chassis, and connect

the end of (D) to the centre of a length of
minaiture coax, connect a similar length of
coax to the remaining hole from where the
end of R647 was removed (E). The braid

of the coax can be connected to any
convenient earth position. Connect the
cables to the switching board the wires
going to video out/in respectively.

Ill

4053

IC1

Remove the R627, L604, CF602 end of

the board (B), these go to the audio

BC237
BC307
2SK55

Miscellaneous

100n 16V
input/output pins on the switching board.

capacitor (C) and a wire to the hole left in

4u7 16V
10u 16V

Semiconductors

470R

C1,5

and SW401 (A). The panel can now be
screwed back in place. Next remove the
negative lead of C606 mounted next to
IC601 in the back left- hand side of the
CTV1400 chassis. Connect a wire to the

47u 16V
100n Mylar
470u 10V

C4
C7
C9

Capacitors

channel switching panel, and solder a wire
into a spare hole on the track between D402

to

'/4W,

The original sync circuitry is
disconnected by lifting the end of R621
connected to the emitter of Q602 (note* this
resistor is wrongly marked as R703 on the

Amstrad circuit). The lifted end of the
resistor (F) is now connected to the sync
output from the switching board.
Connect an earth between the board and

chassis and a 12V supply (conveniently
connected to non-I.C. end of R688) and the
interconnections are complete.

VIDEO 0 P

Pont,

Supply from TV 10 R

ft.

RIO

NW'

100n

C2 47x

VCR
SWITCH
INPUT

Vnleo
RS

0

VIDEO 0 P

SOUND 0 P 'B

12V

RIO

I2V

4k 7

R9
1004

"

E

.nnut

0

F/6

2208

TEXT VIDEO INI
4,,

7

EXT
VIDEO
IN
CO

100,

Figure 6.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

to the monitor portion of the TV set. At the same
time off -air audio on pin 13 is routed to the audio

amplifier via pin 14.
VIDEO
OUT

ROO

47k
R18
310R

The circuit diagram is shown in Fig 6. The heart
of the system is a three pole change- over switch

ICI. This CMOS switch selects either off -air
sound and vision signals or those applied
externally. The logic inputs of the switches are
normally held high by R5, however when the
set's 'VCR' button is depressed the inputs go
low. In the logic 'high' position off -air video
applied to pin I IC1 is routed to pin 15 and hence

14

Off -air video is buffered by Q2 which provides
a 75R output, while off -air audio is buffered by
source follower Q4. External video is applied to
Q1 ,R1 a 75R terminating impedance, provides

while the transistor forms an amplifier with a
gain of 2 to bring the signal up to the required
2Vp-p. Q3 turns the inverted video back up the
right way and provides the correct DC conditions
for driving the monitor circuitry via ICI.

RADIO & ELECTRONICS WORLD

PROJECT
USING THE TV/MONITOR
When any channel 1-7 is selected the TV
works normally. When the 'VCR' channel
is selected the set becomes a monitor taking

sound and video from the sockets on the
rear panel.
When the set is being used as a monitor
off -air sound and vision is still available on

the rear panel. To tune to a station when in
the 'VCR' position, it is necessary to use

an external link between Video IN and
OUT. Video outputs and the required video

input conform to the usual IV p -p
standard.
POSTSCRIPT

The modified TV was used at the recent

Personal Computer World show at the
Barbican and generated a good deal of
interest. Several BBC computer owners
asked about RGB - input modifications as
the computer's video output is black and
white only! Our experiments showed that
colour video output could be accomplished
with the addition of one small capacitor.

Still RGB monitors provide better
resolution, so to this end in forthcoming
R&EW's we will be featuring: 1)a high
resolution RGB monitor project, 2)RGB
input modification to the CTV1400, and
3)direct video input to the large Thorn
TX 10 TVs (without the need to buy an
expensive isolation transformer).

Figure 8 Overlay

Figure 7 PCB foil pattern

TUP-317-1

L604

0606

R647

3306

R621

330R

Connections to the audio
and video circuitry on the
Amstrad TV.

IC601
uPC1382U

R702
150k

C701

4u7

J
Connection to the VCR button.
i

Iv
SVV501

T1

I

PIN 141C701

C505

200-240V
I

N

II

I

0
External audio is buffered via Q3 and connected

to pin 12 of ICI. When the logic input to ICI
is low the external inputs are routed to the

E

°C01

monitor parts of the CTV1400 chassis. Q5 is a
sync buffer stage used to drive the Amstrad's
sync separator. The sets sync take -off has to be

moved from before the sound trap to after the
switching circuitry to allow for synchronisation

of external inputs. The buffer stage Q5 is

TV 1400 Mains input circuitry
showing the addition of
isolation transformer Ti.

8820897

required to prevent loading of the switched video

output.
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Featured in December's
R&EW.

titttt
UK FIRST
R&EW 6M TRANSVERTER.
With the possible release of the 6 meter band to UK amateurs we present
a transverter which provides 50 watts output at 50 MHz with a 144 MHz
drive source.
The design is modular and is based around the multiband up- converter

published in the August issue of R&EW.

The broadband techniques employed mean that the basic modules can

also be used to form a 2 metre to 10 metre band transverter.
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An incredible
INSIDE TV CAMERAS
Our in depth analysis of video recorders featured in the

June issue proved very popular.

Next month we delve into colour TV cameras

explaining the principles behind single tube systems,
examining the advantages of three tubes and along the

way explaining indexing electrodes and saticon
photoconductive layers.

R&EW THE COMPLETE ELECTRONICS MAGAZINE
- COMMUNICATIONS, VIDEO, COMPUTING, AUDIO,
NEWS, FEATURES, DATA
Articles described here are scheduled for the December issue, however
circumstances may dictate changes to the final content.
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for continuity

testing

we present the first in a
series of software packages that will
enable the more popular micro
NextREW monthi.Ei-

computers to be configured as a
REWTEL

terminal.Next

month the software for the

BBC Micro is explained in detail.

Z8 ASSEMBLER
An assembler for our Z8 TBDS - this

package vastly increases the power
of the power of the system - at a
stoke.

Reserve a copy of
December's R&EW NOW
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T1

Threshold

cr
C5TLII

c6

Capacitors

Frequency

6MHz
10.7MHz
27MHz
35MHz
Resistors
6MHz
10.7MHz
27MHz
35MHz

2

1

22p
15p

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

10n
10n

22p
2p2
2p2
2p2

22p
2p2
2p2
2p2

10n
10n

10n

100n
100n

10n
10n

1n
1n

I FTS:

5k

Vr2
25k
25k
5k

5k

5k

4n7
4n7
4n7
4n7

120p
22p
22p
15p

4u7
4u7
4u7
4u7

2

3

4

5

6

Vrl

4k7
4k7
1k0

4k7
4k7

180E 56k
56k
56K
56K

1k

25k
25k

10n
10n
10n

1

4k7
4k7
1k0
1k0

4

4u7

120p 10n
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3

1k0
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K X NK3335

KXNK3335

t or alternative
to match input
to filter.

Discriminator
damping resistor

MULTIBAND CAPABILITY
The component value tables list the various
bands for which 'stock' solutions exist. The
basic IC will function from 100kHz to 50MHz
and so other frequencies of IF may be covered
simply by selecting the appropriate tuned circuit components.

Specifications

.

video at 35MHz

10-15v DC
Supply voltage
Supply current
40-65mA
Neg. video DC op
5.5v
Pos. video DC op
5.6v
AGC control current 15mA 10dB after
threshold level
Composite video
3.3v
50-60d B
AGC range
8-10MHz
Video bandwidth
100-200uV
Input voltage
Communications
10.7MHz

AM input
FM input
Audio outputs
1100uV input)

10-12uV for 20dB S/N
20-30uV for 20dB S/N
AM 30% mod 1v
FM 5kHz dev. 300mV

At 10.7MHz, NBFM may be resolved with
approx. 50mV/kHx deviation. Wideband FM
The 4420 is another example of a communica- requires a suitable value of R4 to be fitted to
tions building block module.
damp the FM detector primary. (2k2 typ).
It is designed as an ultra versatile
As a communications IF, the input required
simultaneous AM/FM IF and demodulator - for 10dB SINAD is approx 9uV/AM,
being suitable for both voice TV reception. 25uV/FM. TV operation requires 150uV input.
The main IC is in fact a comprehensive TV
The difference between the TDA4420 and
vif subsystem that incorporates both a synch. TDA4421 is in the AGC action. The AGC pin
AM demodulator (for picture), and an FM on the TDA4420 requires a resistor (ig 4k7)
discriminator for AFC, together with AGC and to the positive supply rail. With no signal the
selectable polarity AM outputs.
AGC output is high. With signal increase the
AGC output tends towards ground. Therefore
FM OPERATION
the TDA4420 sinks current with increasing
The FM output also contains the DC AFC in- signal strength. On the other hand the

GENERAL

formation, which must be separately decoupled TDA4421 sources current with increasing signal
via a standard RC network - or the AFC will strength. With no signal the AGC output is low

act to cancel FM modulation.
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and goes high with increase of signal.
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COMPONENT OVERLAY
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11

4;1 Fr
9
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I
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5

7
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3
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Absolute maximum ratings
Supply Voltage

15
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V

5

15

V

Video D.C. output current

14

5

White level control

12

Open Loop Voltage

External Voltage
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Pin No.

4

-1_+3
4

mA
V
V
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another MOSFET for 26-88MHz using 2

tuned stages. A pin diode coil switch
further splits up the 108-180MHz range
into 108-140MHz and 140-180MHz, while

the 26-88MHz range is split into three
26-45MHz, 45-58MHz and 58-88MHz.

All this is an attempt to provide good
front-end selectivity to provide high
sensitivity and good image performance (to

find out whether it works, see the test

111 DD

I

Or
1111

ODD
El

CI

'3

17

Illy

si

aq5

a41

we

se

=

CI 1101 CD

results later on). Separate bipolar mixers
are used for all three conversion stages,
with separate oscillator inputs from the
VCO section. The UHF converter differs

from the others in that a times three
multiplier is housed in the RF section, so
that the VCO signal enters the box at local
oscillator/3 frequency. Additive or
subtractive mixing is used, dependent on
the band, and it is very useful to know
which is used for each band to assess image

SCANNING IVICINiTO

OD CD CI

111

response. Information is given in a table
- Fig. 2.

An initial IF of 10.7MHz is used, the

filter consisting of a pair of 2/4 pole

SX200
SCANNING MONITOR
The ultimate scanner? J Camm
investigates.
The Revco SX200 is a scanning receiver
operating between 26 and 514MHz with a
gap between 180 and 380MHz. Sixteen
different memory channels are available,

all, or some of which can be scanned
sequentially. AM or FM transmissions can
be resolved on any programmed frequency,
the selection of mode being controlled by

a front panel switch.
As is the usual practice with equipment
coming into the R&EW Lab for review, the
covers of the SX200 were removed straight
away to see the quality of construction. The
SX200 produced quite a shock - it was built
exceptionally tidily - in stark contrast to the
familiar Bearcat scanning receiver, where

the components appear to have been
thrown in by a left-handed gorilla (hanging

upside down from a tree in a tropical
rainforest, no doubt!). In fact, the
construction of the SX200 puts to shame

a base in the RF section. The aerial passes
through holes in the screening can and lid

whilean external socket of the car aerial
type. This caused a good deal of trouble
trying to measure the receivers
performance; whether the socket on the
SX200 or the adaptor to PL259 was to
blame, it is difficult to say (certainly the
contact between the two was very poor, and
one wonders why this type of socket should

be chosen for such a quality scanning
receiver).

A pin diode local/dx attenuator is used
and works only on the external aerial input.

Underneath the motherboard the VCOs
(voltage controlled oscillators) are housed
in another screened box and wax is used to

the
stop
frequency -determining
components from moving around. The
front panel keys and fluorescent display are

most of the commercial amateur equipment

all directly mounted on a PCB behind the
keyboard.

on the market.
Ten printed circuit boards are used to
carry the receiver's circuitry. One main
PCB carries the majority of the frequency

AROUND THE CIRCUIT

synthesiser and is the mother board for the
rest of the receiver. The RF sections of the
receiver are mounted in a screened can on

the top side of the motherboard. RF

decoupling of the supply leads is
accomplished by the liberal use of
feedthrough capacitors and the receivers
telescopic rod aerial is screwed directly into
NOVEMBER 1982

The circuitry of a synthesiser receiver
spanning several hundred megahertz is, of
course, quite complex. The block diagram

of Fig. I gives a good idea of what is
involved. Starting at the aerial end, there
are three separate RF amplifiers; a bipolar

(common base) for 380-514MHz with 2
tuned stages, a dual gate MOSFET for
108-180MHz with 3 tuned stages, and

sections in series. This use of a pair of filter
sections in series, could well further
improve the selectivity of CB receivers that
have been modified for a single two -pole

crystal filter. Input to the filters is from a
10.7MHz transformer, while the ubiquitous

3357 FM IF system provides the correct
terminating impedance of 3K for these
filters (Fig. 3). A transistor noise limiter
clamps the input to the first filter under
noise pulses.

The first mixer in the 3357 is used for

both AM and FM conversion down to
455kHz, where selectivity is provided by a

20kHz wide ceramic filter. From past
experience this mixer 'limits' under
relatively low signal inputs and would
appear a poor choice especially for AM.
AM amplification and detection at 455kHz

is carried out in IC102 (LA1201) with a
second narrower (8kHz wide) 455kHz filter

used within this IF section.
There are two different squelch circuits
used in the receiver, a conventional noise
squelch, around the 3357, and an audio

derived squelch. The use of these

is

governed by a rear panel switch giving the
three different squelch/scan stop options.
The synthesiser circuitry is at first sight

fairly daunting, as two separate control
loops are used. Further inspection shows
that one loop is, in fact, only supplying
three different frequencies. This loop
comprises IC105 (the reference
oscillator/divider and phase detector) and
IC104 (a SP8629 divide by 100 prescaler)
to loop synthesise three frequencies; 110,

121 and 131MHz, these being used for
mixing within the oscillator section to
derive the LO signal required for use
between 140 and 514MHz. The main
synthesiser consists of IC114, ICII1, IC110
and IC106 together with its buffer stages.
IC114 is the reference oscillator/divider

and phase detector. Three separate
reference crystals are diode -switched
depending on whether 5kHz, 12.5kHz or

12.5kHz/3 channel is required. The
fine-tune control produces a DC voltage
19
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which alters the capacitance of a varicap
diode, pulling the crystals a few hertz either
way.

Between 26 and 88MHz, the VCO
frequency is connected directly to the
prescaler, IC106. On the other ranges, the
VCO is first mixed with one of the three

frequencies from the other loop. As an
example; suppose the received frequency is
145MHz, the local oscillator frequency is

145 + 10.7 = 155.7MHz. The LO signal
is mixed with 131MHz from the first loop,

to give 24.7MHz as input to the dual
modules divider, IC106. The prescaler's
output is connected to the divide -by -N
counter, within IC114, where it is divided
down and compared to the reference.
The data for control of the phase locked

loops is derived by a NEC 4 -bit
microprocessor, IC115. Data from the
keyboard is directly entered into the
processor, while memory channels are
stored in RAM chip IC112.

lar:

10 7MHz
XF2

XF1

1FT1

pin 16
MC3367

PULLING THE SIGNALS IN

Programming frequencies into the SX200

fairly straightforward, although it is
necessary to refer to the manual the first

22n

is

couple of times. The sixteen memories can
be frequencies anywhere within the range

of the receiver. Two different scan
functions are available; SCAN -A scans all

16 channels, while SCAN -B scans any
selected from the 16 available. As well as
this, the SX200 will 'seek' between two
frequency limits or simply UP or DOWN
from the programmed frequency. When in

this mode, frequency is incremented or
decremented at the channel spacing.
Channel spacing is 5kHz for 26-58 and 108180MHz, and 12.5kHz for 58-88MHz and

380-514MHz. It is not possible to obtain
12.5kHz steps at 160MHz (for example);
which is a disadvantage when covering the

amateur and PMR sections of the band.
On the air, the receiver performed very
well appearing to be sensitive and accurate
in its frequency readout. When used on the

airband, however, it did appear to be off
frequency - it was not clear where the fine
frequency control should be set for normal

(centre frequency) reception. In band
transmissions can be ±7kHz from the
centre frequency, so that may have been the

problem. Certainly, to scan all of the
possible transmissions with the air band
(118-136MHz) the fine frequency control
needs to be used.
The three different squelch/scan stop

modes were found to be very useful.
Position 1 of the rear panel squelch switch

causes scanning to stop when a carrier is
detected and the mute opened. Position 2
causes scanning to stop, on a carrier, by the

mute not opening until audio is present.
Position 3 does not cause scanning to stop

on the 'mute opened' until a signal is
recived with modulation (speech data etc.)
on it. The third squelch option is

particularly useful in avoiding the scan
stopping on unmodulated carriers.

The front panel squelch sensitivity

control appeared to have a very limited
range, this was borne out in subsequent
NOVEMBER 1982

455KHz
input

measurement, the difference between
'squelch open' and 'tight squelch' being less
than 5dB. The only way to stop the scanner
responding to a relatively weak signal is to
use the rear panel local/dx switch, although
this is very coarse, adding around 15dB of

attenuation.
The one really annoying feature of the
SX200 is that a programmed frequency

does not remain on the front panel for
more than 5 seconds before the display
reverts back to its clock display. It is
possible to 'trick' the processor into
displaying frequency continually, by
making it scan one frequency only - the

Figure 2: Receiver 10.7MHz I.F. filtering
and noise blanker.
Figure 3: Specifications
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MEASUREMENTS
The table (Fig. 4) shows the results of our
measurements. The receiver performed to

1717 Kw
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01 310 014 1.7
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!KM,

S./ 111.114mt 1.w Soma
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clock display is inhibited while the SX200
non -continual display of frequency is a real
pain.
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arc

specification, except that the AM

bandwidth was only ± 10k Hz to about

40dB down. The usual measurement
techniques employed may however not be
giving a true picture due to limiting, within

TEST RESULTS

the 3357, inside the bandwidth of the
10.7MHz filters.
Image response was very wisely left out
of the SX200's performance specification.
Image response in the 30dB region is poor
for a VHF receiver, while the 13dB figure,

when used at UHF explained why the
Police, appeared to have taken over the
70cm Amateur Band. Although the image
response is inadequate, it is relatively good

Frequency

30MHz
50MHz
70MHz
145MHz
172MHz
432MHz
500MHz

Figure 4:

Sensitivity
FM
AM

1.00uV
0.79uV
0.80uV
0.72uV
0.75uV
0.96uV
1.35uV

0.35uV
0.26uV
0.25uV
0.22uV
0.25uV
0.32uV
0.47uV

Image

-35dB
-39dB
-45dB
-33dB
-23dB
-13dB
-3dB

compared to some other scanning receivers.

The scanning receiver performs well its
function of being able to monitor one or
several frequencies, and some image
interference must be accepted in a receiver

of this type.
Many thanks to Garex Electronics for
supplying the SX200 for review.

Your Reactions
Immediately Interesting
Possible application
Not interested in this topic
Bad feature/space waster

Circle

No.

143
144
145
146
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FT 680 Review
Graham Leighton looks at one of the few 6m Band Transceivers available in this country.

WITH THE INVITATION from the

mixer is immediately followed by an

out or transmit properly on 6m but we have

RSGB to all class A amateur licencees to
apply for a special permit to use the 6m
band prompted us to review one of the few
50MHz transceivers available in the UK.
The Yaesu FT68OR is part of a complete

10.81MHz crystal filter which is used as a
roofing filter on all modes. Each mode has
its selectivity determined by a further filter.
On SSB this is at 10.81 MHz and for FM
and AM at 455KHz. Most of the IF stages
are made up from discrete devices. The AM

no doubts about the audio quality. On

facility which has been provided for the

for some time on 24 out of 30 days. The
receiver ended up getting an extended life

range of VHF/UHF multimode
transceivers. It is almost identical to the

FT480 (2m) and the FT780(70cm) in
appearance and operation. The only major
differences apart from the frequency
coverage are the repeater shift (± IMHz),
the FM channel spacings, and the inclusion
of AM instead of lower sideband circuit.

The two loop synthesiser, scanning,
priority channel and memory functions are
controlled by a four bit NMOS processor.

The frequency coverage

is

50 to

53.99999MHz in steps of 1KHz, 100Hz and
10Hz on SSB, AM and CW and 100KHz,
20KHz and 1KHz on FM. A useful feature
which has been included is a control called

'F- SET' which sets the frequency to the
nearest exact step. The other front panel
controls are reasonably self explanatory.
Underneath the front panel on the right
hand side are three switches: scan mode,
repeater shift and 'SAT'. The latter switch

American market seems a bit of a waste of
space. It looks, from the gaps in the PCB,

as if this could be replaced by a lower
sideband option.
The test results

show that the

performance is better than a lot of 144MHz

radios but not quite up to the 100dB
dynamic range claimed for some HF
transceivers. The 50-54MHz coverage is an
ideal IF for UHF/microwave work
especially for contest operation where there
might be a high power 2m station nearby.

We didn't get a chance to try this radio

receive the set performed very well. During

the test period the ZB2VHF beacon was
monitored 24 hours a day for a month and
the signal level recorded on a chart. It was
interesting to note that a signal was present

test probably equivalent to two year's
normal use.
As a 6 metre band transceiver the FT680
performs most of the tasks required of it
competently. It would also be very useful
when used with a transverter for 70cm or
above. We look forward to the

investigation in Europe of the 6m band
which, despite the decline in the sunspot
cycle, promises to offer some of the most
interesting propagation of any frequency.
Thanks to SMC for the review sample.

Transmitter

Power Output

50.00MHz
53.98MHz

14.5W
13.5W

Intermodulation Distortion (at lOW PEP output)

-33dB
-38dB

allows the operating frequency to be
changed whilst transmitting. These controls

are quite inconveniently placed and it is
easy to forget the modes selected by the

Spurious Output

switches.
CIRCUIT

Unfortunately we haven't got the space in

this issue for an in depth analysis of the

circuit but here are one or two points
worthy of note.

In order to cover the full range of
50-54MHz Yaesu have used varicap tuning

of the receiver front end. This can cause
severe problems in the presence of strong
signals, but they seem to have got it just
right judging by the IMD performance.

-69dB
-76dB

<-70dB
4.5KHz

FM Deviation
Receiver

Sensitivity

50MHz

52MHz

54MHz

( Level required for
12dB SINAD)

SSB 0.13uV

0.14uV
0.12uV

0.17uV
0.27uV

FM 0.15uV

Slight mistracking is evident in the changes
which occur in the sensitivity between each

IMD Rejection
Adjacent Channel
Rejection

1MHz segment. The main RX selectivity
block is a three stage 'resonator unit'. The

Image Rejection
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2nd Harmonic
3rd Harmonic
All other spurii

3rd Order
5th Order

79dB
SSB 62dB

FM 70dB
69d B
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MULTI- CHECK TEST PROBE
This handy device

LED indication of voltages in

perfect
complement to a multi -meter.
The multi -check provides LED
is

a

indication of both AC and DC voltages
in the range 6V to 415V - in the case

of DC voltages, polarity is indicated.
An internal battery also means that

the range 6V - 415V
Polarity indication
Continuity testing
Robust construction

the device can be used to check a
circuit's continuity lin the range 0 to
20k). The robust construction of the
tester means that it is perfect for use
in the field, it's also useful for bench

use if the precise indication of a multi -

meter is not required.

ONLY £9.95

&Li
Both these high quality products are available for only £9.95 each, fully inclusive of
VAT and postage and packing.
One system for most tasks

Low running costs

COMPLETE WITH
ONLY
10 GLUE STICKS.

Fully Guaranteed

Plus 30% discount on your first order of

No mess

glue sticks.

How to order: fill in the coupon below in BLOCK letters
and send, with your crossed cheque/Access/Barclaycard No.,
or P.O. made payable to Radio & Electronics World, to
R&EW Special Offers, 200 North Service Road, Brentwood,
ESSEX. CM14 4SG.
Please allow 21 days for delivery.

GLUE FIX 2000
ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED GLUE GUN FOR HOT
MELT ADHESIVES.
Super Glue?, Epoxy?, contact? -choosing the RIGHT adhesive

r
Name:
Address:

for a particular task can be quite a problem. Now R&EW, in

conjunction with Steinel, offers readers a hot melt glue system
that can achieve excellent results in most applications -no -more
confusion over adhesive types.

Quantity
Test probe 0 E9.95 each
Glue fix 2000 o, E9.95 each

The initial cost of the glue fix gun is quickly recouped as
the cost of the adhesive is far less than conventional glues there's no waste either and no returning to a tube of glue only

to find its 'gone solid'.
The contact -less operation of the PTC heating element
means the gun is maintenance free. The gun is also fully
guaranteed against faulty manufacture.
The glue gun will be supplied with an initial supply of ten
glue sticks.
NOVEMBER 1982

Test probe & glue fix 2000 (99 E18.95
Cheque/P.O. No.

Access/Barclaycard No.
Signature
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HAND HELD FREQUENCY COUNTER
DESIGN BY ROGER RAY
FC177

R&EW Frequency

Counter

LCD DIGITAL FREQUENCY COUNTER MODULE
FEATURES:

MME

/

- 5 digit display, 0,35 inch digit height
- 26 selectable IF offsets
AM IMW/LWI 6 frequencies

ir

4 frequencies
16 frequencies

SW

FM

HF VHF MF L F

Zero offset for ordinary frequency or event counter
- MW, SW, FM, KHz and MHz annunciators
- CMOS and LCD deal for low power applications
- Prescaler for SW and FM operation available
- Incandescent backlight

MSM 5527
MI-

A simple 5 digit hand-held frequency
counter covering from 20Hz to 150MHz,
featuring low power consumption and fast
audio response.
By using a ready built LCD frequency

counter the construction of a versatile
counter

.

0 c.r::;'
uu

11.111111

20Hz - 150MHz

general purpose frequency

.

Connection details of
FC177 module

,0

,453

0

is

greatly simplified. The FC177 module
generally intended for displaying received
signal frequency, can be used as straight
counter up to 3.9999MHz directly. As the
resolution is 100Hz a multiplication
technique is employed for displaying
frequencies between 20hertz and 10K Hz.
By using a
10/ 100 prescaler operation
up to 150MHz is accomplished. To keep
power consumption to a minimum a count
and hold technique is used when measuring
frequencies above 4MHz.

1001.1 Hifi

+ 1DPF3P0**MicW-401611151
9

-0
I

Figure 1 Pin out above and block
diagram below of the OKI
MSM5527 I.C. used in the
FC177 module.
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CONSTRUCTION

This project is built on a single sided PCB,
which is mounted on the four way switch
SI. Components are mounted on the board

according to the overlay of Fig.4 1.C.
sockets are used for all the integrated
circuits.
The usual care should be
taken in mounting the transistors, I.C.'s,
tantalum and electrolytic capacitors. Do
not forget the ferrite bead on the lead of
R24.

The FC177 display module is connected
to the assembled PCB using short flexible

Lerch

03 0

I

NA-

D,0

Pi

PI

L

PI

PI

L

L

Vss

1

AM IN
FM IN

CP 1r8

SW 1140

1/10 1/10 1/TO 1,10
P Pi P PI

PPI

P PI

PRESET
10 Hz
VSI

PT 0Os c

50Hz

Control

777

HOLD
OUT

circuit board in position. The input socket
switch (Sla) using a short length of
minature co -ax. Finally connect the battery

connector via switch S2 to the PCB and
construction is complete.
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PPI

IF OFFSET ROM

an aperture cut for the display. The FC177
module is fixed behind the aperture using

is connected directly to the back of the

Ilia

AM/FM

wire links. The case is drilled to take the
two switches, the B.N.C. input socket and

a minimal amount of glue (Bostik etc).
Fitting Si in place also holds the printed
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Figure 2 Complete circuit diagram of the frequency counter

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The input frequency is switched by Sla to one
of four buffer stages depending on the range

selected. When the LF range

is selected
frequencies in the range 20Hz-10KHz are
amplified by ICI and capacitively coupled into
pin 14 of 1C2. IC2(4046) and IC3(4518) comprise

a X100 multiplying phase locked loop. The
internal VCO in the 4046 is used to cover 2KHz
to 1MHz, the frequency being determined by the
choice of capacitor between pins 6 and 7 and the
resistor from pin 11 to ground. The VCO output

is divided by 100 in IC3 (4518) and fed to the
wideband phase detector in the 4046 (pin 3). Here

the phase is compared to the incoming signal,

its output goes through the loop filter (CS,
R6,R8) and closes the loop by running the VCO.

The direct output from the VCO is connected

to the input of the FC177 counter module
through C9 and R13. Thus for an audio input
of 800Hz the VCO frequency will be 80KHz and

displayed as --800 ie 800 Hz (with suitable
positioning of the decimal point).
NOVEMBER 190'_

When the MF range is selected signals in the
range 10 KHz - 4.0 MHz are amplified by Q2
and connected directly to the input of the FC177.

Signal conditioning within IC4 is not used to
reduce current consumption.
When the HF range is selected, frequencies
between 100KHz and 40.0MHz are amplified by

Q3 and connected to the divide by 10 input of
a low power prescaler MSL2312RS (IC4).
The MSL2312RS is both a , 10 and 100
prescaler with separate inputs, the division ratio
is selected by logic applied to pins 8 and 9, in
this case simply provided by S16 grounding the
relevant one.
On the fourth range Q4 is used to amplify

FC177 module is employed. When the hold input
to the FC177 goes high the display is fixed within

300mS and then the FC177's hold output pin
goes low. The hold output turns off the prescaler

by the action of a switching transistor Ql.
Timing signals for the hold input are derived
from IC6 a 7555 timer, its output waveform is
shown in Fig.7 Thus a count and hold technique
is used, which measures the incoming frequency
once every second. As the prescaler is only on
4001s of the time the average current consumption

is reduced to below 15mA. IC5 is a 5 volt
regulator for all the counter circuitry,
maintaining a constant output voltage under
varying battery conditions.

frequencies between 10 and 150 MHz. IC4 is now

used to provide it'sA00 function using internal
ECL. Output from IC4 is connected directly into
the FC177 module. Although the MSL2312RS
is a low power prescaler it's current consuption
is typically greater than 30mA. To reduce this

to an acceptable level the hold facility on the
25

COMPONENTS LIST
Resistors (all %W 5%)

R1,10,16,19,20,23

10K

R2,3,27

IM

R4

10M

R6

150K

R7

3K3

R8

1K2
33K

R9.15,22
R11,17,24
R12,18.25
R13

1K

220R
4K7

R14
R21
R26
R28

21(7

1K8
100R
120K

Capacitors

C1.2,4,8,9,13,28,30,31
C3,27

100n mylar
1u 16V tant

C5

2u2 electrolytic

C6

56p ceramic

C7,29
C10,11
C21,22,23
C20
C26

Frequency
Counter
92177

10u electrolytic
22n ceramic
In ceramic
100n monolithic
4n7 ceramic
47n
10n ceramic

C12

C14,15,16.19,24,25
Semiconductors

01,2

BC239
BF241

Q3,4

Agure 3 PCB foil pattern

CA3140
4046
4518
MSL2312
78L05
7555

IC1

IC2

IC3
IC4
IC5
IC6

Miscellaneous

3 pole 4 way switch
push to make switch
frequency counter

S1

S2

FC177
PCB

I.C. sockets
Case

FX1115
BNC socket
PP3 Battery connector

Apure 6 I.F. offset table for FC177 module
SELECT INPUT
S1 S2 S3 S4

AM:FM

L
L
L
L
L
L

L

L

H
L
H
L
H

L
H

L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L

L
H
L

L

L
L
L

L
L

L

L
L
L
L
L

L
H

L

H

H
H
H
H

H

H

H

H

L

H

L

L

H

H

H

L

H

H

H

H
H
H
H
H

H

Figure 4 PCB overlay

Figure 5 Overall specification of the counter

RANGE

FREQUENCY

RESOLUTION

LF

20Hz - 10KHz

1Hz

MF

10KHz - 3.9999MHz

HF

100K Hz - 39.999MHz

VHF

10MHz - > 150MHz

100Hz

1KHz
10KHz

H

L
H
L
H
H

L
H
L

L
H
H
L
L
H
H
L
L
H
H
L
L
H
H
L
H

L

IF OFFSET VALUE
455kHz
-260kHz

AM

-450k Hz
-261k Hz

H

L

L

H
H

-468kHz

L
L
L
L
L
L

+10 7MHz
+10 63MHz
10.7MHz
+10 66MHz
+10 74MHz
+10 77MHz
-10 63MHz

L

L
H
H
H
H

L
L
L
L
H
H
H
H
L
L

L

470kHz

FM

L
H

10 65MHz

H

10 67MHz

H

-10 68MHz
-10 71MHz
10 74MHz
-10 75MHz
10 77MHz

-10 66MHz

H

H
H
H

10 78MHz
455kHz

H

L

HLHLL
H

DISPLAY

L
L

-468k1-4z
SW

-2 OMHz

FC

-10 7MHz
NONE
NONE

Counter
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Sensitivity Measurements on Prototype
LF

50 Hz
10 KHz

20 mV
12 mV

MF

500 KHz
4 MHz

2 mV
2 mV

HF

1 MHz
40 MHz

3 mV
4 mV

VHF

70 MHz
150 MHz

20 mV
75 mV

COUNT AWAY
There is no setting up or alignment required
with this project, so assuming it has been
constructed carefully it should work first

time. If it does not work straight away
voltages around the circuit diagram should

enable the faulty section to be located.
To use the counter simply connect the
signal source to be measured to the input,

switch on S2 and turn SI to the range
required. The units displayed and the
position of the decimal point are shown by

markings on the front panel, the decimal

point shown on the display should be
ignored. Input sensitivity depends on the

dr

range selected but is typically l0-20mV. For
counting very low level signals on external

amplifier may be used.
900ms

1

Other functions are available on the
FC177 module, including 26 IF offset

te

frequencies and event counting. These are

not used in this simple counter, but are
their to be used if required (see Fig. ).
When switched to the LF range the

HOLD IN 1106 output)

display will show the upper frequency limit
of the VCO in the 4046(IC2) with no signal
input. This is typically around 13KHz and

therefore should not confuse any
measurement up to 10KHz being taken on
this range. Display on the MF range will

HOLD OUT

read 01 with no input signal. On the HF

400mS

600mS

and VHF ranges there will be a display with

ve-Pir

no signal input due to the operation of the
prescaler (IC4). The frequency displayed is
relatively constant and so as with the LF
range once the frequency counter has been
used a couple of times, should not cause
confusion.

OPERATING SPECIFICATIONS
Alyeaute nu...um ,.l,00, lee evened. to VS41
Item

Condit.

I

Symbol

Power supply, voltage

Input voltage

T. 25 C

V.

'

Storage tomporalura

-

Tote

While using the counter

Unit

Raton.

-0.3 to 7
-0 3 to VDD
-10 to 60

Ta 2SC

VDD

V

it

has been

found that ICOHz resolution to 10MHz and

V

1KHz resolution to 70MHZ can be

'C

performed, by changing to the next range

Opteetng range
Item
dower sow*, voltage

Conliton

stews.

Ofter sung temPerldwe

DC etaracteostes IVDD %O%. Ta
Item

Symbol
Volt

ow .nput voltage

Vel

Holdout °Input 6(531

Dvnasole

V

01.00

.0

TV.

MIN

Condition

or 2 times
4MHz/40MHz from the display frequency.

O-

van

42

I

;4 ::

-

taken first to avoid ambiguity in the
measurement.
The decimal point on the FC177 display is
not in the correct place for all ranges, front

08

-

0J

41

Vn 25.:V,. 04,

tON

led

consumptson

I

'VDD 5,15'1. 13

aTIA

the MSM5527 (see Fig) on the back FC177

0 to SO .0

module. This can be done with a small

M!ei

robot

1,1

I Count trequenev
1 IAM FM SW In

V. is p -p
Capaestor OtoLtplso,

lop

its

position. If the decimal point is annoying
it can be easily removed by lifting pin 3 of

mit

7

6 5536M0r no load

panel markings are used to show

V

0 2'1 6

1

A reading on the correct range should be

Unst

MAO

-

3.6

Holdout outPed 10.

Holdout eutoul rtirrrni

down and subtracting

URN

6.761. 7

0 to SVC

Mph repot voltage

111. °peat., treat teeneyr

Retool

VDD
Top

screwdriver or pliers, a solder iron cannot
be used as the connection is cold welded in
place.

DESIGNATION AND DEFINITION OF INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
VDD
VSS

troy., re rootage .......II.!, H.
NfQ111.0...11tage lo melt, .10 .1.,
irm

coos. me., reo..Hol o

oet

.

nr MW AnoLloH40 It.. 10an.t l

NH.

AM FM St S2 SI

1n."

the

nt. An, IF 000.,

DI D2 0311010,0s. '00.115 Po' 300010 :55'
Inputs
S41.Kt.ng fhv a.sLoar tan,. sm. Tab
HOLD IN sinternal resrstot 0oll00wn to VSS
Wnen at VSS or open me
,ne INV.; T

I.

1, 3 6...toy:,

.1 .n.na sre.wrg

000

..).

Tani.

cornebted to SOD Ho: 1.0010,

'

300n, and arores me sedeetT
HOLD OUT

Tn....toot

uved to eLl..c
0.3postele. HOLD OUT 40., trOrn 000 to VS'
300 meatier HOLD IN nes go, ton VSS to 1/01,

RESET Onterned retslor (5,60306 In VSS

Whir.
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:00 JoHoo, olo contorts I.

In.

ooLot ROM 11,1(!

Only mamotyl
0, Pre, t000tH Hrofe connector", tc 001)11,, 1110 CO,,,?.'r
In. IrQuenCer
are P100,000 'v poop. !nu 5 .011 moo

M',
PM,

AM FM or SW m,sle row echo,

Your Reactions
will make one
Interesting - might make one
Excellent

-

Seen Better
Comments

Circle No.
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ARE YOU GETTING A TRUE PICTURE?
Modern technology in the
form of video recorders
means that you need never
miss your favourite TV
programme.

A subscription to R&EW,
while relying on the slightly
low technology of your
postmans legs, is the only
way to ensure that you
don't miss a single issue
of R&EW.

At only £12 for a full
year's worth of the Best
Electronics magazine
around, it also happens to
be very good value.
Send your payment to:
R&EW Subscriptions,
45 Yeading Avenue,
Rayners Lane,
Harrow,
MIDDLESEX,
HA2 9RL.

R&EW PANEL SIGNS
Giving that professional look to
the front panel of your latest
creation can be a bit of a problem.

The wording sets contain over
1000 words covering 300 terms
- the dial set contains one large
horizontal tuning scale,
frequencies and 12 control panels.

Dry rub down lettering can be
used for control markings and
scales but unless used with skill
the results can be less than

Any one will cost you only £1.50,
but buy two and we'll give you
the third one free thats just

flattering.
The R&EW label system solves
the problem by providing a set
of symbols and scales that are
printed on the reverse side of a
thin, clear plastic sheet.

£3.00
for the complete set of R&EW
Panel Markings.

Identify the word/symbol you
require, cut around it, peel the
backing paper off and stick it in
place on your project.

All prices include VAT and post
and packing.

The results are perfect every
time.

Three different sets of panel
markings are available, black
wording, white wording and
a set of scales.
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} Send your order to:

suittS

REGfli

R&EW PANEL SIGNS
117A High Street
Brentwood
CM14 4SG
Essex
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VIDEO
NEWS
itr

EXTRA gar
Peter Luke
previews two
`mini' format
VHS recorders
due for release
later this year.

The approach adopted has been to
produce a cassette that contains tape of the

standard (half inch) VHS width, but to

ALL BUT THE MOST determined of
salesmen would concede that the current
generation of 'portable' video recorders are

considerably reduce the size of spools, tape
guide mechanism etc. The result is that the
same tape pattern and signal processing of

the standard format may be employed
which in turn means, that with the aid of

somewhat of a compromise. All such

an adaptor, the 'mini' cassette can be
played back on an unmodified VHS

complete a 'home movie' system as well as
a tuner timer unit in order that the facilties

recorder.
The length of tape squeezed into the C

recorders seek to offer a camera to
of a mains machine may be emulated.
The major criticism of such recorders is

not in terms of performance, for this is
exemplary in most cases, but in the sheer

size and weight of the machines. (A

cassettes restricts their continuous

recording time to 30 minutes - not a draw
back as a battery pack to provide power for
a recording of longer than this would be
of a prohibitive size.

SHARPS SMALLEST

The small size of the Sharp VC -220N
(177mm wide x 78mm high x 238mm deep)
does not preclude a healthy complement of
features.
Visual search at three times normal speed

is available in both forward and reverse
directions, audio dub and an indicator to
signal the fact that tape is running out are
just some of the standard facilities offered.

By using an optional AC adaptor/RF
modulator the recorder's output can be

viewed on a standard TV set but, as

possible exception is the Sony Fl but, while
small, it is still rather too heavy to
comfortably cart around over the shoulder

mentioned above, the C cassette can be
played back on a standard VHS recorder
by the use of a cassette adaptor.

for any length of time).

The projected selling price of the Sharp
model plus AC adaptor/modulator, battery
pack and one cassette is £550.

The bulk of these recorders is due, in the

main, to the fact that they have been
constrained to use standard size VHS or
Beta cassettes, housings that were not
designed for portable use.
Following the path trodden by the semi-

..Atoeb,44010111111.,

professional U-matic format, in which
cassettes for portable recorders are
considerably smaller than those used for
mains operated machines, the VHS
manufacturers have developed a mini VHS
cassette.

November will see the first recorder to
utilise this new format, VHS -C, with the

launch of Sharp's VC -220N. JVC will
follow up with their HR -C3 a little later in

the year.
Before looking at these two machines in
more detail, a few words about the VHS C format itself.
NOVEMBER 1982
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VIDEO NEWS - EXTRA VIDEO NEWS - EXTRA VIDEO NEWS - EXTRA VIDEO NEWS - EXTR
COMPANION CAMERA
The XC-51H camera has been designed to
complement the new recorder and will offer

a no frills specification at around £330.
The camera lens is a fixed focus F1.6
type with a x2 zoom. The viewfinder is
through -the -lens optical and features a
couple of tally lights for VTR run etc.
The camera is said to be idiot proof and
while its facilities are rather sparse it should
provide an adequate performance for most

The HR -C3 measures 182(W) x 75.5(H)
x 203(D)mm and weighs an incredible 2kg

WILL C SELL?

The quick canter through the specs of the
new compact recorders shows the JVC to

(The Sharp weighs in at 2.6kg).

The recorder may be used with the

have a lead in `selling points' - but the
Sharp will be launched first. To a large

tuner/timer that is already part of JVC's
range and a micro cassette offering a 50
minute capability means that the recorder
is

extent, however, it is not which of these two

recorders will sell best, but whether either
of them will sell well at all.
The C format is a stop gap system that

suitable for time shift recording of

shorter TV programmes.
As yet we have no details of JVC's micro

`point -and shoot' recording.

camera but the photograph seems to
indicate that this will have a similar,
generous
specification with CRT

JVC JEWEL

viewfinder and a healthvzoom range.

is the forerunner of recorder/camera
combinations that will sound the death
knell for the traditional movie camera.

With the present range of portable
recorders, while going portable means

The JVC recorder is of quite a generous
specification offering: automatic back

carrying a rather bulky machine around,
it does not hit the pocket too hard. With

space editing for assembly editing, a power

a companion tuner/timer unit the price

saving mode, an LCD remaining time

paid for a home system is not much more

display, two-way shuttle search and a full

than for an equivalent mains operated

function remote control. Audio dub,

machine. The camera adds another £300 or

recording standby mode lock switch, auto
rewind and a high quality transport
mechanism utilising four motors completes
a very impressive array of facilities.

4.1.1111.1.11111.111111.16-...

As with the Sharp AC adaptors, RF
modulators and battery packs are part of
the array of accessories to complement the
recorder.

so

- about the cost of a cine camera,

projector, screen etc.
With the C format the outlay of £500 will

be purely for the pleasure of roving
recording - you'll still need a standard
recorder for time shift recording and those

home cinema evenings. While their will
undoutbtedly be some people to whom this

is an acceptable price to pay, it will be
beyond the reach of most.
Also doubtful, is the future of the C
when
format
the
combined
recorder/camera machines make their
debut in a year or two's time.
Circle No.

Your Reactions
Immediately Interesting
Possible application
Not interested in this topic
Bad feature/space waster
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DIGITAL- STORAGE
OSCILLOSCOPES

CHRIS CROOK* DESCRIBES THE
PRINCIPLES AND
APPLICATIONS

OF THESE
INSTRUMENTS

*Gould Instruments
The oscilloscope is probably the most widely used general purpose
test and measuring equipment today, but nevertheless, it does have

In both these cases none of the historic data of the signal is
retained long enough for analysis.

a number of limitations.
For example, how does one automatically extract the displayed
waveform in order to analyse the data in more detail, or display
waveforms which occur at different time periods simultaneously

The length of time that the illuminated phosphor remains visible
(persistence) is dependent upon the type of phosphor used. This

for comparison purposes? Indeed, how does one expand a
particularly interesting section of a stored single -shot waveform
for a more detailed analysis?

These are just a few of the problems that occur on a regular
basis and which cannot be solved with conventional realtime or
tube storage oscilloscopes. The digital storage oscilloscope (DSO)

can, however, solve all of these problems very easily and it has
therefore extended the abilities of the widely used oscilloscope even

further at a price which could well make the DSO the most cost
effective test and measuring system available on the market today.
(See Fig. 1) What then makes it so much better than other
instruments within its class?
DIGITAL STORAGE
The DSO is based round standard oscilloscope design and therefore

around a CRT which reproduces the applied input waveform by
deflecting a beam of electrons onto a phosphor layer causing it
to fluoresce at the point of contact (See Fig. 2a). The position of
this beam is controlled by applying an electrostatic deflection force
in each of the two axes via the X and the Y deflection plates. This

force is derived via high -voltage output amplifiers from the
timebase ramp generator, (X-axis) and from the input signal
conditioned to the correct scaling factor by the input amplifier (Yaxis). The conditioned signal is also fed into the trigger circuit which
is designed to initiate the timebase ramp at a voltage level set from
the front panel and which is extremely stable to ensure that a jitter free picture is obtained on the screen for repetitive waveforms. A
problem with this basic system is that for slow sweep speeds the
low persistence of the phosphors result in a flickering display or
often only a moving spot on the screen. The faster one shot event
would pass across the screen too quickly for the operator to analyse.
NOVEMBER 1982

fact can be utilised to improve the situation by using a long
persistence phosphor such as 'Type P7' which enables a short after-

glow to be created of the order of 0.2 to 0.5 seconds. However
this small improvement in persistence is not adequate for many
applications, and therefore purpose built storage 'scopes have to
be considered, viz:
BISTABLE STORAGE CATHODE RAY TUBE

In this tube a high energy beam of electrons is used to create a
charge pattern on a transparent metal screen deposit on the inner
surface of the CRT.
Flood guns are then used to send a cloud of low energy electrons
on to the screen and this is controlled so that the positive charge
pattern previously created is the only part of the screen to visibly

fluoresce. These low energy electrons are designed to have
insufficient energy to illuminate the phosphor on other parts of
the screen.
MESH STORAGE TUBE

This works on much the same principle as the bistable CRT but
in this case the writing beam is used to store the signal information

on a target which consists of a dielectric material deposited on a
storage mesh. In this case the charged pattern on the storage target
allows electrons to pass through the mesh in order to fluoresce the
standard phosphor deposit on the inner surface of the CRT.
CHARGE TRANSFER STORAGE CRT

This was developed to increase the writing speeds of tube storage
scopes and operates by storing the pattern on a mesh, as explained
above, and then transferring it to a second mesh which is designed
to give exceptionally good insulation for better retention of the
writing pattern.
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DIGITAL- STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPES
Real-time
oscilloscopes

Digital storage
oscilloscopes

Tube storage
oscilloscopes

COMPARISON OF REFERENCE TRACE AND UPDATED TRACE

No trace retention theretore non-repetitive signals
and slow signals cannot
be analysed

Limited trace retention for
single time slot only.
therefore previously stored
trace cannot be displayed

Trace can be stored permanently Display screen
can be used to show proviously stored traces and

on screen at the same time

updated trace samultan-

as the updated trace for
comparison purposes

eously for comportson pur
poses

LONG TERM STORAGE OF TRACES

Storage by expensive film
techniques only

Long-term storage by espensive film techniques
only

Trace can be stored ode finitely and returned to der play whenever required.
Alternatniely, low-cost permanent hard copes can be

made ma standard pen recorders

DISPLAY OF SINGLE SHOT EVENTS (I TRANSIENTS)

Amplifier and time -base

Amplifier and time -base

controls have to be set ac-

controls have to be set sc.

curately first time Trace
cannot be expanded after
the signal event

curately first time Trace
cannot be expanded after
the signal event

Small portions of the trace

can be selected and expaneled aher storage for
detailed analysis of skinsl
content

DATA ANALYSIS SY COMPUTER

Signal data cannot be

automatically extracted for
subsequent analysis
IEEE systems

in

Signal data cannot be
automatically extracted for
subsequent analysis in
IEEE systems

Data can be fed into corn miters. back-up stores.

analysers. etc via IEEE 488 data bus

can then be replaced by a subsequent one for further comparison
and, in each case, it can be shifted to overlay the stored trace so
that in a testing environment a known good circuit board can be
very easily and quickly compared with unknown boards with a
minimum of operator error. Also, because the information is stored
in digital format, it can be retrieved via the interface pots on to
a data highway which can include the IEEE 488 bus and then fed
into other peripherals or into a computer/calculator for
manipulation.
This makes it an ideal system where many signals have to be

averaged or where Fourier analysis is required, or where it is
necessary to obtain, for example, the energy presented by the
measured system by calculating the area under the curve.
With a tube storage oscilloscope, it will be necessary literally
to transpose data presented on the screen manually and then to
utilise a terminal to manually feed this data into the computer
system. Therefore the automatic method possible with the DSO
is not only quicker, but also eliminates reading errors and reduces

the possibility of operator error.
THE PLOT THICKENS

It may, however, be the case that a file copy is required of a
display trace, either for future reference or for presentation in a
report. With a tube storage scope, one can either try to transpose
the trace manually by sketching it, or take a photograph of it with
a camera suitably designed for use with 'scopes. Again, the DSO
scores considerably because it is possible to take the stored trace
via the digital to analogue convertor and to present it for

reproduction automatically to a standard pen recorder. The
Figure 1: Application of oscilloscopes to measuring non -repetitive
and slow signals

The DSO owes its success to the fact that it does not merely
reproduce its input signal as a charge matrix or by momentarily
transferring energy to a phosphor on a screen, but it saves it in
a permanent store so that it can be recalled on the screen at any
time, as many times as necessary, or manipulated as required. The
secret lays within the dotted area shown in Fig. 2(b). The connection
between the Y defection plate amplifier and the Y input amplifier,

is broken such that the conditioned input signal can be fed into
an analogue to digital convertor and thence into a digitial store
which is clocked in at a frequency determined by the timebase
selection. This stored information can be retained indefinitely and

then recalled back on to the screen via a digital to analogue
convertor and the existing deflection plate amplifiers at any time
required.
One of the further advantages of this over tube storage is that
standard traces can be stored in the DSO memory and then recalled
on to the screen for comparison with a real-time trace which can
be displayed on the screen at the same time. This real-time trace

recorder controls can then be used to expand the trace to whatever
size is required in either axis and the result is a low-cost, high resolution permanent record. In some DSO's, such as the Gould
'OS4020', it is possible not only to alter the plot rate to suit a wide

variety of hard copy output peripherals and to control the pen
movement so that the chart is only marked during data output,
but it is also possible to delay the data output after plot initiate
so that the recorder can be allowed to reach its full speed before
being presented with the data. This is particularly useful where a
U.V. recorder is used in order to maximise the speed of the hard
copy so that the store can be cleared quickly in order to receive
the next signal.
The advantages of the DSO do not stop here. It is possible to
also arm the data store so that when a signal comes along, the store

is filled and, its contents are automatically transferred to the
recorder. As soon as this output function is complete, the store
is then re -armed in order that the process can be repeated. This
can be done as many times as necessary and is invaluable in many
applications. For example, consider a computer which is suffering
from data corruption due to suspected transient voltages occurring

in its main input power supply. It is possible for the DSO to be
set up and triggered on a Friday afternoon and then to be left
CRT
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Figure 2a: Standard oscilloscope
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FEATURE
unattended through to the Monday morning so that if any

Level above here

transients occur over the weekend, these are all captured and copies

will trigger DSC

in full detail on to the recorder in sequential mode for analysis
in order to either determine their source or to design an effective
filter circuit. It is also possible to either capture a waveform from

Width of pass
band set by
window control

a system model or to receive a computer simulated waveform via
the IEEE bus and to hold it in store and then to continuously plot
it out in a cyclical mode and therefore utilise the variable plot speed
output options to implement a complex waveform generator.
It is not only in the areas of post trigger storage that the DSO

7

Mid -point level
set by trigger
level.

scores, but also prior to the trigger point. In many applications
the requirement to trigger from a voltage level determined by the

M.&

Level below
here will
trigger DSO.

trigger sensitivity means that the first part of an input signal is lost.

A QUESTION OF TIMING
With a digital storage 'scope, it is possible to sample the
waveform continuously and to use the trigger not to initiate the
store, but to determine when the store is frozen. Therefore, by
suitable use of the timing logic, it is possible to present the data

Figure 3: Trigger window control

prevail. Should the latter situation occur, both the 'OS4020 and

with any pre -determined amount of history prior to the trigger so

the 0S4040' can be switched into a realtime mode which bypasses
the sampling circuits and enables the true data to be seen in the
case of repetitive waveforms.

that all of the signal, including any events that preceeded the trigger,
can be displayed. On scopes such as the Gould 'OS4100' as well
as others in this same family, it is also possible to set up a trigger

window. This means that you do not have to know whether your

8 -BIT RESOLVING POWER
An 8 -bit resolving power in the vertical axis means that there are
3 samples per mm over an 8cm range. This is more that adequate
for resolving a trace with the human eye. However, if the trace

input transient is going to be positive or negative before you
initialise the recorder (with the possibility of considerable data loss
if you make the wrong choice). It is possible with the trigger window
to set up a positive upper limit with a lower limit separated by a

is then expanded in the vertical axis by say 5 times, then the

distance determined by the window width control. A pass band
for the input signal is therefore created. (See Fig. 3) Under these
circumstances, any signal which goes outside of this pass band in
either a positive or a negative direction, is arranged to trigger the
data capture, and by utilising the pre -trigger facilities, those parts
of the trigger waveform which occur within the pass band can also
to be reproduced in the store. Also, by adjusting the trigger level
control, the mean value of the pass band can be set to enable a
wide range of high or low set points to be established so that the
DSO will only record alarm conditions.
Since the store length is constant, then the slower the timebase

speed the slower the rate at which data is put into the store.
Therefore, any glitches which are super -imposed on slower
waveforms may be missed by conventional sampling techniques.
The 'OS 4040' is able to run the analogue to digital convertor at
its maximum rate irrespective of the timebase speeds selected, so
that for slower sweep rates, the signal is sampled in between store

entry points.
Consequently, by arranging that the most positive and/or the
most negative signal seen by the ADC between store input points,
is stored separately and compared with the signal intended to be
put into the main store, it is possible to arrange that the most
positive and/or the most negative signal is always put into that
store position. In this way glitches are recorded on slow waveforms
which would not otherwise show up and also a peak envelope can
be plotted to indicate invalid data in the case where alias effects

Y

input

_I Input

_4

A_D

1.4._ Digital

store

I converter

I___+___,

I

Trigger L

returns the trace to its original fidelity in the magnified mode
without having to resort to interpolators which only predict what
should happen between samples and do not necessarily record what

is actually happening.

The Gould 'OS4200' scope uses a 10 -bit analogue to digital
convertor to complement its magnification abilities in the vertical
axis. The advantage of this can be seen by reference to Fig. 4.
Figure 4(a) shows a small portion (1.2%) of a signal waveform
which is sampled into a 4k store via an 8 -bit convertor (which gives
an 0.4%f resolution) and the portion shown is therefore resolved
into three segments. The signal will be resolved to the nearest of
these segments for each store position and this will result in the
trace shown in Fig. 4(b), Fig. 4(c) shows the same signal resolved
by a 10 -bit (0.1%) convertor and it can be seen that there are 4
times as many segments in the display matrix. Again, if we applied
the same process, the trace shown in 4(d) results. The immediate
advantage is obvious in that far more detail is shown in4(d)than
4(b)and also the amplitude levels of the peaks and troughts are
reproduced more accurately.
If we then look at Figs. 4(e) and 4(f) which consist of an 8 -bit

convertor into a lk store and a 10 -bit convertor into a lk store
respectively, we see that in both cases a considerable amount of
trace detail is lost. It is because the trace fidelity is retained using
the high resolving combination of a 10 -bit convertor and 4k store

CRT
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...al

Normal- y
Output
am

I

Refresh

orI roll
I

1

I

displayed resolution becomes only one sample every 1.7mm. A
10 -bit system improves the resolution by four times and therefore

converter

2

i

1

logic

I

I
I

C Ct

Figure 2b: Digital storage oscilloscope (DSO)
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DIGITAL- STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPES
4

3

6

5

I

7
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I

1

1

1

8

1

10 11 12

In the case of the 'OS4200', it is possible to expand the 8 x 10cm
display by 10 times in the vertical axis and 50 times in the horizontal

I

1

that very small portions of this trace can be expanded for much
more detailed analysis.

I

axis, to give it an effective 80cm x 4m.
Sometimes it is necessary to capture single shot events which
I

I

I

occur in a spurious fashion such that two may occur in a time frame

which is too short to enable the contents of the store holding the
first event to be copied before the second event occurs. A multi sweep facility on the 'OS4040' enables four separate stores to be
accessed fully automatically so that the first transient is stored in
the first store and the system re- armed so that the next transient
is automatically frozen in the second store and so forth, until all
four stores are full.
Already DSO's are gaining wide acceptance for their extreme
flexibility and this is being improved all the time with the use of
microprocessors and faster ADCs.
Another method which has been considered for the storage of
input waveforms uses a charge coupled device (CCD) to capture

(a) Original signal

1

the input signal in analogue form, This utilises a string of very small

capacitors which are arranged so that upon receipt of the first
sample clock the analogue voltage present on the input at that time

(b) Signal sampled at 8 bit x 1kw

is stored on the first capacitor, then upon receipt of the second
clock pulse, the information on the first capacitor is transferred
to the second and the now empty first capacitor is filled with the
analogue voltage present on the input at the particular time. In
other words, the analogue signal is stored as a series of discrete
charges which are progressively moved down the string until the
string is full, hence the CCD devices are often referred to as 'bucket

brigade stores'.
CCD PROBLEMS

With the earlier CCD lines, however, a number of problems
prevented them from being used in DSOs, viz. noise, corner errors,
linearity and dark current degradation with time. This meant that

(c) Original signal

jk

lines were restricted to relatively short lengths and therefore a

-11

- I- i -I -lk - 1 - I- i I

I

/1
41(4

I

I

I

necessarily what it is. In any event, for any meaningful long term
storage, the contents of the CCD have to be either refreshed or

I

--i-rit

1

,'

- which at best estimates what the signal should be and not

I

I

1

- - -X --1- -30--XXi I

reduced horizontal resolution which severely limited the ability to
expand interesting portions of the waveform without interpolation

I

1

1 _1_

I

transferred to a digital store. The latter is probably the most
convenient method to use and one could therefore ask why this
is not done directly rather than via the CCD.

It can be argued that the CCD can be used effectively as a

I

primary gearbox which slows down the required sampling speed
(d) Signal sampled at 8 bit x 4kw

of the following analogue to digital convertor and therefore reduces
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(f) Signal sampled at 10 bit x 4kw
Figure 4: Converter/store resolution
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transients is required, or where multi -sweep facilities require stores

to be filled in quick succession.
The Gould 0S5100 probably represents the ultimate of what can
be achieved within the confines of standard oscilloscope packaging

and control format. The built-in microprocessor enables a wide

(e) Signal sampled at 10 bit x 1kw

-

its cost. One problem with this is that the DSO would then have
a 'blind spot' between allowable triggers, since the CCD line is
cleared at a slower rate than it can accept new information. This
could be a severe problem where automatic plotting of random

range of normal oscilloscope measurements - risetime, differential
voltage etc. --to be carried out automatically, while a combination
of keyboard control and on -screen alphanumeric menus makes the
instrument very easy to use. The microporcessor also offers very
wide possibilities in terms of expandability and flexibility to meet

future requirements, and the instrument can be interfaced with
computers, peripherals and hard -copy devices to form a complete
measuring system.
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A SYNTHESISED HI-FI FM TUNER
By Eric Larsen and William Poel
The only things that should not be
mounted on the display board, at this stage,

are the LEDS.They should be mounted
when the display board has been bolted to
the chassis and the front panel placed on
top. The current lead length for the LEDs
is then apparent after pushing them from
the rear of the display board. The lids can
now be soldered. Assemble the MPU and
synthesizer. This is a double sided board
and the greatest care must be taken to put
all the through board links in first. These
must be soldered on both sides. Take care
on the second side so they do not drop out

of the bottom on application of the iron.

Over the PLL and prescaler, there is a
PART 2.
Development by Jake Oliver.

FOLLOWING ON from last months

constructor: the front display and switch

article, there is little more to say about the
circuit. To start with, the power supply --

board, the MPU synthesizer board, the
PSU board and the pre -amp board.
Fortunately for the constructor the
display and display driver have already

one transformer supplies the complete
tuner. There are two windings on it:one is
a 3V AC winding for the fluorecent display

filament with simulated centre tap to

the MPU, the memory LED driver, the

Both the pre -amp board (8823) and PSU

tacked on with a few solder joints. The

constructor is certain that all the boards are
correctly assembled and soldered (no dry
joints!) the tuner can then be wired
together.

to run the tuper section, the fluorecent
The 8V line is provided solely for the

prescaler preamp to the LO output of the
tunerhead. This passes through a sleeved
hole in the bottom of the board. If
forgotton, the screening can will have to
be removed to make the connection!

board are straight forward. When the

mounting of these components

phase locked loop chip and the 5V line runs

orientation. An important point to note
here is the screened coax lead from the

been mounted on the front board and just

ground via two 5R6 resistors (R165,166),
the other a 20V AC, winding to supply the
synthesister and tuner section. From this
15V, 8V and 5V supplies are derived using
3pin regulators. The 15V rail is provided
display driver, the signal strenth bar graph
driver and the scan -stop circuitry.

screening can. This should be mounted last
after the board has been thoroughly
checked for component values and

is a

nightmare, the display having somewhat
flimsy pins that get bent about and break
off. The side effect of all this is diminished

The MPU board is plugged into the

patience resulting in broken display and

display board at the front and supported

possibly a bent tuner-- sledge hammer
coming in handy! Larsholt obviously

on mutual pillars at the rear. The 7255 then

wouldn't like the constructorto take such
desparate measures, so they have done the
difficult bit. Now, the constructor has just
to finish soldering ALL the connections

supported on metal pillars. The PSU board
is supported in a similar way with

plugs into the MPU board and is also
additional support from the heatsink for
the 3 pin regulators. The best way to mount

prescaler and buffer. Nowsome of you must

be thinking that running the tuner section
from the same course supply as the digital
display driver, signal strength meter, and

3V
AC
31

scan stop circuitry sounds like bad news for

the signal-to-noise ratio. Fortunately this
has been thought of and a zener diode and

10

pass transistor has been incorporated in the
circuit, this brings the supply voltage to the
7255 module down to 12V.

7

This tuner can be constructed by anyone

100n

100n

4

34

who can read the colour code on the
resistors and capacitors, insert them into
the correct holes in the board and solder

2200u

neatly and accurately, all the boards are silk

7805

screen printed with an overlay legend, so
there is no reason or excuse for making

mistakes. The polarity of electrolytic

220n

capacitors and diodes is also printed on the
board.
NOVFN1PFP !PS'

100n

5mA

CONSTRUCTION

Four PCBs are to be assembled by the

100n
32

240
30

022
+5V

H7808

/7777

1815

mr 220n

220n

0 21

0 20

+13V

+15V

Figure 1: PSU circuit
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Figure 2: Wiring diagram of the synthesized tuner. The wire is supplied precut to length

these correctly is to screw the regulators to

antenna connected. Then trim the crystal

the heatsink first, insert the legs of the

so the meter is again centre tuned. the
crystal should now be on frequency.

regulators into their respective holes in the

PCB, then carefully bend them to the
correct length.
The wire links required are displayed in

the easy to follow diagram Fig. 2 on
completion of this the tuner is almost ready

to switch on. Here at R&EW we built a

sample kit from Larsholt and in our
opinion the circuit does need a small
amount of modification to make it function
correctly.

We recomend that component 163, a
4K7 resistor, is removed and replaced with
a 47K preset with a 330n capacitor tacked

on between pins 5 & 8 of the 7255.
Component 163 controls the muting band
width and at 4K7 this is too wide and the
tuner stops too frequently before it reaches
a station. The preset should be adjusted so
it stops only on station. The mute level or
threshold is adjusted (if necessary) with a

TUNED TO PERFECTION

25K preset connected to pint 19 on the

With any synthesizer of this kind one

7255.

common problem is getting it to stop on
station after scanning.
The scan stop circuitry is quite simple so

the home constructor should have no
problem; so long as he has a test meter.

However, before this is attempted the
crystal frequency should be set up using a

On the spectrum analyser, we found
distortion occurredon very strong signals.
This can be simply overcome with some

extra AGC circuitry around the BF 240
The modified
preamp on the 7255.
circuit is shown in Fig. 3 and the more
couragous or fool hardy constructor can

frequency counter on the crystal (11.52
MHz) or a centre tune meter if a counter
is not availiable. The centre tune meter

attempt the modification. All that is left to

should be connected directly between pins
5 & 8 on the 7255. This should make the
mixer movement very sensitive. Tune to the
bottom or top of the band, away from any
station and without an antenna connected,
the meter, should be centre tuned in these
positions. If not, tweek the right hand side
of the detector with a trimming tool -do not

reading and then screw the cover on and
away you go.
On the IF bandwidth switching, there is
also hi -blend, meaning the noise found on
the weak stations is filtered to ground. The
operation of this circuit can be inproved by
taking the following action.
Pin 16 on the 7255 is the hiblend output.

move the left hand core. Now tune to a
station in the centre of the band with the

When grounded, hiblend is effected. On the

36

do is to adjust the signal strength meter pot

(component 112) to give a meaningful

circuit diagram pin 16 is connected to the

Figure 3: AGC modification to IF preamp.

base of transisistor 159 and switching
resistor 157. Pin 16 should be connected to
the collector of transistor 159 so when the
base is taken high the collector will be taken

to ground, thereby effecting hiblend. To
correct this fault, connect the wire from pin

16 to the 22k resistor (156) at the end
nearest transistor 159 and you should then

the able to get satisfactory results.
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You should see Ambit's new Autumn Catalogue...

Another milestone in
component supply...
If you've been wondering

just what's been going on
at Ambit lately, we are
now taking the wraps off
the most advanced and
imaginative concept in
component, tool, and
information distribution
since we launched
WR&E last year.
We have included new
items and information to

AMBIT
INTERNATIONAL'S

WORLD

aRADio Sz,

LECTRONICS
CONCISE PARTS CATALOGUE

Some of the nru
items from this

Soldering Irons
& Tools

b.
* TCP series
* Tips & spares
* Cutters/pliers
* Toolkits
M ,,,,,,

RE Power:
irmeaslx.

* NV/30%1H/ to
* SOW/ I St)MII,

* ..& beyond

a ..

tem equipment

plug a few gaps, and we
are just starting to
implement a new

Auto 13MM

'storks
* Bananas to
Sig gams
*

interactive computerised
system of service and

LOKI) inductors
KM assemblies
Intelligent 1.(:D,
t
Crystal Filters
Coaxial relays

information that
simply cannot be

Micros &
memories

overlooked by anyone

interested in the
communications,
electronics, video and
computing business.

*Price on the page
*24 Hour response

Line 2Ir'S

Key switches
Parselware
Hardy. are

L

WR&E

-Guaranteed

*Low prices
* High quality
* Export a speciality

128 Pages of the broadest component range in the business

24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK

AUTUMN
'82
TLEAE
70p
AT YOUR NEWSAGENT - OR DIRECT FROM
ckHE3Elr HOTIEMEEIffl©MkE. BRENTWOOD ESSEX CM14 4SG
Telephone (0277)230909, telex 995194 AMBITG, data RS2321300 baud 10277)230959'

*Dial (0277)230959, hook in your low cost modem and terminal (most personal computers
can be configured to access REWTEL, details are being published in R&EW over the next
few months) and REWTEL will give you access to up to 5000 pages of background to the
WR&E catalogue, equivalents, news, updates, hot off -the -press product news, information,
jobs being advertised in the industry. It's computing at its most versatile and worthwhile:
why be satisfied with a 64K MCU, when you can gain free access to the 70MByte + of the
NOVEMBER 1982

REWTEL computer ??
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Walk into a whole world of electronic
equipment. - Everything from resistors, IC s to
home computers, transmitting and receiving
units, citizens band radio and peripheral
equipment, video games, musical instruments,
radio control models
In fact whatever your
particular electronic hobby you II find this show
will be the most interesting and informative
way to discover all the latest developments in
your particular field.

ELECTRONIC
HOBBIES FAIR

Ticket prices at the door are E2 for adults, El for
children but party rates are available for 20
people or more Tb find out more, contact the
Exhibition Manager Electronic Hobbies Fair
IPC Exhibitions, Surrey House, 1 Throwley Way.
Sutton, Surrey SM1 400
01 -643 8040

Alexandra Pavilion London
November 18 - 21 1982

Electronic Hobbies Fair is sponsored by
Practical Electronics, Everday Electronics and
Practical Wireless and is organised by
IPC Exhibitions Ltd

The biggest and best
event ever to be
staged for the
electronic hobbies
enthusiast!

OPENING TIMES

Thursday 18 Nov -10.00-18.00
Friday
19 Nov -10.00.18.00
Saturday 20 Nov -10.00.18.00
Sunday 21 Nov - 10 00 17.00

directto

aildfa inVi1i011
neap

Alexanra

165 for further details

MASTER ELECTRONICS NW!
The PRACTICAL way!

This new style course will enable
anyone to have a real understanding
of electronics by a modern, practical
and visual method. No previous
knowledge is required, no maths, and
an absolute minimum of theory.
You learn the practical way in easy
steps mastering all the essentials of

your hobby or to start or further a
career in electronics or as a selfemployed servicing engineer.

All the training can be carried out in
the comfort of your own home and at
your own pace. A tutor is available to
whom you can write personally at any
time, for advice or help during your
work. A Certificate is given at the end
of every course.

You will do the following:
Build a modern oscilloscope
Recognise and handle current electronic
components
Read,draw and understand circuit diagrams
Carry out 40 experiments on basic
electronic circuits used in modern
equipment

Build and use digital electronic circuits
and current solid state 'chips'
Learn how to test and service every type
of electronic device used in industry and
commerce today. Servicing of radio, T.V.,
Hi-Fi and microprocessor/computer
equipment.

Newebb?NewCareer?NewHobby?Get into Electrceics Now!

itBEE

Please semi your brochure without any obligation to
NAME

arn ,nturusted in.

REW/11/821 I
I

ADDRESS

13NTO

Hl

--

Briftsh National Radio &Electronics School Reading,Berks.RG1 1BR
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The popularity of the CB noise squelch published in September's R&EW has prompted
Adrian Barnes to take a closer look at installing the circuit in some of the more popular
commercial rigs.
A brief description of the installation
procedure to be followed with three rigs

was featured in our September article.

However we have had a number of

enquiries from readers asking for a more
detailed explanation of incorporating the
Noise Squelch circuit into various rigs and

are happy to oblige with complete
details for three sets this month.
It should be noted that, as mentioned in

the original constructional article, any
modifications to a CB set will invalidate the

manufacturer's guarantee, for which no
responsibility can be accepted by R&EW
We must also stress that fitting instructions
other than those published in R&EW

cannot be supplied. (Also that the PA
function may be affected on some rigs).
SHOGUN
Referring directly to the PCB, remove R330
(near squelch pot), C37 (56n), C38 (lu 50V),

and R38 (4k7) all near the IC TA713OP.
At this point check that C36 is 10n since
C37 and C36 may be interchanged.
Next break the PCB track leading to C71

just above the squelch pot (VR2) near the

through board link

which should be

32

.3 AMP 6C

C,2

AA .0SSA YA ZSC2603

F AMP
OS

00,

if Aki.
04

4

TS

25{2603 ISC 21.03

C2,
40-1

removed. Finally replace C71 (100n, 50V)

60

O.

S2 22,

0D

FM MT

IK I

TA 2,40

with a wire link (near speaker hole).

Now, to put

it

0

back together. The

squelch module can be bolted or stuck with
padded double -sided sticky tape, the recess

in the chassis opposite the microphone
socket is a good place. Take care that the
underside of the PCB does not short on the

NOVEMBER 1982

50.

2'
.33

chosen before mounting the board.
from the on/off switch on VR1, the central
tab is the switched side. A convenient place
to connect earth (pad 5) is via a hole in the
PCB just under the volume control VR1,

S

SI

2

chassis when mounted. It may be preferable
to wait until the final value of R13 has been

Power for the module (pad 4, Fig. 5
September R&EW) can be taken direct

16 221

S.

SO S.

IS
330
D

Figure 1: Input, output and squelch connections on the Shogun.
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to the earth plane on the underside.

Pad 2 on the module is connected
through the PCB where the pin was
removed from, to the wiper on the squelch
pot.
The input to the module (pad 1) is taken
from the junction of R37 and C36, through
the hole in the circle where R38 has been
removed.
Similarly, the output (pad 3) is connected

through the hole where C38 has been
removed to the junction of D8 and R39.
This is the hole through which the negative

lead of C38 went, marked by a white dot.
A value for R13 on the module must now

This will depend upon the value of R13

be chosen. As recommended 1k8 is a good
starting point. However, this can be
dropped to 680R in electrically quiet
environments such as a home- based set up,
or increased to around 4k7 if required, but

values of R13 such as 680R a wire link is

this should not be necessary in most
applications.
Finally, the range for the squelch control
must also be chosen, being set by either

since this determines the sensitivity. For low

sufficient, and above R13 = 1k5, R330
should be about 2k2.

The unit should work first time,
provided it has been constructed and
connected correctly.
All that now remains is to turn on the

power, sit back and listen to civilized
copies.

changing the squelch pot, or by simply,
replacing R330 with the required value.

MAXCOM 4E
The Maxcom 4E is the next to receive the

treatment, being a fairly popular rig,
mainly due to its low price and reliability.
The PA function should not be affected by
the installation.
It is best to make the easiest connections

first but do not mount the module until a
final value for R13 has been chosen. Power

(pad 4) is taken from the on/off switch on

the back of the volume control, the pin
nearest the squelch pot is the switched side.

Earth (pad 5) can be taken from the
meter, taking care to take the tag nearest
the volume control.

Turning the on -board mute off is the
next task. Remove the two bottom wires
from the squelch pot, the wiper and the
wire going via (27) to L105. Connect these
two together and insulate the joint
(heatshrink sleeving is ideal). At this point
it is necessary to note that some numbers

on the board are not coincident with the

numbers on the schematic diagram.
However, tracing the printed circuit tracks
proves the components in the areas with
which we are concerned to be correct.
Swop the remaining wire on the squelch
pot to the bottom of the pot so that squelch

squelch pot and the end of the track of the

increased as the control is rotated
clockwise. This is because the original
squelch is active when the wiper is low,
whereas the module mutes when the
wiper is high.
is

For input and output connections
remove the wire connecting the centre pole

volume control pot.
Connect the input of the module (pad 1)

to the tag on the CB/PA switch from
whence the link came. The output of the
module (pad 3) should then be connected
to the free tag on the volume pot.
As with the shogun, trial and error will

of the CB/PA switch on the rear of the
Figure 2: Connections for the Maycom 4E.

Rx - see text
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find the value of R13 best suited to the
environment and the user's preferences.
1k5 works a treat, but this can be varied
between about 470R and 3k9.
This adjustment of the sensitivity of

A finer control of the offset can be
obtained by setting RV 101 (RV120 on
schematic). This preset gives about 2k

course adjusts the squelch pot offset, which

range and can be increased if desired, about
4k7 should suffice. Set the squelch control
at the position you would like it to cut out

has to be brought back into line with a

most background noise, pick a channel

series resistor. The value of this resistor will

which is hissing and turn RV101 until mute

again depend upon user preference but
around 20k will be necessary for R13 <

just cuts in. If this position cannot be

680R, increasing to around 25k at

reached, dead silence indicates the series
resistor with the squelch pot is too large,

R13 = 1k8 and 27k at R13 > 2k2. This

or white noise indicates the value is too low.

resistor connects the wiper of the squelch
pot and (pad 2) on the module.

However, ensure that the squelch offset is
set such that really noisy signals can be cut

out, but more important, quiet copies are
not muted out.

The board can be mounted as before
with double sided padded sticky tape to the

chassis. There is plenty of room, the side
of the chassis nearest the 's' meter proves
satisfactory.
Overall this is a very straight forward
installation and should present few
problems provided the board is correctly
constructed.
Note: The Maxcon 4E, Cobra 21XFM and
Commtron CB4OF all share a common
chassis and installation in these is similar
to the 4F.

'OW
101

0

FOR SHOGUN FIT DRILL
HOLE HERE TO CLEAR
LID FIXING SCREW

Figure 5: Revised overlay for the squelch

O
O

board.

AMSTRAD 900 / 901
Unfortunately, since the Amstrad already

has a fairly good squelch on board, the
improvement in performance is not as
noticeable as for say the Shogun.
The original article mentioned removing

several components, and changing one
capacitor. This is not necessary since the

Figure 3: Input and output connections
for the Amstrad

SO
30.1

5k
VOL

r1110.

SWF

Figure 4: Squelch connections for the
Amstrad

module can be connected into the squelch
and volume pot wiring fairly easily.
If you have not yet built the module, or
before it is mounted, it will be necessary

to change C2, normally a decoupling

capacitor from 220p to around 10n. The
capacitor then will still perform the
decoupling function, but also acts as a low-

pass filter with R2, to remove 455KHz
signals from the second 1.F. If this is not
done, the module will see the signal as noise

and stay permanently muted.
A good earth point is not an easy thing
to find, but there is a convenient post next
to D23 near the speaker output sockets.
The positive lead can be taken from the

switch on the volume control pot, the
switched side is that nearest the PCB.
The yellow wire from the detector section

off of R77 and C96 should be removed
from the PCB end of the volume pot.
The input of the module (pad 1) can be
connected to the wire and the output (pad
3) to the tag from whence the yellow wire
came.

One wire on the squelch pot goes to
ground, via a 100K preset RV5, which is
very useful since it removes the need for a
series resistor in -line. The other two wires

on the squelch pot should be removed,
joined and insulated, thus turning the onboard mute off.
The squelch control on the module (pad
NOVEMBER 1982

2) can now be connected to the wiper of
the squelch pot.
Powering up, a value for R13 can be
chosen, which may be any where between
470R and about 6k8. RV5 will now need
to be set to give the desired range of control

on the squelch pot.
It may be noticed at this stage that the
control is very touchy. This is because the
pot is 50k. The only way around this is to
change the pot, 5-l0klin is about right and
VMIOR's fit in nicely. The knob does have

to be enlarged to accept the non- splined

shaft and then glued on but this is little
trouble.

The module can now be mounted, the
same side of the chassis as the microphone
socket is a likely place. Apart from the pot
change, this is the simplest of the
installations to date and should present few
problems.

Your Reactions
Immediately Interesting
Possible application
Not interested in this topic
Bad feature/space waster
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Peter Luke has news of Hitachi's new multi -standard system and an explaination of
the noise bars that appear during fast search modes.
As one of the data briefs in our September
issue highlighted, TV standards throughout

the world are, as it were, anything but
standardised. The PAL system is the front
runner in Europe, with the exception of Le

France who felt obliged to devise the
SECAM system as a monument to their
individuality. The USA and Japan fall into
the NTSC camp while the rest of the world

adopt one of these three standards on a
fairly ad hoc basis with, as often as not,
minor variations in the vision/sound

spacing, modulation system, video
bandwidth etc.
This diversity of standards necessarily

means that a TV set designed for the
American market will, even if the
differences in mains voltages are
compensated for, be of little use in this
country. This fact hardly affects the quality
of life or the freeness of trade as
manufacturers have long been accustomed
to providing sets for the differing systems
and very rarely does the 'man in the street'
want to lug his TV set across the Atlantic

on his hols.
The advent of the video recorder, and the
easily transportable nature of video
cassettes, has however meant a demand for

video recorders capable of playing back
tapes recorded to any one of the systems.
At first sight it may seem that, although
transmission systems may vary, if a video
monitor were used in conjunction with a

recorder, the results obtained, no matter

whether the tape was NTSC, PAL or
SECAM, would at least be viewable. Sadly

this is not the case.
The problem lies mainly with a video

recorder's servos and associated drive

trouble -contrary to the rumours spread by
the retailers of micro computers in the early
days of micro computing - a tape recorded

at 525 line rate will NOT play back on a
625 line machine. The range of adjustment
of a TV's line time base is quite large but
there is no equivalent adjustment on a VCR
division of the received sync pulses, a 625
recorder playing back a 525, 60Hz frame
rate tape, will divide by two, expect 25, get
30 and panic.

Table one sets out the full story and it
can be seen that any hope of PAL/NTSC
compatibility is out of the question, but
that there is a certain amount of
PAL/SECAM interchangeability.
The only way for businesses, educational
establishments or individuals to exchange
tapes with any degree of freedom is thus
to make use of a multi -standard recorder

in conjunction with either a monitor or

will probably arise more and more over the
next few years.

As a companion to the 8040, Hitachi
have launched the CMT 2060, a 20" TV
that is able to cope with the same range of
transmission standards of the recorder.
This weighs in at £477, again not too much

of a price penalty when considering the
multi -standard facility but many people
might consider that the extra would be
better spent on a video monitor to give an
extra edge on definition.
ACCOUNTING MADNESS

At R&EW we are in the process of setting
up our own video production facility and,
with an eye on the Editorial budget, have

multi -standard TV set.
Such machines have been available for
some time, the prime source being
conversions to standard machines
undertaken by one of the specialist video

been shopping around for the necessary
cameras and recorders. Last month we

firms such as R&EW (no relation) of

portable v-matic in a very reasonably priced

London.

package deal.

managed to pick up one of the end of range

C5 machines at under £300 and recently

acquired two Videostar cameras and a

Hitachi are one of the major

The company that sold us this latest

manufacturers who produce such a multi -

batch of equipment deals, in the main in

standard machine as a standard item in
their range and the new VT 8040 EM is
capable of playing back and recording
PAL, SECAM and both 3.58 and 4.43

ex -rental set sales to the trade, the cameras

MHz NTSC material.
The recently released machine features
the mix of trick video facilities found on

in general and had an interesting tale to

up-market machines, still frame, visual
search, fast & slow play back etc., and a

linear tape speed and the helical heads

ten day timer. Solenoid operated transport
of course and a look that is reminiscent of

rotational speed. Thus while a 625 line set
will display a 525 line picture without much

the 8000 series, being a matt grey rather
than the black of the 9000 range.

circuitry, responsible for controlling both

The price of £732 is very reasonable
when considering the flexibility of the
recorder and should make it an excellent
choice for anybody envisaging a need to
play back any imported tapes, a need that

and U-matic being outside their normal
sales activities. The owner of the business
talked quite frankly about ex -rental sales
relate about a large rental company's policy

with regard to releasing ex -rental video
recorders to the trade.
As with TV sets, the price paid by a
dealer for ex -rental machines depends on
the 'book value' of the recorder. To allow

a trader a decent margin on a video
recorder, the price needs to be about £100.
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TV set operating on:
VCR

PAL

NTSC

Secam

Cassette
PAL

NTSC

Secam

PAL
NTSC

Colour

Mono

Mono

Secam

Mono

Mono

Colour

PAL
NTSC
Seca m

Mono

Colour

Mono

Colour

--

Mono

--

Mono

Mono

Mono

Colour

PAL
NTSC
Seca m

--

Table 1: Playback compatibility between the various TV standards.

Hitachi's CMT 2060 multi -standard monitor.

This would allow a new set of heads to be
fitted, the machine tweaked up a bit and
still give a realistic retail price by the time
the dealer has taken his margin.
Now the 'book value' as determined by
the accountants is greater than that magic

assembly with two diametrically opposed

£100 barrier and thus the trade are not

June issue of R&EW explains the basics of

interested in the machines. In Bedford there
is therefore a pile of machines depreciating

helical recording in greater detail.

away until their value will have fallen
enough for the company to release them.
Firms must base their dealings on sound
accounting principles but keeping a pile of
machines in a warehouse, machines that

could realise valuable cash and reduce
borrowings, does seem to be a particularly

differing Azimuth angles and thus only the

head with the corresponding angle will

video heads record a series of narrow
diagonal 'tracks' on the tape. Each track

reproduce any signal).

records one complete frame of a TV picture
(312.5 lines) and Fig. 1 illustrates a series

up signals from tracks B3,B4 and B5

Similarly, for the next field, head B picks

ignoring the tracks A4 and A5.
The head output diagram shows that, in
this example, two noise bars are present
and that the noise bars for both the A and
B heads follow a similar pattern.
During a fast reverse search, the 'head

of such tracks recorded onto a tape. The

When playing back a recording at
normal speed, each of the video heads will
retrace the path it followed during
recording and a noise free picture will be
reproduced.
During a fast search, the LINEAR tape
speed is increased and the geometry of the
system means that now, instead of any one

daft state of affairs.

head scanning a single track laid down

NOISEY QUEST

a number of tracks.
Nominally labelling the heads 'A' and

to track' angle is slightly different and three

noise bars will appear.
In practice the noise bars will tend to
shift position on the screen as, during a
search mode, tape speed is not as accurately

controlled as during playback.

Hope that has cleared the noise bar

during the recording process, it now scans

We've had a lot of enquiries about just
why the picture search functions of video
recorders give rise to the disturbing noise
bars on the played back picture. Thanks to
the awfully nice people at Sanyo we can
explain all.
All domestic video recorders adopt the

helical scan system in which a drum

phenomena up.
& EW

'B', Fig. 2 shows that during a fast forward
search head 'A' will reproduce sections of

Your Reactions

tracks Al , A2 and A3 (while the head
traverses tracks B1 and B2 no signal is

Immediately Interesting
Possible application
Not interested in this topic
Bad feature/space waster

received from these as the slant Azimuth
system used in domestic machines dictates

that adjacent tracks are recorded with

Circle No.
104
105
106
107

REV SEARCH

FWD SEARCH

Figure 1: As a tape's linear speed is altered so the helical head's angle of incidence changes.

A, B,

A,,, A.

Et,

A. A. B.

B.

8,

HEAD OUTPUT SIGNAL
of PLAYBACK

A HEAD

RF SW PULSE

[.-A

L

FIELD -4.-B FIELD-4

FIELD

B HEAD

--B FIELD

Figure 2: The changing angle of incidence of the helical heads means that during a fast search any one head will replay signals from anumber of tracks.

PCW '82: Quad density, floppy punters
WE WERE THERE. This year, the mecca of the Personal
Computer World shifted to that erstwhile multistorey car park in

London's Barbican complex. (If you didn't already know, the
exhibition halls in the Barbican are converted car parks.)

V

The claustrophobic effect of the low ceiling is generally overcome

N

fairly rapidly once you get absorbed into the warren of exhibits,
but when nigh on 10,000 have the same idea, then it can all get
to be rather clammy. Stepping over the bodies of those resting from
the rigours of the Grand Tour only heightens awareness of the fact

that the facilities of the Barbican exhibition centre are stretched
by as few as 1000 visitors at any one time.
Such high density packing would not be out of place in the latest
technology Winchester disk drives.

However, the show performed its objective with admirable
success: Thursday and Friday (September 9th and 10th) saw a
healthy flow of the 'faithful', whilst Saturday and Sunday witnessed

a flood of the enthusiastic and eager newcomers that seem to
multiply by a factor of 100% each year.

WHAr A Srgoge DP &EmuS...

SO WHAT?

As we bore witness to what can only be described as

a

'phenomenon', various analyses were being attempted as to the

meaning of all this frenetic activity. Whilst TV games were
undeniably the main attraction for many, there was also a very
healthy interest in the more constructive aspects of the hobby,
although there was lamentably little in the way of 'hands-on'
experience for the hardware hungry. The R&EW stand displayed
the only real microcomputer application in the whole place (The
Z8 TBDS, of course).
This ignorance of hardware is indeed the saving grace of many
dealers whose margins on basic machines (as the BBC and VIC
are affectionately termed) are so pathetic. Less then 25% in many
instances.
They only manage to make a living by charging what to us (who
know about 'D' connectors, soldering irons and other such things)
look like extortionate sums for the peripheral bits and pieces. Can

anyone top £25 for a 3 foot 'D' to 'D' cable?
Another interesting sideline is the fact that well over 90% of the
visitors dipped into their pockets for the £2.50 entrance fee without
a murmur. Just think what sort of a rumpus an entry fee like that

would cause at an electronics/radio hobbyist exhibition.
Conclusion number one was that most of the visitors to the show
were thus not the same animals as might generally be found strolling

around the RadCom exhibition, or the new AP show sponsored
by IPC. (We're there too, don't forget).
Judging from the number of 'obvious' questions that were being
asked about very basic electronics, the show had managed to bridge

the gap that seems to exist between technology as understood by
readers of R&EW.... and 'normal' people, as the non-afficiandos
tend to define the situation.
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The most positive lesson that we learned from the whole exercise
was that the 'personal computer' has managed to overcome the
techno-phobia of the person -in -the -street that still acts as a serious
barrier to entry into the particular neck of the market represented
by this publication.
TV games are the 'missing' link, and no matter how superior
we may feel about messrs. PAC -MAN & friends, these

manifestations have managed to do for computing exactly the
opposite of what Tony Hancock and James Burke have done for
other aspects of 'Information Technology'.
Once saturated with games, the personal computer user (PCU)
seems to aquire a taste for 'doing things' with the I/O: enter
R&EW. REWTEL performed immaculately throughout the show,
although we had occasional trouble dialling into our secret number,
since someone had been daft enough to disclose the numbers we
were using during the show. It was heartening to see such instant
interest from the show visitors.

Another generally encouraging feature of the show was the
emergence of RS232 facilities on virtually all the new hardware.
The Lynx offers it as standard, and the Dragon (the Mettoy PC)
promises it 'very soon'. Uncle Clive should just about have it ready,
all of which means there's no excuse for you lot not to be using
REWTEL once the modem situation is sorted out.
Finally, a cautionary note: the great chasm between the 'soft'
and 'hard' ends of the PC business shows few signs of closing.
There was scant evidence of any component source attending the
show, and most talk of development referred to software. Unless
a little more emphasis can be placed on a rounder appreciation
of the subject, the PCU will be in the same position as some modern
Radio Amateurs - namely having to ask the dealer to fit the mains
plug.
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switch. OK - so one's on the left, and one's
on the right of the panel - but it is perilously

easy to switch from FM to AM and not

Sony's ICF-2001

actually notice that you haven't turned it off,
if the last AM station tuned was a weak and
watery signal in some part of the HF spectrum
that has since quietened down.

Bigger than average ears
The wonderous FM sensitivty encourages use

with the telescopic antenna right down (to
avoid poking eyes out and generally cluttering

up the place), which further improves your
chances of not noticing that AM is selected,
since the telescopic antenna is all-important

to the reception of AM, as although an
internal ferrite antenna is available for 360 to
2143kHz, the telescopic antenna and the RF
trimmer also contribute enormously to
reception on these bands.

Measurement of sensitivities is not very
straightforward due to the available methods

of input matching, but for those of you

William Poel takes off on an Odyssey around

the inner space of Sony's masterpiece in
portable radios, and discovers one or two
black holes amongst the galaxies of features.

charitable enough not to be too pedantic, we
have had a go, and present the results
elsewhere. Whichever way you look at it, the
ICF2001 is a hot receiver.
However, the real fascination of the
ICF2001 lies in the circuitry, which must be
an example of giving a design engineer a free
hand to do his own thing, since it quite simply
knocks some 45 years of radio design on the

head in one go. It must have taken a lot of
nerve.

Hold tight
FOLLOWERS OF THIS magazine may
have detected something less than complete
enthusiasm on our part for some of the facets
of the redoubtable Sony Corporation. This
may in part have been due to the absence of
the invitations to their press bunfights,
although we must now report that Gary Evans

has indeed sampled the Sony hospitality
department, and lives to tell the tale. (Or so
we believe.)
The hassles we have had over the ICF2001
have never really been resolved, but we have

been asked so frequently to provide the
MEW view of the receiver, that we have
succumbed and decided to 'give it a whirl'.
After all, although the particular model we
play with has been around for nearly 3 years
now, the ICF2001 has not really been
approached in terms of design concept and
price by anything else in the meantime.
We'll start by saying that we all preferred
the Panasonic RF3100 which was reviewed
in the July 82 issue. However, the inability
of Panasonic to get any sort of marketing act
together to put these receivers into the hands
of the communications equipment dealers, in
the way that the ICF2001 is apparent at most
amateur radio dealers, has meant that despite
getting the R&EW accolade of good receiving
- most of those who might actually want to

see and fiddle with one have not been able
to do so.

Not so the ICF2001, and there are few
followers of the communications persuasion
that have not fondled the controls of the Sony
device on some occasion or other. But apart

from the availability aspect, the 2001 is in
many ways a horse of a slightly different
46

colour, offering full MPU control of
everything, including direct frequency entry,
scanning and preset stations.

Get your shares in Berec first
Major operational gripe is the fact that the
ICF2001 is a very thirsty little receiver.
Battery life (with 3 'D' cells) is stated as 9
hours on AM bands operation, 10 hours on
FM. The actual consumption can be found
lurking on the main circuit diagram in small
red letters alongside the DC input jack:
'FM 190mA'
'AM/SSB 225mA'
Using 4Ah Nicads, this means about 15 hours

to the effective 'end point' bearing in mind
the basic voltage deficiency. Indeed, with 3.6
volts, as opposed to the requisite 4.5v, there
is never quite the same apparent sensitivity,
although this appears to be more a function

of psychology (the LED signal strength
indicator is more reluctant to light up) than
inability to resolve weak signals. After 10
hours listening to FM, the D cell still
measured 1.2v (as opposed to 1.32
immediately after charging), and the receiver
showed no signs of distress.
Obviously the volume setting will have a
bearing, but you get the picture....
Incidentally, the sound quality is quite
superb, so you might get tempted to turn the
volume up louder than you might otherwise

that we are not dealing with anything less than
the leading edge of the art. The receiver uses

two PLL frequency synthesisers (which,
incidentally, NEC advise us have been
obsolete for some time past, although we have
no doubt Sony have good stocks laid in). The
uPD2819C resembles the Motorola
MCI45155 in many ways, and use of the low
power CMOS Motorola part may indeed lead

to considerable power savings.
Much of the power wastage must occur in
the DC/DC converter and subsequent

regulation.

The curiously antiquated

appearance of the audio output stage
(Q10,11,12) is probably explained by the need
to make the most of 4.5v supply, so we won't
snipe at the lack of IC sophistication here.
The provision of sleep timer also requires
that a pass transistor (Q27) be placed in the
way of the volts from the battery, which has
an impressively low Vice sat. of apparently
100mV. Which means that at best, 200mA
dropping through 100mV is going to waste
200m VC. That's the price of progress.

FM first
L1 feeds a tuned signal to the gate of the
JFET Q1, with a further tuned circuit in its
drain. For us lesser mortals, such practice
usually results in an oscillator stage, but not
so for the gifted Japanese. The mixer stage
is a slightly less inspired bipolar device, albeit

do.

The mains adapter

A brief glance at the block diagram of Fig. 1,

and the detailed diagram of Fig. 2 will show

extra, though
obligatory for anyone whose battery purchases
are not tax-deductible. A 12v adapter is also
available, but the real snorter is the similarity
between the AM/FM switch and the On/off
is

using emitter oscillator injection (via buffer
Q47), which is the best way to do it, if you
must. Q47 gets its drive from Q21, which in
turn gets its signal from the buffer of the first
VCO, Q29.
RADIO & ELECTRONICS WORLD

REVIEW
The oscillator is injected on the low side

of the RF signal, and the resulting IF of
10.7MHz is selected and amplified via IFT
Fl and the ceramic filters, CFI and CF2. The

IF amplifier IC (ICI, a CX162) is a fairly
uninspiring device, which, we suspect, again
finds board room by virtue of its low working
voltage. Nonetheless, it does its job admirably,
and feeds the ratio detector discriminator stage

that rounds off the FM department. Not so
tricky, so far.
The local oscillator has thus far only used
the first PLL stage, and using 100MHz as an
example RF frequency - the LO is injected at
(100-10.7)MHz = 89.7MHz.
The reference frequency of the loop is 5kHz
although the step size is 100kHz, thanks to

the /20 prescaling effect of IC3. So the n
counter is instructed to divide by
89,700/(20x5) = 897.
Note that the receiver tunes 76-108MHz
in its FM mode.
150kHz to 30MHz
The simplicity of the FM section is contrasted

by the complexity of the AM processing
department. RF signals enter the set via one

of 6 bandpass filters selected by diode
switching via Q13 -Q17, driven from the
CMOS MPU controller. At this point in the
Sony circuit descriptive, the author goes off
the rails and states that:
'The one megohm resistors Rs 54,56,59,61
and 63 shape the frequency response of the
bandpass filters, along with C178...'
It's back to the 'Walkman' production line for
you, sunbeam. In fact, these resistors back bias
the coil selection diodes until the appropriate
transistor switch turns one on. C178

decouples the line to RF.
The input circuitry of the 2001 is essentially

a series of parallel tuned tank circuits tuned
by D13 - a TOKO KV1211 - via a DC voltage

derived from the 6 bit D/A based on a
memorable application of a 4015. The
complexities of track tuning are such that an
approach all the way from 150kHz to 30MHz

has meant that the 2001 also provides a
thumbwheel antenna trimmer control for
peaking the input stage.
The cascode RF stage formed by the JFET

Q52, and the bipolar Q50 are worthy of
plagiarization, judging the set's performance
in this department. Overall gain is preset by
switching the source resistance of the FET
around, using a slider switch on the edge of

the set. Q18 and Q23 drive the AGC into
Q50, deriving the prime AGC signal from the

IF amplifier and detector stage, ICI. The
collector of Q18 also drives the signal strength

bar graph, IC2, a Sanyo LB1405. Note that
the scanning autostop signal uses the output
of the second LED driver stage to detect a
'presence'.
You may be wondering where the rest of
the RF selectivity lies. So does the ICF2001;
when used in the presence of strong signals,
not only in the same frequency range as the
set is tuned to, but it also apparently responds

to image and IF spurii, as there is only the
trap formed by L5 and C52 to keep out such
NOVEMBER 1982
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interlopers. Comparing the front arrangement
of this set with something like an R1000 (or

RF3100) reveals a major disgruntlement,
namely the receiver is prone to intermod and
various brands of imagery and crosstalk when

the external antenna option is employed.
When using the internal telescopic antenna
(especially, if like us, you accidentally manage
to lop off the top three sections when poking
it out of a window) there are few problems.

It may be unfair to criticise this aspect of
the ICF2001 - after all, it is primarily intended
for portable operation, and here it undeniably

excels. Further untuned RF gain from Q41
completes the problems for the first mixer
stage, which is a balanced FET configuration
based on Q19 and Q20 with injection of the

LO via the buffer and Q21.
The first IF of 66.3MHz to 66.4MHz is not
a fixed frequency (you noticed, eh?) and so
48

does not lend itself to the application of

for AM and SSB) could be hung in the place

narrowband crystal filters a I a R1000 and
FRG7700. So, channel filtering has to wait
until the second conversion to 10.7MHz in
Q24, the 2nd mixer. In view of the gain and

of XF1 and XF2 - watch this space.

bandwidth preceding Q24, it is probable that
this is the weakest link in the chain as far as
close in overload and IM is concerned, but

avoids another thirsty prescaler, and mixes

we haven't had the nerve to dismantle the
ICF2001 far enough to probe into the

spectrum analyser - yet.
The AM and SSB selectivity is thus simply
a 4 pole 10.7MHz crystal filter. Apart from
considerations of available frequencies in the
PLLs, a dive to 455kHz for the second IF (as

The second LO tunes the interpolation
of the first IF by generating
55.700-55.601MHz. This loop mercifully

range

down using a VCXO nominally on
55.301MHz to bring the frequency in range
of the second loop's 'n' counter. The VXCO
can be swung over +/- 8kHz with VR4 in the
SSB/CW mode, providing the facility for the
fine tuning control for SSB/CW reception. In
view of the wide IF bandwidth, SSB and CW
reception is generally a shade on the academic

side, but the tuned ear can still provide

per R1000) would result in the image channel
(910kHz) being embarassingly obvious,
thanks to the broad bandwidth of the first IF
system. It seems entirely feasible that two DC

effective filtering, even to the extent of being

switched 8 pole filters (7.5kHz and 2.4kHz

counter is 300-399: representing the 100kHz

able to sort out a crowded night on 40m.
If you plug the numbers into a calculator,
you will find that the range of the second n
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of interpolation. Although the PLL device
doesn't stand an earthly of doing anything

LO tunes the interpolation
first IF by generating
viHz. This loop mercifully
thirsty prescaler, and mixes

with the sum product (55.7+ 55.301)MHz, it
is nevertheless put through a low pass filter

a VCXO nominally on
bring the frequency in range
op's 'n' counter. The VXCO
ver +/- 8kHz with VR4 in the
, providing the facility for the
trol for SSB/CW reception. In
e IF bandwidth, SSB and CW
erally a shade on the academic

tuned ear can still provide
ig, even to the extent of being

t a crowded night on 40m.
he numbers into a calculator,
tat the range of the second n

(L18, C108, C109). Instructions from the
MPU set up the correct combinations for both
loops: MHz and 100kHz in loop one,

0-100kHz in loop two.
For example, a 5.55MHz RF signal is tuned
by setting the first loop to:

66.4MHz + 5.55MHz = 71.95MHz
a division of 720 to the nearest 100kHz step.

So the second VCO runs at
66.350MHz - 10.7MHz = 55.65MHz
and subtracting the VCXO
55.65MHz - 55.301MHz = 349kHz
so the second loop division ratio is 349.

The SSB demodulator is based on the FM

thinking
WR&E c

ratio detector, by injecting the crystal

and 10.7A

controlled BFO into the point that usually
goes to ground in FM applications. Q8 acts

detector
persuade
sponsorship Ul
multimode dete

to provide de- emphasis of the resulting audio

before amplification. And yes, tuning to an
NBFM signal on the CB band, and tuning
for zero beat actually works quite effectively,

The MCU an

if you can get over the fact that most CB

The microproc

synthesisers bounce into lock, and there is at
least 200Hz offset between stations nominally

must remain a
this review. It pi
including the ra

on the same channel. Once again, getting
inside to disable the BFO for NBFM may
prove enlightening. The basic IF bandwidth
is certainly good enough.
This general type of SSB demodulator is

rather better than perhaps many people
realize, and it certainly throws doubt on the

the need to dive for the nearest IC when
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Agure 2: The Circuit Diagram.

of interpolation. Although the PLL device
doesn't stand an earthly of doing anything
with the sum product (55.7+ 55.301)MHz, it
is nevertheless put through a low pass filter

(L18, C108, C109). Instructions from the
MPU set up the correct combinations for both

loops: MHz and 100kHz in loop one,
0-100kHz in loop two.
For example, a 5.55MHz RF signal is tuned
by setting the first loop to:

66.4MHz + 5.55MHz = 71.95MHz
a division of 720 to the nearest 100kHz step.

So the second VCO runs at
66.350MHz - I0.7MHz = 55.65MHz
and subtracting the VCXO
55.65MHz - 55.301MHz = 349kHz
so the second loop division ratio is 349.

Waste not

thinking about demodulating SSB. The

The SSB demodulator is based on the FM
controlled BFO into the point that usually
goes to ground in FM applications. Q8 acts

WR&E catalogue includes a suitable 455kHz
and 10.7MHz (which also tunes 9MHz) ratio
detector coil system, and perhaps we might
persuade an interested reader to take up the

to provide de- emphasis of the resulting audio

sponsorship offer and devise a low power

before amplification. And yes, tuning to an
NBFM signal on the CB band, and tuning

multimode detector system.

ratio detector, by injecting the crystal

for zero beat actually works quite effectively,

The MCU and Muting

if you can get over the fact that most CB

The microprocessor and its programming

synthesisers bounce into lock, and there is at
least 200Hz offset between stations nominally

must remain a black box for the purposes of

on the same channel. Once again, getting
inside to disable the BFO for NBFM may
prove enlightening. The basic IF bandwidth
is certainly good enough.
This general type of SSR demodulator is

rather better than perhaps many people
realize, and it certainly throws doubt on the

the need to dive for the nearest IC when
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this review. It performs a variety of functions,
including the rather neat control of the R/2R
D/A network driving the AM bandpass tuning

stage, plus the LCD and the sleep timer.
The muting function is provided by Q5 (not

Q4, as per the Sony circuit guide, which is
otherwise nearly excellent), whose base is
controlled by pin 12 of the first PLL. This
pin is the inverse of pin 11 of the same IC,
49

Sony's ICF-2001
which ensures that the RF stage is muted
whilst the loop is unlocked - and whilst Q53
is being kept quiet as the second loop is being
latched.

Overall impressions
The ICF2001 is a lot of portable radio for the
money. It's a shame that some aspects have
been compromised - dual IF bandwidth would

have been a major advance. Plus it seems

Nevertheless, the overall purity of the - for many applications, although it is rather
synthesiser across

the HF spectrum

slow and ponderous in operation.
We've been waiting for Sony to produce a

is

flawless, and the facility for preset station
selection is very neat. Indeed, circuits have

new version that sorts out some of the niggles
for a while now. However, they don't appear

appeared for applying a scanner logic system
to sequentially search the memories. Used in
conjunction with a VHF or UHF converter,
such a facility might usefully be used to look

for beacon signals

as a

to have done so (yet) and there are now
probably enough of the 2001s in the field to
warrant details of some of the mods we have

pointer to band

mentioned. We'll see what we can do, but

conditions - and developing the NBFM
adaptation will make the set a very versatile

possible that a fixed first IF might have been

tunable IF. The basic search system that

developed along R1000 lines without any
penalties in additional circuit complexities.

comes as standard (between a programmed

meantime, if you own one, there is an
excellent service manual available from Sony

UK, and we suggest that you get one for
information. If you want to get the back off
and delve inside, it's vital.

upper and lower frequency) is also very handy

The RF3100 is still probably the best choice

if what you basically want is a portable

SPECIFICATIONS
Circuit System:
Frequency Range.

FM. Superheterodyne
AM: Dual conversion superheterodyne

Input:
Outputs:

US, Canadian, UK, E model

FM 76 to 108 MHz
AM 150 to 29,999 kHz (2,000 to 10 m)
AEP model:

FM 87.5 to 108 MHz
AM 150 to 26,100 kHz (2,000 to 11 ml
Antennas:

Speaker:

communications receiver. However, if you
can use some of the natty functions of the

Timer input jack (minijack)
Recording output jack (minijack)
output level 0.8 mV (-60 c113)
output impedance 1 101
Earphone jack (minijack)
for 8 it earphone

ICF2001, you will probably find it relatively
easy to turn a blind eye to its shortcomings.

Just beware if you live near a Band 1 TV
transmitter, since such things have been
known to blast right through....
(66.3MHz - 21.4MHz) = 44.9MHz. Oops.

Telescopic antenna (AM/FM)
Built-in ferrite bar antenna (AM 360 to
2,143 kHz)
External antenna terminals (AM/FM)

R & EW
Your Reactions

Approx. 10 cm (4 inches) diameter

Circle No.

Excellent will make one
Interesting might make one
Seen Better
Comments
-

Power Output:

1,200 mW (at 10 % harmonic distortion),
1,600 mW (max.)

-

***************

IFIESSAVE

MI=

An entire
range of

Ile

low-cost

IIIII

El ctrautom
*From
******
kv*******
SHEAR CUTTER

MACRO -NOSE PLIER

High carbon steel handtool
with unique blade by-pass
feature, comfort grips and
lifetime return spring
guarantee.
Weight only 42.5 g
Inc.

£2.99

Comfortable 'fine touch' pliers
for tight, difficult places. Tough
jaws resist jaw crossover or
misalignment.
spring guarantee
Weight 56 70 q

£3.99

DESOLDERING
BRAID

99p

inc. P & P

inc. P & P

sabtronics

'Making Performance Affordable'
5020A 1Hz-200KHz Function Generator
2033 3'
L C D Hand DMM

365-5 Protoboard
LP -10 10MHz Logic Probe
8110A 100MHz 8 -Digit Frequency Meter
8610B 600MHz 9-Digut Frequency Meter

80006 1 GHz 9-091t Frequency Meter
PSC-65 600MHz Prescaler
AT -001 xt Passive Probe
AT -010 x10 Passive Probe
AT -110 xl xl0Passive Probe
iSwitchable)

Test our low priced test equipment. It measures up
to the best. Compare our specs and our

prices- no-one can beat our

£4A9

price/performance ratio.

inc. P & P

inc.
Send cheque/P.O. to: Electrautom
Ltd, Dept. 2, Etom House, Queens
Road, Maidstone. Kent.

In

P&P
Or phone quoting Access or
Visa/Barclaycard No. to
Maidstone (0622) 54227

* **************
155 for further details
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highperformance
instruments

Also Oscilloscopes 15-30MHz Single or Dual trace

POCKET MAGNIFIER

Five or ten times
magnification. Push
button illumination.
Supplied in pocket pouch

111

1"-' Lifetime return

P&P

For quick. thorough
solder absorption
without corrosive residue

108
109
110

Bilm
Illustrated brochure and price list from:
BLACK STAR LTD
9a Crown Street, St. Ives, Cambs. PE17 4EB
Tel: (0480) 62440. Telex: 32339
156 for further details
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mixer board driven by a 10.7 MHz source

to give CW operation. This has allowed
Europe to be worked comfortably. For the
HF bands a 100 watt valve linear amplifier
will allow areas from the USA to Japan to

be worked on SSB. At present, work is
underway on fast CW break-in systems for
the system. The overall philosophy of the

project; certainly not a kit version of a
black box but a basis for experimentation.

The relative advantages of the R&EW
transceiver against commercial gear as
follows.

Advantages:
System can be tailored precisely to your
requirements however esoteric they may be.
Commercial systems are very
sophisticated. The R&EW transceiver will
be cheaper because you can miss out things

izc

you don't need.
You enjoy experimenting

You can make up a system around

R&EW TRANSCEIVER
PROJECT AN OVERVIEW
Simon Ruffle G4EAG, looks at the progress of the
system to date and previews the final stages of the
project.

existing pieces of equipment; PA's etc.

Disadvantages:
If you try and match all features, the
commerical gear will probably be cheaper
R1000/FRG7700 were not designed to be

part of a transceiver, eg no RIT.
TheR&EW project does not come in a
black box, and is unlikely to be at 'contest
grade' robustness.
So the essence of the project is
experimentation, and we would welcome
comments from Readers, particularly from

R1000/FRG7700 owners as to any

THE R&EW TRANSCEIVER should need

no introduction to regular readers. Two
articles have appeared, the first in the July
R&EW described a 10.7 MHz single -

sideboard generator, and last month's
R&EW described the mixer and buffer
modules which form the heart of the
project. The project was not conceived as
a set of constructional articles but should
be viewed as distinct, separate articles that
all describe a piece of RF circuitry in its
own right, linked together by the common
theme of their role in an HF transceiver.

The project is aimed at the experimenting

amateur, and it is in this area that its great

benefits lie. As has been explained, the
advantage of the R1000 and FRG7700
receivers is their ready- built, ready aligned,
synthesised local oscillator, and any owner

of one of these receivers has already paid
for the most critical part of a transmitter
exciter. For an additional twenty pounds
or so (the cost of the mixer/buffer kit) he
has, in essence, a transceiver.

The R&EW transceiver boards have
always been viewed as a base around which
to build various experimental transceivers,
tailored to requirements. A favourite

modifications to their receivers that they
have found to be worthwhile. For example
we have heard rumours of tricks to cut the

tuning rate on the R1000, but we haven't
succeeded in doing it ourselves. Any other

tips? We look forward to hearing from
you.

The mixer/buffer modules form the
heart of the project and can from the heart

of your radio experimentation. Don't sit
there waiting for every article to come out.

So plug in your soldering iron and start
experimenting.

arrangement being their use with a 80/40

metre ten watt transistor PA, with the

6

6
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What's Wron

with the

Spectrum?
The

Spectrum

has

few
shortcomings, but its low cost makes
it

a

an attractive choice in many

applications.
The Spectrum is, as widely advertised, an
inexpensive, full colour home computer,
featuring large user memory, high
resolution graphics, and sound. To provide
such an apparent bargain, Clive Sinclair
has necessarily cut corners. This in turn has
led to certain limitations in the machine -

at middle -C. Larger numbers give higher

the

notes and negative numbers give lower
notes. Fractional numbers give

limitations which prospective buyers should

of each note can be predetermined, the
facility is just adequate. This category

Much publicity has been given to the fact

frequency and duration are controlled by
loop counters. The whole machine is thus
dedicated to the production of the sound.
A determined programmer need not be
deterred by this fact. The documentation
also describes how the keyboard can be
accessed as an I/O device. The keyboard
is divided into eight half -rows, each

includes programs that simply play tunes,

that the Spectrum is intended to compete

containing five keys. Each half row is

with the BBC micro, so it is natural to

or programs that merely produce a few
notes to attract the user's attention.

compare the two systems. For the most part

However, as soon as the application needs

the comparison is not favourable to the

to link the duration of the notes to some

Spectrum, but in the end the criterion must

external event, such as the depression of a

relate to the application.

key,

be aware of.

To be just, the Spectrum has many good
points. I will endeavour to weigh the good
against the bad and give would-be

customers the chance to draw their own
conclusions. My personal conclusion is that

the machine is indeed a bargain, ideal for
most hobbyists, but that its limitations may
rule it out for many applications.

The serious limitations are mainly in
connection with the colour graphics.
However, the sound facility must also
attract some comment, the interfacing
capabilities are primitive in the extreme,
and no description of the Spectrum is
complete without a snipe at the keyboard.
These lesser points will be dealt with first.

Sound
Many reviewers have complained bitterly

about the Spectrum's sound facilities.

intermediate frequencies. Unlike the BBC

Micro, there is only one voice and no
control over volume.
For applications in which the duration

the BEEP command no longer
suffices. One of the sample programs

concerned with the latter limitation. For

not support such a program. The minimum
needed is a command to turn the sound on
and one to turn it off again. The

application could then be allowed to do
anything in the interim.

The manner in which the Spectrum
generates sound precludes the provision of
such on and off commands. The Spectrum

documentation mentions that bit 4 at
output address 254 controls the speaker.

The program invoked by the BEEP

command simply waves this data line up
and down at the appropriate frequency for
F3

03 FE
EE 10

of information, it is possible to write a
routine that waves the data line about at
a given key, or perhaps any key, is still
down. I hasten to add that it is no good
writing this routine in BASIC. Even
looping flat-out, a BASIC program will not

be able to produce more than a stifled
grumble.
The following simple assembler program
will produce a fixed tone until the space key
is seen. If you wish to try the program out,

note that it uses only relative jumps and
may therefore be positioned anywhere in
suitable memory. The chapter on using
machine code in the Spectrum manual is
recommended. The frequency of the note
may be changed, within limits, by poking
the address containing the pause loop count

(the second half of the LD B4O).

LD

; Now make a noise
OUT

LOOP:

XOR

A,171-1

; stop anyone interfering
; sound bit -4- white border

12541,A
10H

; waye the sound bit
; flip sound bit

Wait a while

the BEEP command, which takes two

01 FE 7F
ED 48
CB 41
20 EF

10 FE

LO

B4O

DJNZ
PAUSE
tight loop
; See if 'SPACE' has been pressed
PAUSE:

LD
IN
BIT

JR

BC,32766

C,(C)
0,C
NZ,LOOP

loop count = 266

BC : - input address
; reed keys 'SPACE' to 'B'
; was the space pressed?
nope

Exit

the frequency. The duration is specified in

arranged so that the numbers 0 to 12

DI

3E 17

06 00

seconds, while the frequency control is

read are high unless the corresponding key
is depressed. Combining these two pieces

Initialise

volume I can connect up my Hi-Fi and the
results are more than adequate!
Sound on the Spectrum is controlled by

numerical parameters. The first controls
the duration of the sound and the second

accessed at a given I/O address. The bits

the required frequency, whilst checking that

accompanying the BBC Micro turns the
machine into a musical keyboard. The
BASIC commands of the Spectrum could

These complaints are generally levelled at

the lack of volume and the lack of
flexibility. Personally, I am more

right amount of time. Both the

C9

FB
RET

El

correspond to' the notes of the scale starting
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REVIEW
For many applications sound will not be

an important consideration and the
Spectrum facility may even come as a
bonus. If you want to turn your computer
into a music processor then the Spectrum

will not suffice without the addition of
musical hardware similar to the SN76489

chip built into the BBC Micro, which
provides four voices and control of both
volume and frequency envelopes.

Interfacing
It is generally a good idea for computers
to have some means of communicating
with the outside world. All home
computers have at least a keyboard for
input and some form of visual output. The
input is usually a full `qwerty` keyboard,

although there are systems with only

hexadecimal keypads. The most common
output is a UHF modulated signal which
connects to the aerial
domestic television set.

socket of the

These basic devices provide for
communication between man and machine.

get

overworked unless some sort of
motherboard is used. The ZX Printer is
already able to connect to the Spectrum,

ROM to spare, Sinclair could surely have
done the same.

and Sinclair has also promised disc drives

Colour

and a serial I/O port.

Characteristically, Sinclair has chosen a
rather unconventional way of providing

The Keyboard
The keyboard is another area in which
Sinclair undoubtably saves on the cost of
his machines. The keyboards of the ZX80
and the ZX81 were probably their least
popular features. That of the Spectrum is
an improvement on these, but is likely to

remain the least popular feature of the
system.
With the old keyboard, the user had to rely

on visual feedback, seeing the character
appear on the screen. The new keyboard
in part remedies this problem, but
introduces a new one. The keys do not
actually register unless they are pressed
fairly centrally. The user relying on tactile
feedback may therefore 'feel' that the key
has been pressed, even though the

Spectrum is not aware of this fact.

colour graphics. There may have been other
technical reasons for doing so, but the most

obvious is that the scheme makes very
economical use of user RAM.
The screen depicted by the Spectrum is
bit -mapped, in common with most
machines with graphic capabilities. The
image on the screen is composed of dots,
usually referred to as pixels. The screen is

256 pixels wide and 192 pixels high.
Representing each pixel as a single bit
requires 6K bytes of memory. Such a
representation only provides for two
colours, corresponding to on and off. To
allow more colours at each pixel requires
more bits per pixel. Two bits per pixel will
give four colours, three will give eight, and

so on. The obvious drawback is that the
more colours required, the more memory

Computers should additionally be able to
control and communicate with some form
of permanent storage device, such as a tape
U

or disc drive. There is also a frequent
requirement for communication between

machine and machine. The secondary
machines may simply be printers or

t

Si.

.

.i

plotters, or the central heating installation,
or they may be other computers or

networks of intercommunicating
computers. Many personal systems are

i

,

based on a standard bus, such as the S100

bus, enabling device interfaces built on
compatible boards to be simply plugged
into the system.
The back edge and underside of the BBC
Micro reveals a wealth of connectors. These

include UHF video, separate RGB (redgreen- blue) video, cassette I/O, disc I/O,
serial comms port, parallel printer port,
user port, analog port, and several more.
All that the rear of the Spectrum holds
is a UHF video output, cassette I/O and

IMP

I

Figure 1: Two lines which cross at the junction
of four character cells avoid any prob ems associated with the Spectrum's colour graphics.

/
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Figure 2: An arrangement of ines that differs
only marg'nal y from that of Figure 1, yet causes
a whole segment of the line drawn first to change
colour as the second line is drawn due to the fact
that they have a single pixel in common.

The Spectrum has in common with the

needed to represent the screen. To provide
a full eight colours per dot, the Spectrum

`tokens'. For every BASIC keyword there

would need to allocate 18K bytes for the
screen. This is a very important
consideration in selecting a home

ZX80 and ZX81 the use of keyboard

a slot revealing the edge connections of the

is a corresponding key. This means that

main board.

most keys have five functions, the function

implied at any time is determined by the
current input mode and the use of the two
shift keys.

computer. The advertised RAM size is not

The positions of the more common

of the RAM may not be available to the

design philosophy. In the case of the BBC
Micro, the idea has been to build a system
which accomodates almost every expansion
that may be required. The Spectrum, on the
other hand, has been designed as a minimal
system, taking the view that whatever else

functions are rapidly learnt, but when one
of the more obscure functions is needed,

user.
The BBC micro allows up to four bits to

a lot of time can be wasted hunting the

be associated with each pixel, or up to
sixteen colours. Only eight of these are

may be required can be added on

needed to spell out the function. Others

afterwards.

actually take more. As one who knows his
way reasonably quickly around a keyboard,
I would much rather spell all the keywords

This contrast probably accounts for most

of the difference between the price of the

Spectrum and that of the BBC Micro.
There is really a complete difference in

To this end, the Spectrum edge

connections contain all the Z80 control,
address and data buses, together with the
composite video signal, useful things like
ROM chip -select, and all the voltages
generated on the board (0, 5, -5, 9, 12, -12).

In principle, this means that any desired
interface may be built for the Spectrum,
although the edge connections are liable to
NOVEMBER 1982

keyboard before finally looking it up in the
manual. Some functions take considerably
fewer keystrokes to access than would be

out, or at least have the option.
Tokenising is basically a good idea, as

a more compact internal

enough in itself to provide a comparison
between two systems, as a large proportion

actual colours, the remaining eight being
flashing pairs of colours. To avoid having
a large amount of memory permanently

allocated to the screen, the BBC Micro
provides a number of graphics modes. If
the full graphics facilities are not requested,
then the screen uses less memory and

thus more is available to the user.

representation of the code. The BBC Micro
uses tokens to some extent, but the

The amount of screen memory
allocated in the Spectrum is
kept small by not giving

keywords have to be typed in full and in
upper case. With more than 1K bytes of

-ent control of the

it leads to

the user full independ
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What's Wrong with the Spectrum?
colour of every pixel! Instead, the user can
set the background and foreground colours

example of such a requirement

is the

of each character cell on the screen. A

Having said that, it may come as a
surprise that I actually recommend this
machine as a worth -while home computer.

pixels. The screen holds 24 rows of 32

photograph shows a pie graph with one 90
degree slice. The centre of the pie had to
be carefully chosen to fall in the bottom left

characters each. The colour attributes for

pixel of a character cell. The picture

each character cell occupy one byte, so that
only 768 bytes are required to hold all the
colour information for the screen. The total
memory requirement for the screen is thus

appears correct because each character cell

drawing of pie graphs. The second

character cell is a group of eight by eight

things that the machine cannot do. On the
other hand, there are many things that it
does quite well. The point is that it does
have colour, graphics and sound and a lot
of free user memory. For the programming
enthusiast the basic facilities are there and

contains at most two colours. The two
points at the edge of the circle where three
colours meet are both at the borders of two
character cells.
The second photograph shows how our
luck runs out once the boundary of a slice

a mere 6.75K bytes.
Much has been written describing what

can be done with the Spectrum colour

the full power of a Z80 with sizeable
memory is on tap. For the electronics
enthusiasts it provides a ready -usable Z80
in a form ideal for adding on bits and pieces
of home-grown hardware.
For the experimenter, the documentation

does not lie on an orthogonal line. The
resolution of the pixels is completely
obscured by the lesser resolution of the

graphics. The first picture shows the good

effect to which the colour can be put in
drawing a chessboard. It may be more
useful to know what cannot be done. In
brief, any one character cell may contain
at most two colours. The Spectrum

colour. If alternate slices only were 'inked',
then the boundaries between slices would

as the screen fills up with 'inked' pixels,
instead of drawing thin, high -resolution
lines across the screen, broad lines are

be shown correctly. There would still be
two problem areas, however. Towards the
centre of the circle it may be necessary to
change colour more than once in a given
character cell, and at the edge of the circle
the points where three colours meet will not
in general fall between character cells.
The remaining photographs show further
slices being added. It may be noticed that

eventually drawn, at the coarser resolution

the addition of each slice changes the

of the colours. The problem does not

colour of the central pixel. This is because

manifest itself in the chessboard because
each square is composed of four character
cells and no character cell has to contain

every segment in practice contains the

programming manual contains an example
which illustrates the effect of this limitation

rather well. On page 122 is a program
which simply draws random lines in
random colours. As the manual points out,

more than two colours. The board

As I have pointed out, there are many

is

described in blue and cyan 'paper' and the

pieces in red and white 'ink'.
The most obvious way in which this
limitation will manifest itself is at the
intersection of two lines of different colour.

Figure 1 shows two lines crossing at the
junction of four character cells, in such a
way as to avoid the problem. Figure 2 is
only marginally different, but because the
two lines have a single pixel in common,
a whole segment of the line which was
drawn first changes colour as the second
line is drawn.

explains various aspects of the system
software, giving details of the store map
and the internal representation of
constants, variables, and program
statements themselves. Advice is given on

where to locate assembler programs and
how to store them on cassette, even how
to save an assembler program so that it will

execute automatically upon loading. The
I/O addresses of the keyboard, cassette
interface and speaker are given, and the
functions of the edge connections are listed.

The user is essentially encouraged to use
and abuse the system in any way he sees fit.

centre of the circle. The phenomenon could
be avoided by careful programming, so that
the centre of the circle is nominally between
pixels. The improvement on the production
of pie graphs would be minimal. Of course,
if the colour resolution was the same as the

shortcomings. It is generally user friendly,
with the possible exception of the keyboard

pixel resolution, then it would not matter
in the end what colour the central pixel

anywhere. The style is easily read, well

became.

of humour. On the use of the inequality
relationship between strings: 'Which of
these two is the lesser? 'EVIL', 'evil".

Conclusions
The Spectrum has been designed for a
particular market. It has had to appear to

It is not, in general, possible to contrive

offer everything that its main rivals offered,
whilst costing far less than any of its rivals.
To meet these aims, many of the features
have been provided in a corner -cutting way.

well behaved line crossings in graphics
programs. The problem becomes more

The sound is generated by software,
external interfacing has been kept to an

severe as the density of 'inked' pixels
increases. The problem reaches

absolute minimum, the keyboard is a toy.
To stretch the user RAM as far as possible,

unacceptable proportions if differently
coloured areas of 'ink' are required. An

restricted manner.

I have said little of the software, which
I

do not count amongst the machines

tokens. The user manuals are as good an
introduction to BASIC as may be obtained
laced with examples and occasional touches

Weigh up the shortcomings of the
machine against the price of less
compromising systems, in the context of
why you want a machine, and decide for
yourself which is the lesser of the two evils.

the colour graphics are provided in a

R & EW
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A solution to
the problem
of information
gathering.
Indisputably. the telephone is the worlds most commonly
used communications medium. It can be used to convey vast
quantities of computer stored information across borders
and oceans directly to your office or home.
This information will need further processing or rearrangement before it can be presented in a usable form.
(A facility offered by an almost infinite variety of small
computers and display devices.) However a problem arises
when attempting to connect these devices
to the telephone.
The solution is to use
a 700 Series acoustically
Coupled Modem.
It completes
the communications
path between the
telephone and the
computer terminal.

Using the 'Sendata 700
Modem' you can dial -in to
Rewtel (free access) and
subscribe to a host of public data base and electronic
mail networks including...
Euronet, Comet, Malcom,
P.S.S, The Source, Prestel,
Geisco... and many others,
lust a computer -phone call away.

The 700 Series
Acoustic Modem
Distributed in the U.K.
by Sendata Division of

BENCOM communications
190 PETERSHAM ROAD

RICHMOND, SURREY TW10 7AD

TEL 01-940 1386 (24 HR. ANSW.)
TELEX 8954102 BBSION G BENCOM

The 700 Series is Telecom approved and has been designed
to suit many different handsets around the world.
Its electronic flexibility allows power to be provided from
the terminal or by a plug pack (battery eliminator).
The 700 Series operates from 300 BPS FULL DUPLEX
to 1200 BPS HALF DUPLEX and are RS232
interface compatible.
160 for further details
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2M
CONVERTER
Graham Leighton describes the MK2
converter based on our October '81 design.
Simplified alignment and a new oscillator at
116MHz are features of this new design.
The MK2 R&EW 2m converter uses the

The oscillator chain has been replaced by
a reliable 116MHz overtone circuit which
is followed by a double tuned buffer stage.

RF AND MIXER STAGES
The input is noise matched to gate 2 of Q3 gate

The resulting output has a very clean
spectrum which helps reduce spurii. The

the voltage on gate 1 from 0 to VCC/2 gives
about 40dB of gain control. The RF amplifier

2 metres is the band where most new
class B licencees first operate. This

coils used originally included some
minaiture types which have been replaced
by more robust types. It should be noted,

output matches approximately the 470R
impedance of the helical filter, Fl. A 470R
resistor R17 on the gate of Q4 provides the

converter is simple and cheap enough to use

however that the correct trimming tools

matching between the filter and the mixer, Q4.

to investigate this band but the

must be used to avoid damage to the cores.

A local oscillator level of about +4d Bm
applied to the drain of Q4.

performance is such that the enthusiast will
also be satisfied.
The alignment requires only a multimeter

which we published in October 1981 proved
that there is a large demand for such a high

best features from the original design
published in October 1981. The alignment

has been simplified and the number of
possible spurii reduced by using a new
oscillator at 116MHz.

The popularity of the 2m converter
performance design. The MK2 R&EW

to set up the local oscillator. The helical
filter, being prealigned, leaves only the

converter improves on the original design

and will, eventually, form part of a
transverter for the 2m band.

input and output coils to be setup. This can

be done using an off air signal.

I

0

12V
RX

1 being biased to half the supply voltage. Varying

The 3SK88 which is used in the RF and mixer
stages is
still a good device to use on 2m.

Better noise figures are available, but the

improvement is so marginal when there is feeder

loss in the system that it is not worthwhile. A
masthead amplifier is really the only way to get
the best system noise figure. In order to prevent

NOTE:
C24
1n0

01 & 2 ARE BF241/274/3
03 & 4 ARE 3SK88

C25
100

819
1008
R13
10k

815
100R

I

T3

IF

C21
4P7

OUTPUT

II

Fl
272 MT1006A

II

C16
1.10

II

R16
410

RIO
10k

1n°

C18
1n0

R17
470R

Circuit diagram of R F and mixer stages.
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COMPONENTS LIST
Resistors (all %W 5%)

Inductors

R1

3k3

R2

12k

R3,20
R6

8k2
680R
100R
27R

R7
R8

6k8

R4

85,10,11,12,15,19

C5,7,8,9,13,16,
17,18,19,24,25
C10,12
C11

C14
C15,21
C20

1k

R13,14,18
R17,21
R16

470 R

4k7

Capacitors
C1,3
C2,6

15p
1p
2p2
4p7
10n

T1

S18 green 5%t
1uH choke
200058 4% /1'/4t
200027 4% /2'/4t
154 FN 6439

T2
T3
Miscellaneous
X1

116.000MHz HC18/
272 MT 1006A
Case,BNC sockets (2 off),
F1

Additional Components required

for 116MHz output option.

Semiconductors
Q1,2
BF241/273/274
Q3,4
3SK88
D1
6V8 Zener

18p

47p
5p6

C4

L2

All the above are minature
ceramic, 0.1" spacing.
C23, 26,22
100n
mono ceramic

1k5
10k

R9

L1

1n

T4
C27

200058
1p

C28
BNC Socket

15p

overload problems the RF stage gain may need

to be reduced slightly.
LOCAL OSCILLATOR AND BUFFER
The supply to the oscillator and buffer stages

may be switched separately from the RF stages
and may be run continuously when used to drive

a transmit converter. The oscillator, Q1 uses
116MHz series resonant crystal. The tuned circuit

formed by LI,CI,C2 sets the approximate
frequency of operation of oscillator the output
of which is fed to Q2 which is a buffer amplifier
stage. Q2's collector is tuned by T1, which
together with T2 forms an output filter at
116MHz. Some RF is fed to the LO ouput via
C25/T4. T2 matches the local oscillator to the
drain of Q4.

+12V
CONT

R21

470R

LO

C7

01
6V8

OUTPUT

1n0

C22
100n

R10
10OR

C23
100n

CII
R8

6k8

C9 T
1n0

C6

1p0
T1
I I

II
II
II

CIO

1159

47p

02

Ca

CI

TP2

TP1

511p6

1

C12

R3

8k2
R9
1k5

II
LI

RI
3k3

C8

In0

RII
100R

C13
1n0

012
10OR

C2

47p

Circuit diagram of the oscillator and buffer.
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A double sided pcb is used to provide good
electrical stability and simplicity of

construction. Most components that need
an earth connection are soldered directly
to the earth plane. The uncommited pads
are only included on the layout to indicate
component positions.
Fit the through pcb links that make the
drain connection to Q3. Insert and solder
all the components with the exception of
F1,T3,Q3 and Q4. Fit T3 and solder the
can to the earth plane as well as on the track
side of the board. Fl must also have its can

soldered to the top of the pcb to form the

8

00
0

000

op Go 0 0 8.

000
o

Oo

PCB foil patternitopl.

PCB foil patteroltrackl

CONSTRUCTION

0)
00

CDiCD

_J

Component overlay.

Connect an aerial to the input, a 10m
receiver to the output and the RF/mixer

supply. Signals on 2m should now be
heard. Find a signal near the middle of the

band and adjust T3 and L1 for the best
signal to noise ratio.
The filter, F1, is supplied pre -aligned
some minor adjustment may improve the
performance, but unless some test
equipment is avialable it is best left alone.
If the local oscillator output is to be used,

T4 should be adjusted for maximum
output.
116MHz Output Spectrum

through board connections to the track side.
Finally solder Q3 and Q4 in place on the
track side of the board observing the usual

handling precautions for static sensitive
devices.

TESTING

Check the PCB for incorrectly inserted
components, dry joints and solder splashes.

Connect a 10 to 12V supply (preferably
current limited at about 50mA) to the local
oscillator. Measure the voltage on test point
1 (TP1). Adjust the core of LI. When the

oscillator starts the current drawn by Q2
will increase slightly. Move the test meter
to TP2 and adjust T1 and T2 for maximum
reading. The approximate core positions
are about 1mm below the top of the former
on Ll and about 3mm below a T1 and T2.
$8
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R&EW Data Brief

DG300-303
DG 304-307

DG381-390

Monolithic CMOS Analog
Switches
designed for

BENEFITS

. . .

Environmentally Rugged
Latchproof CMOS

Portable, Battery Operated Circuits
Low Leakage Switching

Low Standby Power
0.06 pW Typical
Minimizes Signal Error
0.1 nA Typical Leakage

i.e. Sample and Hold Circuits

Low Operating Power
7.5 mW Typical

Communication Systems
Low Level Switching Circuits
Fast Switching Circuits
such as Multiplexers
Standard Linear Dual Supply

Reduced Voltage Drop Across Switch in ON
Condition
'dslon)
5012
Minimizes Switching Time

Typ ton & toff < 180 ns
Minimizes System Power Requirements
Single Supply Operation Capabilities
Easily Interfaced
TTL, DTL , CMOS Input Compatible
Pin to Pin Replacement for DO180 Series

Voltages or Single Supply Systems

Switches

Reduces External Component Requirements
Logic Input Overvoltage Protection

The range of analogue switches featured have

utilise CMOS technology for low and almost
constant on resistance over the full analogue
signal range.
The on resistance is typically less than 50 R
and current will conduct in either direction with
no offset voltage. They have low power disipa-

the switches is controlled by logic input drivers.
The switch input of the DG 300-303 and the DG
381-390 are all TTL compatible, the OFF state
being less the 0.8V and the ON state being greater
than 4V. The DG 304-307 are switched at CMOS

tion (a few milliwatts for the DG 300-303 DG
381-390 and a few hundred micro watts for the

levels, the OFF state being less than 3.5V and
the ON state with an input greater than IIV (with
15V positive supply). The logic inputs are protected against overvoltage of up to 18V about

DG 304-307) this makes them ideal for batterypowered or remote switching applications. The
switching speeds are among the fastest availiable

for such low power dissipation. In the OFF condition the switches will block voltages of up to

and 36V below the positive supply. The combina-

tion of low cost, low power, low resistance and
high switching speed optimizes system design.

30V peak to peak. The ON/OFF action of all

PIN CONFIGURATIONS
DUAL SPST DG38 I

SPOT DG38

Dual In Line Package

Oual In Ls. Package

Meta. Can Package
S2

S2

D2

S1

IN2
IN1

V

_

D2

NC L

NC

NC L.

INI

00

NC b

NC

0
1

V. L_.
V

GND
NC

TOP VIEW
ORDER NUMBERS
OG381AA OR DG3818A
SEE PACKAGE 2

LOGIC

SW 2

0

ON
OFF

SW 1

SW 2

Di

OFF
ON

ON
OFF

SI
1N,

;GND

NC _

ISUBSTRATE

ISUBSTFIATE

AND CASE I

AND CASE)

D3

GND

S3

V

NC

S4

04 L . 8
NC

02L

DG 3117C-1

NC
V

GNO
NC

TOP VIEW
ORDER NUMBERS
DG387AA OR DG3878A
SEE PACKAGE 2

DUAL SPOT D0390
Dual In L.. Pa k.9.

LOGIC
0

SW 1-4
OFF
ON

J IN2
S2

1

LOGIC

SW 1

SW 2

SW 3
SW 4

CFF

0'.

ON

OFF

St

NC

03 bi

_IN1
bV

53 L,

-2 GND

S4 L

b NC

NC L

L IN2

1

I

ORDER NUMBERS
DG300AP OR DG39011P
SEE PACKAGE 11
DO 390CJ

SEE PACKAGE 8

_) S2

D2 L

TOP VIEW

TOP VIEW
SI.`0,C. STATES ARE FOR LOGIC
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GND

L

V

S2

-

2

SEE PACKAGE 7

: Si

-

IN

DG387AP OR DG38781.
SEE PACKAGE 11

Dual In L.ne

Di L.
NC L

b S2
b NC

TOP VIEW
ORDER NUMBERS

DUAL DPST D0384

ORDER NUMBERS
OG384AP OR CIG384BP
SEE PACKAGE 12
DG3INCJ
SEE PACKAGE 8

SI

NC

TOP VIEW
ORDER NUMBERS
13G381AP OR DG3818P
SEE PACKAGE 11
IIG3SICJ
SEE PACKAGE 7

D1

NC

\_.1)2

C) 4

V

Meta, Can Pack.,
02

b NC

NC L.,

SW

j IN2

7

INPUTS POSITIVE LUGic
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PARTIAL SCHEMATIC OF TYPICAL SWITCH (D(3300-307, DG381-390)

SWITCHING TIME TEST CIRCUIT
(DG300-307 DG381-390)
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CR,LAVE titi:DJ___Es LTD
THEY'RE ALL NEW... AND FIRST CLASS!
MM2001

MML144/100-LS

MML144 30- LS

RTTY TO TV CONVERTER

144MHz 30 WATT LINEAR
& Rx PREAMP

MTV435
435 MHz TELEVISION
TRANSMITTER

144MHz 100 WATT LINEAR
& Rx PREAMP
(appearance as 30 Watt model)

100 WATTS OUT FOR 1 OR 3
WATTS INPUT ON 144MHz.

NOW WITH EXTRA FACILITIES!
- SUITABLE FOR UOSAT
Th., converter. MM2001. contans terminal unn
and m.croorocessor controlled TV .nterfap, and
remotes only n aud.o input from a receiver and a
12 roll DC supply to enable a tree dnIAW of -01
at," RTTY end ASCII on any standald domestic
UHF TV set

TN. MM2001 will decode them somds'

LINEAR ALL MODE OPERATION
STRAIGHT THROUGH MODE WHEN TURNED OFF
ULTRA LOW NOISE RECEIVE PREAMP 13SKOSI

ECK/UWE/WITH RFVOX
Tx., new Product ha Own dewoded from our maw,
successful WWI 144'2$ It rs sortatri for a. wren I watt
3 wan trans<errius and the Input Iv. n hurtch
aelactable from the her. OW. Other front pnI mounten
He. Idwf en',dl.np any sarrtd,ng c.rontry allow the un.,
to be let In crtcort at all Won The liner 1110e1.1.e. and

the ultra low norw re... WOW. can both be ...en

455, 50. 75, 100 baud
110, 300. 600 1200 bowl

RTTY
ASCII

EATURES
30 WATTS OUTPUT POWER
SUITABLE FOR 1 OR 3 WATT TRANSCEIVERS

dent!, ,witched .n and out of enc., In that wav feag.rn,r,

That new two slaw 144MMe .1. state 1 ,War emolMer hal

been mho... a 'null of IM la,. number of low power
',010erre n Currently as ital. When .ed on COnionCtrOn
nrth sue,
Iliun0 win b.. en Output 01
00 sathr
Serval hoot panel mounted swrtches control,. the

inn The i.e. ampIrtrer .00 the ultre low now rect.

orearnp can both be rr.eorendentiu swrtchad .n and out at
I

Int.P. WA, ,rIllteni renal hty

flerbrl.

..408.1e r, the WO, 111..

USE THIS NEW AMPLIFIER WITH YOUR FT29OR
C58 TR2300 etc AND HAVE MOBILE OR BASE
STATION PERFORMANCE AT A REALISTIC COST'

USE THIS NEW AMPLIFIER WITH YOUR FT290R,
C58 TR2300 etc AND HAVE MOBILE OR BASE
STATION PERFORMANCE

£189.inc.VAT (P&P £2.50) £69.95inc. VAT (P&P £2.50)

EATURES
20 WATTS PUP OUTPUT POWER
BUILT IN WAVEFORM TEST GENERATOR
TWO VIDEO INPUTS
AERIAL CHANGEOVER FOR RX CONVERTER
TWO CHANNEL USING PLUG-IN CRYSTALS

Thrs high performance ATV transmnter cons.sts of a
Iwo chnnel eacrter ruleo modulator and a two ,tape
20 watta !mew ernm.f.er Th. unit will accept both Colour
and monodwome sognels. and Sync P.. clamp .s.n
corPorated to ensure max.murn output An .nternal port
Mode awns, c o swards allows connection of the aet.al to
so.table rece.tre cony eeeee when .0 the revery, mode

wrtchrrara crrcurt, .1100 the 000 lob let ,n 0.04 at all

versatility .s aHorded

A printer output ICentromes compatible 1
bard cop, of reeretred t.enals That uno
mid with amateur aw cturnmercral trans,'

EATURES
100 WATTS RE OUTPUT SUITABLE FOR 1 WATT
OR 3 WATT TRANSCEIVERS
STRAIGHT THROUGH MOOR WHEN TURNED OFF
ULTRA LOW NOISE RECEIVE PREAMP 1331(881
EQUIPPED WITH REVOX
SUPPLIED WITH ALL CONNECTORS

IMMC435, 600 - E77901 Full transm.1.1.0r.Swotchm9
included together with an fraternal waveform test

generator *MO will aunt rat,

w1 ust.ng the gam

and Islarch level cOntrOIS

£159.95 inc. VAT (P&P 0)

£149inc. VAT (P&P f3)

ALL MICROWAVE MODULES PRODUCTS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS (Including PA Trans)stors)
I;PACE PERM' TS ONLY A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THESE NEW PRODUCTS

HOWEVER A FULL DATA SHEET IS
AVAIL ARI E FREE ON REOUEST OTHER NEW PRODUCTS INCLUDE

MMS2

MML28/100-S
MMK1691/137-5

.1\

- ADVANCED MORSE TRAINER
- 10 METRE 100 WATT LINEAR/RX PREAMP
- 1691 MHz WEATHER SATELLITE CONVERTER

711Z

- £169.00inc VAT (p&p £2.50)
- £129.95 inc VAT (P&P f3.00)
-- El 29.95 inc VAT (P&P £2.50)

MICROWAVE MODULES

HOURS:

MONDAY -FRIDAY
9 - 12.30; 1 5.00

BROOKFIELD DRIVE. AINTREE. LIVERPOOL, L9 7AN. ENGLAND
Telephone 051 523 4011

Telex 628608 MICRO G
CALLERS ARE WELCOME. PLEASE TELEPHONE FIRST.

WELCOME

OUR ENTIRE RANGE
OF PRODUCTS WILL BE
EXHIBITED AND ON SALE
AT MOST OF THE 1987
MOBILE RALLIES BY
OUR SALES TEAM

gke.6011. Wielb.1.4111,W110 ..1.1101.11~1.0.1111e.b.l.N.111.0.11~11....4111..b.lir .111.1111Alb.1...1,10.11.16.1*,

S.E.M.

UNION MILLS, ISLE OF MAN
Tel: MAROWN (0624) 851277

SENTINEL 2M LINEAR POWER/PRE-AMPLIFIERS.

Now feature either POWER AMP alone or PRE AMP aione or both POWER AND
PRE -AMP or STRAIGHT THROU when OFF Plus a pre -amp GAIN control from 0 to
2088 N F around 1df3 with a neutralised strip line DUAL GATE MOSFET.
Ultra LINEAR for all modes and R F or P T T switched 13 8V nominal supply. 50239
sockets

Three Models
SENTINEL 36 Twelve times power gain 3W IN 3500 OUT 4 amps Max drive 5W
6'
2) front panel. 4," deep E62 50 Ex stock.
SENTINEL 50 Five times power gain LOW IN 50W OUT Max drive 16W 6 amps
Same size es the Sentinel 35 E74.50 Ex stock.
3 SENTINEL 100 Ten times power gain IOW IN 100W OUT. Max drive 16W. Size.
i 4 front panel 3, deep. 12 amps E100 Ex stock.
All available less pre -amp for E8.00 less

S.E.M. AUDIO MULTIFILTEfl To improve ANY receiver on ANY mode. The most
vekatile filter available Gives "passband" tuning. "variable selectivity" and one or
two notches Switched Hi -pass, Lo -pass, peak or notch. Selectivity from 2.5KHz to
20Itz. Tunable from 2,5KHz to 250Hz PLUS another notch available in any of the
four switch positions which covers 10KHz to 100Hz 12V supply. Sizes 6' 2," front
panel, 3,' deep, all for only 67.00 Ex stock.
SENTINEL AUTO H.F. WIDEBAND PRE -AMPLIFIER 2-40MHz. 15dB gain. Straight
3' 200W through power E19.55 Ex stock.
through when OFF 9-12V 21'
1,"

1

SENTINEL STANDARD H F PRE -AMPLIFIER. No R.F. switching E12.62' Ex stock.
S E M IAMBIC KEVER

The ultimate auto keyer using the CURTIS custom LSICMOS chip. Tune and
sidetone Switching 64.50 Ex stock Twin paddle touch key. E12.50 Ex stock.
AN IMPORTANT NEW RECEIVER BREAKTHROUGH

Following our development of an
POWER SUPPLIES for our linears 6 amp £34 12 amp £49
SENTINEL AUTO 2 METRE or 4 METRE PRE -AMPLIFIER
Around 1dB N,F and 20013 gain, (gain control adjusts down to unity) 400W P.E.P.
through power rating Use on any mode 12V 25mA Sizes. 1," a 21" 4 £28.00' Ex
stock.

rx

for commercial watchkeeping. we are

producing this for the amateur
Although this is a very small and economically priced unit, it is NOT a "toy", as the
spec below shows. It is ideal as a first receiver for the beginner or an additional one
for the shack or pocket

PAS Same specification as the Auto including 240V P S U E33.00'
SENTINEL STANDARD PRE -AMPLIFIER. EIS Ex stock

L.abiL Inc hpcb to fit inside your equipmint E10 Ex stock.
70cm versions of these (except PA51 0.00 extra. All ex stock

PA3. 1

S E.M TRANZMATCH
The most VERSATILE Ant. Matching system. Will match from 15-5000 Ohms BALANCED or UNBALANCED at up to lkYV Link coupled balun means no connection to

the equipment which can cure TV1 both ways S0239 and 4mm connectors for
CO ax nr wire feed 160-10 metres TRANSMATCH £69.60 EX stock. 80 10 metres
E62 60 EZITUNE built in for E19.50 extra. (See below for details of EZITUNE). AM ex
stock

S.E.M. EZITUNE

1

when you get to the price) So if you are not delighted or amazed with rts
performance, we will refund your money in full if it is returned within 14 days.

3 WAY ANTENNA SWITCH 1Kw S0239s 115 00.

S E M 2 METRE TRANZMATCH 5)"

'IF Breakthrough, NONE: 'IMAGE, NONE: 'Selectivity 2KHz. 'OUTPUT,
uV, '9-12V. 20mA quiescent; '2,- 6' 3", 'OVERLOAD, Wanted
'Sensitivity
sig. 30 uV, UNWANTED, 100 MV. 50KHz away No degredation, 'Case Ca plated
steel. Black AL cover, Freq.. 3.5.3.8MHz (80 metres), *Modes. SSEVCW.
Since nothing like this has appeared before, you may be a little sceptical, (especially

2', 3'deep S0239s E24.90 Es stock.

PRICE. ©9,X1
12 MONTHS COMPLETE GUARANTEE INCLUDING ALL TRANSISTORS

Clean up the bands by tuning up without transmitting.
Connects in aerial lead, produces S9 (1 - 170MHz) noise in receiver Adjust A T U
or aerial fur minimum noise You have now put an exact 50 Ohms into your trans
server Fully protected, you can transmit through it, save your P A and stop ORM
US 00' Ex stock

Prices include VAT and delivery C W 0 or phone you, credit card number for same day service

'Means Belong Lee sockets add El 90 for S0239s or BNC sockets Ring or wine for more
nfurroal oh Place orders et, request information nn nut Ansaphone at cheap rate times

153 for further details
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M4OFM CB RIG
MODIFICATIONS
Our review of the DNT rig in March suggested some improvements - we've implemented
them to give a significant improvement in performance. Modifications are also described

which convert the DNT to a 10M Amateur Band FM Tranceiver.
HAVING SAID IN OUR original review
of the DNT M4OFM rig that it suffers from
some serious shortcomings, we thought it
a good idea to publish a few notes on some

improvements. It is possible that these
modifications will also be of benefit to
some other rigs, but we haven't checked
this.

The most significant improvement is
achieved by replacing CFI with a two pole
crystal filter. We used a 10M15A (10.7MHz
15KHz BW) but better results should be attainable with a 8KHz BW 10.695MHz filter
- if you can get one. A narrow filter at this

point in the circuit removes some of the
signals which cause severe blocking and in-

termod problems in the MC3357's mixer.
There is a slight mismatch to the 10M15A,
but in practice it is not a problem.
The first mixer, Q2, is the cause of further intermodulation products. Changing
the 2SC9626 to a 3SK45 as shown made a
further improvement. A side effect of these

The 10M 15A filter in place.
Take care not to short the

The 3SK45 is 'nested' on the
back of the PCB-this proves
easier than fitting in the usual

resistor leads to the can.

way.

modifications are the more sensible
readings obtained from the S -meter.

33

RESULTS OF MODIFICATIONS
-11

ADJACENT CHANNEL SELECTIVITY
Ceramic Filter

2CH High
ICH High
ICH Low
2CH Low
IMD
As Supplied

47dB
48dB

Cr

C6
22n9

With Crystal
filter

With Crystal
filter and 3SK45

60dB

70dB

36dB

car

Crystal Filter
72dB
54dB
64dB
72dB

Q

10n

1

L-

3N 201

Cl, 68

3SK45

22T
C2

i061-Ctf'

Modified
mixer circuit.

SYNTHESISER
RANGE

VCO RANGE

Rx

1.68005MHz2.07005MHz

16.90625MHz17.29625MHz

Tx(normal)

2.1200125MHz2.315015MHz

13.800625MHz13.995625MHz

As Above

N/A

Tx(-100kHz)
62

(CB)

C4

R

j_

LL;

C

L$3

-_

'

0

ri " U

cr

VCO RANGE
(10M)
18.605MHz18.995MHz

MIXER CRYSTAL
16.9249MHz

29.300MHz29.69MHz

14.650MHz14.485MHz
14.600 MHz14.795MHz

12.5299MHz

29.300MHz29.69MHz
29.200MHz29.5900MHz

(10M)

12.4799MHz

FREQUENCY RANGE
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CONVERTING DNT M40 TO 10M AMATEUR

10M FM TRANCEIVER
Converting a CB set to the 10M band is one of the

equivalent) is a basically good radio which offers a very
simple conversion.

cheapest ways of HF operation. The DNT (and its LCL

BAND
The DNT is one of only a few rigs that don't use an
LC7137 dedicated synthesizer. The system used in the

M4OFM is based around a CMOS synthesizer which
operates at about 2MHz. The required output frequency is achieved by mixing the VCOs down to the synthesizer's operating range. This means that by changing two crystals and returning the set it is fairly simple
to convert this set for use on the 10M band.
A switch (the high/low power switch) is located con-

Modifications to Rx and Tx oscillators.
C 6"

22n

314

R 72
11,8K F

015
96 2 6

9626

SW2

veniently close to the crystals and may be used to switch

x2

oo

MHz =,

C 69

C 6 5C 6 6

C63

I I-

11-4)-0-

- - 20

47 47

1

cr,

C

_

64

20

i

c,

cc

MHz

nc,

.._

L

3

-*

Pl,2-

22p

22pT

2201

0 21

II

cc

8 goes low. Set the core to the middle of these two positions. Check that the synthesizer remains in lock over

CV

5 01C

Adjust the RX VCO coil, L18, until pin 8 goes high
(synthesizer in lock). Continue to tune L18 until pin

100

mac12/
ev,

monitor the voltage on pin 8 of the MC145106 (IC3).
C 103

C 96 220

95

in Table I. Set the channel selector to CH2O and

cc

R 99

270

C

1 02

all 40 channels. Using a local signal or, if possible, a
signal generator peak LI, L2 and L3 for best signal to

10nT

I

22r

noise.

ICUT

Connect a dummy load and power meter. Monitor
pin 8, IC3 and switch to transmit. If the synthesizer
is not in lock, the transmit condition will be inhibited.
In order to tune the TX VCO, L6, press and release
the PTT whilst adjusting L6 until pin 8 goes high. Set
the core of L6 in the centre of its operation range as
for the RX VCO. Tune the transmit amplifier chain

/ S r.

R 1 36
c

R 1 37
1

K

described in our review published in March 1982.
In order to change the operating frequency of the
set, the mixer crystals X2 and X3 must be changed
to the frequencies given in Table /. If the -100KHz
transmit offset is required, SW2 should be rewired to
switch two crystals in place of X3. The track between
X3 and QI6 must be cut and replaced by the switch.
If SW2 is removed, a replace its function by adding a
link as shown.

After changing the capacitors and crystals as indicated

022
96 2 6 -

15

C 231 4

82

Table I gives the frequencies present at various parts
in the circuit. The operation of the synthesizer was fully

SETTING UP

C 9'

RFC
C 95

MHz

,c2

14

L

repeater use.

12.4799

I

R 112

from normal operation to -100KHz transmit offset for

112.52991

16.92491

ICUT

I

J

t

,

r

on the 10M band,. The extra power, although not
always necessary, will make communication much

,C I

2.41,4s

Tv, 2002

easier especially while the sunspot activity is declining.

11
.

(Q20 to Q23) for maximum power output starting with
L17. Initially, tune the transmitter at the centre of the
band coverage then check that the power remains fairly constant over the range.
Finally set both transmitter and receiver exactly on
channel by adjusting the relevant trimmer (CV2, CV3
and new 2-22pf).
The modified IOM FM tranceiver is probably one of
the cheapest ways of getting on the HF bands. Conditions on the 10M band are such that given a quiet channel the 4 watts output of this set can be all that is needed to work stations in many continents. If more power
is wanted, there are some quite good (and bad, so be
careful) CB power amplifiers which will work very well

.

IIIR&EW
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Your Reactions

Block diagram of the M4OFM.
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Immediately Interesting
Possible application
Not interested in this topic
Bad feature/space waster

C,rclp No.
100
101

102
103
63
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THE PRESS LAUNCH of the Sinclair
Spectrum saw Clive Sinclair making a few

pointed barbs about the BBC micro and

about the competition in general. The
general theme of the Sinclair advertising is

to compare the Spectrum's performance
with that of other low cost machines. A
comparison that reveals the Spectrum in a
favourable light. Now, to paraphrase a well

known saying, there are lies, damned lies
and advertising, while not suggesting that

Gary Evans with news of a new Spectrum rival
and of a UPS.
pattern with 'buy off the page' adverts

The first day of the PCW show could not

anything in the Sinclair adds is a falsehood,

appearing in a number of magazines during

have been better for Power Testing as a
power failure on the first day left their

On paper the Oric looks a good machine

stand the only one with any thing to show

characteristics chosen for the performance
comparison.

- we'll wait for a review sample before

the visitors - they must have a good PR

giving any further judgement.

company.

the odds are certainly weighted in the
Spectrum's favour by virtue of the

The 'knocking copy' of the Sinclair
adverts has, not surprisingly, upset some

people in the trade and Sinclair may,
according to some, find themselves in court

over some aspects of the campaign.
In view of this it is not surprising that
other manufacturers may see the Spectrum
as fair game when it comes to promoting
their machine.
The Oric I computer due for launch this
month (October) is billed as the micro to
challenge Sinclair.
The Oric range will feature two models,
a 16K machine at £99 and a 48K version
at £169. Both will provide 16 colours and
have a teletext/viewdata compatibility with

a 24 row x 40 character screen format.
Both models have a 57 key keyboard

with 'moving keys' and boast a sound
capability with a six octave, dedicated
sound generator chip. This device has been

pre-programmed with some popular (?)
sounds -laser zaps, explosions etc.
The machine is designed around a ULA
and it is pointed out that, in the Oric's case,

the month.

FUN AND GAMES
AVOID OOPS WITH AN UPS
Powering your micro computer system via Thorn EMI are to increase their
involvement in the area of software
an Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS)
marketing. Thorn have been involved with
has a number of advantages -not the least
software for the past five years or so with
being that your laboriously entered
their first efforts being four language
programs won't dissappear into
courses licensed directly to Atari. A further
randomness in the event of a power failure.
nine titles were test marketed by the Atari
if the UPS also features a filter to supress
distributor in the UK until a few months
any mains voltage spikes as well, it becomes
ago, Ingersol.
a very attractive piece of equipment.
The launch package of the Thorn EMI
Power Testings Power Bank is just such
Video Programmes division is to consist of
a unit a we had a sample of their UPS in
21 titles, including two programs. for the
our offices the other day. The Power Bank

400/800 range.

specification.
The UPS operates by powering the micro
computer via a battery supply and inverter,
the battery being charged continually while
a mains input to the unit is present. In the
event of a power failure, the supply to the

Heavy advertising and point of sale
displays in retail outlets should mean a
healthy level of sales during the run up to
Christmas.

equipment is truly uninterupted as the
battery/inverter is already in circuit. This
is in contrast to some UPS's which use a

Thorn EMI Video Programmes,
Thorn EMI House,
Upper St Martins Lane,
London,
WC2H 9ED.

the answer to the question - which came

first, the computer or the ULA?, the

relay to switch from mains supply to
batteries, missing a few cycles in the

answer is very definitely, the ULA. Other

process. The inverter provides a true sine

machines have tended to have the ULA
designed around the computer rather than

wave 50Hz output, again in contrast to
some units that produce a square wave
output.
The power bank's batteries provide
sufficient power to keep a typical micro

designing

the ULA and building the

computer around it. This according to
Oric, the company not the computer, is the
reason for the troubles experienced by the

likes of Acorn and Sinclair with their
ULA's.
The marketing of the Oric machines will

initially follow the Sinclair mail order
64

VIC-20 and a host of titles for the Atari

comes in two power ratings (12oVA and
230 VA) and both feature an advanced

system going for enough time to dump any
material in avolatilestorage area to a more

permanent form of storage if the UPS's
warning buzzer should indicate a power
supply failure.

For details of your nearest stockist
contact:

Your Reactions
Immediately Interesting
Possible application
Not interested in this topic
Bad feature/space waster

Circle No.
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58
59
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SCANNING FM TUNER
Synthesised FM tuner. Well presented and total complete kit.
Stock No.

Price

40-08822

£139.96

TDA 4420/1
Simultaneous AM/FM IF and detector module based on this
months' Data Brief using the TDA4420. Available as a built
module with choice of 6,10.7 or 34.5MHz version.
Freq.
Price
Stock No.
40-94420
6
MHz
£10.74
40.94421
10.7 MHz
£10.74
40-94422
34.5 MHz
£10.74

Frequency

RaEvy Counter

20Hz - 150MHz DFM
Wide range hand-held DFM. PCB,
all components, switches,
knob, socket, built FC177 module,
and case (undrilled).
Price
Stock No.
£39.11
40-17702

F LF

VIDEO INTERFACES
Thorn TX9
PCB, and all board mounted
components.
Stock No.
40-00009

20Hz - 15011114z

Price

5.61

Amstrad CTV 1400
PCB, all board mounted components, BNC and phono sockets.
Price
Stock No.
40-01400
6.14

Send your orders to:

200, North Service Road,
Brentwood,
Access and Barclaycard Welcome.

Tel: (0277) 230909

Cheques & Postal Orders should be made
Payable to: Radio & Electronics World.

NIVECTSIORDS'

DFCM03
DFCM04/5
Logic Probe
2m PA (Mk.11)

June

£4.96
£3.57
£3.72
£3.97
£1.10

Radio Control Tx
2ch Mains Timer - Display
PSU

Triac

Switch
CB Selcall
ZX81 Keyboard
ZX81 Keyboard
0-30v PSU

£5.91

January

UHF/VHF Converter

£3.51

TV Pre -Amp
TV Pre -Amp PSU
LC7137

£1.28
£0.96
£2.73

TV Pattern Generator
TV Antenna Selector
TV Antenna Select PSU
TK10321 (Undrilled)

£6.55
£4.65
£0.96
£2.04

70cm Pre -Amp
23cm Converter
Converter PSU
MC145151

£1.38
£8.33
£1.77
£2,95
£0.46

April
Radiation Monitor
Rewbichron Logic Board
Rewbichron Rx Board
2m Pre -Amp

Key Pad Security Lock
KB4417 (Undrilled)
KB4413 (Undrilled)

£3.27
£6.76
£3.04
£1.11
£1.79
£0.69
£0.58

May

UOSAT

4 -way Distribution Amplifier
pH Meter
KB4412 (Undrilled)
ULN2240 (Undrilled)

£10.17
£5.91

£5.04
£1.43
£0.94

B

£3.58
£6.40
£2.07
£2.07
£0.85
£3.33
£2.99
£2.99
£4.50
£5.91

£0.96
£1.29

July

March

ULN2283B (Undrilled)

A

2m PA Mk II
ULN3859 (Undrilled)
LM1035 (Undrilled)

February

NOVEMBER 1982

All prices include VAT @ 15% Please allow 21 days for delivery
Postage & Packing 60p per order.

Essex CM14 4SG.

Isolating transformers available from I LP Ltd.

December
DFCM01
DFCM02

2M CONVERTER
Low noise 2m Converter. PCB, all components, (not including
116MHz output stage), BNC sockets and case (Undrilled).
Stock No.
Price
40-14401
£16.79

SSB Exciter
HA12017
DC Controlled Pre -Amp
Radio Control
Autobridge
Autobridge RF Head
Autobridge LED

£3.87
£2.48
£12.00
£1.84
£3.50
£2.25
£0.73

18W Power Booster
ZX81 Expansion Board

£3.74
£9.60
£4.37
£1.54
£5.46
0.67
£2.92

August
Ga As Fet Pre -Amp
Ga As PSU

Multiband Up Converter
KB4436 (Undrilled)
Switch Mode Power Supply
(Undrilled)
September
CB Noise Squelch

Drill Speed Controller
4/6/10m Pre -Amp
A/D Converter
Airband RX

DFM

DFM Display
4448 (Undrilled)

£4.83
£2.07
£0.93

October
70cm PA
SSB Mixer
SSB Buffer
2m GaAs FET Pre -amp

Train Controller
U264 (Undrilled)
MF10 (Undrilled)

NOVEMBER PCBs
2m Converter
20Hz - 150MHz DFM
Video Interface:

Thorn TX9
Amstrad CTV1400
TDA4420/1
DNR (From Oct. issue)

£4.02
£2.89
£0.98
£4.14
£4.96
£0.46
£0 69

£4.14
£2.90
£3.95
£2.21

£1.10
£3.31

All Prices include VAT @ 15%
Please allow up to 28 days for delivery.
Postage & Packing 60p Per Order.
Send your orders to:

£1.20
£4 76
£1.86
£3.73
£8.83

200, North Service Road, Brentwood,
Essex CM14 4SG
Access and Barclaycard Welcome.
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AUDIO BRIEF
The first part in a new series of articles investigating all aspects of audio from a
`professional' viewpoint. Written by our resident Audio Engineer, David Strange, this
series will build into a comprehensive reference library of information and projects.
This month, we begin with the design of a high specification Peak Programme Meter.
SERIOUS AUDIO is a huge and interesting

subject. So many magazine projects have
standards of performance and design that
are, unfortunately, either randomly chosen,
or based loosely upon what is practised by

the domestic audio marketing people,
rather than what is really necessary. R&EW
hopes that this new series of audio projects

will not follow that trend, but will be of
interest both to the professional and nonprofessional alike.
The justification for such a series comes

from the increasing popularity of 'audio

visual'. There are also numerous nonprofessional contributors to local radio, all

requiring better and cheaper audio
equipment. Even in the field of
professional audio, self -build will always
be necessary because of custom and budget
requirements.
So, our series will concentrate on
maintaining high standards of specification
and compatibility, since previously it is in

If the incoming audio signal was always
a pure tone, half wave rectification would

1. It is well known and easily recognised.

2. It covers a wide range of equipment
and practises.
3. It's tolerances are reasonable.
4. It defines methods of measurement.
Before we can get under way, however,
we need a set of measuring instruments...
and it just so happens, near the beginning
of the code it mentions perhaps the most
important - the British Standard Peak
Programme meter or PPM.
Next month, we'll present a
constructional project on the PPM, but for

suffice --by its very nature a sine wave goes

equally positive and negative and

measurement of either half reveals the same

result. However, most audio signals lack
the symmetry (Figure 2) of a pure tone and
therefore require full wave rectification. In

fact, it is not uncommon to find that this
assymmetry results in either cycle of an
audio signal differing in amplitude by 2.5
times.
As well as being able to rectify all types
of audio signals, the rectifier should be free
from any type of threshold effect. A simple
diode bridge will not suffice because diodes
do not conduct until a voltage threshold is
reached. This means any meter connected

now we will consider the design parameters.

The PPM is a most valuable measuring
tool, not only for getting the level right, but
also for resolving visually the ear's
perception of the sound level (Figure 1).

to such a system suddenly becomes live
when the audio level passes a certain point.

So, to get around this problem, an active
rectifier (Fig. 3) is used with diodes placed

in the feedback loop of an op -amp. This
has the effect of linearising the diodes by

these areas that the 'constructor end' of
audio has always been the poor relation.
In radio, for instance the standard you
must comply with is set by the Home
Office; though, there are receivers and

removing their conduction threshold. Such

a rectifier can be used down to very low
signal levels and has the advantage of low
output resistance.
It is important for the rectifier to have
a flat frequency response, throughout the
whole audio frequency spectrum (40Hz to
16KHz + 0.3dB is specified). Once the
audio signal has been rectified (i.e. it's
unidirectional), it is not enough to put a

transmitters and receivers and transmitters.

Audio, however, is open to subjective
assessment and can be much looser in its
constraints and specifications. Therefore,
we have chosen as our guide on audio, the
IBA Code of Practice for Independant
Local Radio Studio and Outside Broadcast
Performance. This code is particularly

Figure 2: A typical speech audio signal.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of a basic PPM.
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Figure 3: An active rectifier circuit.
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FEATURE
meter across it. This is because, in the case

of a moving coil instrument, the average
rather than peak value would be indicated
and although a light column may show the
signal peak, readings would be very
confusing. For instance, it may be wrongly

assumed that an instant response by the
meter is the ultimate goal of a PPM and
that this is reflected in the general popular
market shift away from mechanical meters

to light columns. However, two things
should be taken into account when setting
.the response speed of a meter: firstly, the
ears' perception of distortion and secondly
the perceived level of sound pulses.
The ear only recognises distortion if it
lasts for a certain period of time. Hence a
click will always sound like a click, even if
it is over the top. The perceived level of the
sound depends on its duration as much as

its actual level. A high speed meter can
present very confusing information. Two
totally different signal levels may be

perceived by the ear as the same level
simply because duration being taken into
account (Fig. 4). One way in which a PPM
can combat this and take into account the
ear's response to pulses of sound, is to have
a finite attack time. A resistor and

capacitor will produce this time constant
function and the circuit is shown in Fig. 5.
Sounds of sufficient duration will cause

Cl to be charged up to the voltage on the
input side of RI, while shorter ones will be

Figure 5: Time constant circuit.

between perceived and real level

is

logarithmic (Fig. 6). For example, two level
changes of 10mV to 100mV and 100mV to
1000mV are interpreted by the ear as being
equal, even though the actual voltage range
covered by the second is much greater than

the first.
Put another way, the ear perceives as
equal changes what are, in fact, equal ratio
changes (10:1 in each case). The

temptation, when faced with this
logarithmic relationship, is to reflect the

SCALE SHAPE DETERMINED BV VOLTAGES
FROM DIVIDER NETWORK TO TRANSISTORS

Figure 8: A typical PPM programming
amplifier.

perceived level using a linear response meter

with a non-linear scale --the VU meter is a
classic case. However, close scrutiny reveals
the scale to be far from ideal; one third is
taken up with a red overload region (where,
presumably, the needle is not supposed to

go), another with a region where most

audio is never consistant enough to remain,

and the other third has scale markings
which are cramped and lack resolution --

especially since this part of the scale is
where most resolution is actually needed.

over before Cl has time to charge fully.
The voltage across Cl is therefore a

measure of duration as well as the
amplitude of the incoming signal. The
charge stored on Cl is leaked away by R2
and determines the recovery time of the
meter needle when the signal is removed.
A fairly long time --two seconds or so from
full scale deflection --does much to relieve

eye fatigue when watching the meter.

Figure 7: The VU meter.

SCALE MARKING

When the input is not pulsed, but steady,
the perceived level is virtually dependant on
the amplitude (within the normal frequency

response of the ear). The relationship

Figure 4: Two audio signals can sound
similar, but an oscilloscope reveals the
difference is

REAL LEVEL

Figure 6: How the ear perceives sound levels.
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FEATURE

THE PPM SCALE

4

The PPM overcomes scale calibration
problems by processing input voltages via

/s

an amplifier (Fig. 8) that reduces gain
logarithmically, as the input level
increases.This logarithmic processing

6

is

Figure 10 A PPM
with 1 7 scale

generally achieved 'piece -wise' by a series
of straight-line approximations (Fig. 9) that
minimise errors at various points along the

scale. The actual error allowed at each
point of the scale, is closely specified and
at important points as low as + 0.2 dB -despite the apparent crudeness of the scale.
The scale preferred by british
broadcasters is shown in Fig. 10 and

represents 24dB in 4dB steps, with an

maremeelellenaeleer

infinite number of dB's below mark I (in
theory at least). It should be said, also, that
the meter movement used for the PPM is
of special design to provide a fast reliable
response with minimal overshoot. Mark 4
on the scale corresponds to the zero level
(0.775V RMS), so any indication below this
is refered to as -NdBs and any indication
above as + NdBs.
Circle No.

Your Reactions
Immediately Interesting
Possible application
Not interested in this topic
Bad feature/space waster

A

8

Figure 9 Response of the PPM amp.
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The firm for Speakers

Bigger and Better for 1982
the colourful Wilmslow Audio brochure
- the definitive loudspeaker catalogue!
Everything for the speaker constructor - kits, drive units,
components for HiFi and PA.
50 DIY HiFi speaker designs including the exciting new
dB Total Concept speaker kits, the Kef Constructor range,
Wharfedale Speakercraft, etc.
Flatpack cabinet kits for Kef, Wharfedale and many others.
* Lowest prices - Largest stocks *
* Expert staff - Sound advice *
* Choose your DIY HiFi Speakers in the comfort of our *
two listening lounges
(Customer operated demonstration facilities)

* Ample parking *
Send £1.50 for catalogue
(cheque, M.O. or stamps - or phone with yourcredit card number)
* Access - Visa - American Express accepted *
also Hi Ft Markets Budget Card.

6 inputs ...
6 colours ...
words too
You'll never need overprinted or
special chart
paper again.
9

20

Disposable six pen dotting
head records in six different

5p

4P
190

colours on 4" (100 mm) chart

... prints time, day number,

ail

chart speed, scales and other
data in plain language.

Up to three different

lin

earising signal conditioners
(each assignable to any of the
Six inputs) for all known T/C's

RTD's, d/p cells and other

, A
.61111(

P

Model 306 Mult,po,nt

non-linear signals.

dr

The fern tor Speakers

0625 525599

35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 1AS
ENLightning service on telephoned credit card orders'

166 for further details
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Printing of two alarm set points appears as regularly spaced pairs of colour -keyed dots.
Tel: Worthing
Southdownview Road
(0903) 205222
Worthing, Sussex.

El Wieoriew..W.,

161 for further details
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REWTEL
LIVES!
Development of the first 'public domain' phone-in computer information

service installed, written and operated by a monthly magazine
continues apace....
THE REWTEL 'PHONE RANG the other
night at about 9.30 pm, and since
REWTEL was temporarily off -air whilst
system maintenance was being carried out,
the phone was answered by human voice,
instead of whistling modem.

The gentleman at the other end of the
line expressed some surprise, wondering if

perhaps we had succeeded in another
R&EW first, and managed to put a speech

recognition and synthesis unit on the
database I/O. Not so (yet), and the ensuing conversation revealed that the caller was

the founder and operator of the TRS80
user group service in Hull, the pioneering
FORUM80 service.
The call then developed into a fascinating

discussion of the various other phone-in
data services that exist (mainly in the USA
where they are now to be numbered in hun-

dreds), and the rather pedestrian way in
which the UK micro user is taking to the
idea.
GET RICH SLOW

Maybe the 'market' has been overwhelmed by PRESTEL and the indifferent
press that it has managed to attract (unfair-

ly, perhaps) since its inception. It seems
that the American experience bears out the
philosophy of letting private enterprise get

on and do its own thing: the art of the
telephone accessible database is certainly
alive and well out there, although most people have now agreed that there is little short
term hope of the system provider ever mak-

ing any money from such ventures.
Indeed, more than ever it seems that such

services are offered as adjuncts and complements to existing activities, with the faint

you have the priviledged user status to get

supply a built-in modem and line interface

to inner sanctum services of electronic mail,

option on their machines with RS232

telex, direct enquiry services etc.

capabilities, with a few lines in the handbook to spell out just what it means to be
able plug your terminal into a 'real' computer system.

FLATTERY

The recent PCW show saw the launch of
another 'phone in database. Or rather, it
didn't quite, since the exercise was strictly
'paperware'. You've heard of software and
hardware? Well, paperware is the buzzword for computerised kite flying,
although in this instance we are confident
that it will happen in January 1983.

We were interested to discover that

rotate.

Supporting R&EW

future, and the possible demise of the

features and projects, mistakes corrected,
cumulative indexing etc.

ink/paper trade. EMAP (the publishers of
Motor Cycle News, Tackle & Guns, Pet
Product Marketing, What Computer,
Which Computer inter alia) MICRONET
800 is being contrived as the personal computer users end of the PRESTEL service,
and in view of the increased awareness that
is going to be brought about by the service,

we are delighted to see that there is now
likely to be more interest and effort in getting the PC user to use dial -up databases.

We could be bitchy and suggest that
PRESTEL might have had the perspicacity to connive with the only publisher who

had actually progressed past the 'paper -

ware' stage with their endeavours, but
we're not like that, are we?
The key to the success of the public
database is apparently the much vaunted

£50 modem, although judging by the
number of manufacturers waiting for the

Background information on R&EW
Book Reviews
An ideal use of the keyword system that

allows you to search out the book you
need.

Data sheets
Background information and support for
the WR&E catalogue.

REWSHOP (on-line facilities available to
subscribers only)
Place your orders for subs, books and parts

- with a full on-line facility starting around
November.
Mailing list
Add your name and address to our list to
receive updates and information from our
advertisers.

Ad -update
On-line news from companies on prices,
products and offers.

arrival of the equally much vaunted
'modem on a chip' from AMD, there could
be quite a logjam when it all starts to hap-

pen. So we've been working away on a
rather less glamorous multi -IC solution
which will be published shortly in this

that friends of REWTEL are asked to

magazine.
It would seem more obvious that the real
answer is for messrs. Acorn and friends to

NOVEMBER 1982

Standby for a mixture of fact and 'paper ware' - here's a list of the REWTEL services currently planned and in operation:
Press and news releases
All the news Chats fit to magnetise and

PRESTEL had set up a deal with another
publisher who is seeking to invest in the

and remote hope that one day they may be
viable in their own right.
It is thus appropriate to remind you lot
subscribe the meagre sum of £10 pa, to help
towards the system upkeep, and ensure that

WHAT'S ON REWTEL

Your Reactions
Immediately Interesting
Possible application
Not interested in this topic
Bad feature/space waster

Circle No.
32
33
34
35
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KEY ELECTRONICS PPM 3
David Strange reviews a compact Peak
Programme Meter.
The Peak programme Meter submitted for
review, consisted of a PPM drive amplifier
mounted on the rear of a Sifam (Director

and + 8dB, a + 6 + 0.5dB indication for

taut -band meter movement.
Accompanying the assembly was an

(incidentally when mentioning BS5428 the

34)

instruction booklet and computer derived
test certificate. An LED was also supplied.

The ten page booklet contained a full
circuit diagram, parts list and circuit
description in addition to recalibration
instructions and various application notes.
Attention to detail was very good, though

the booklet is obviously due for some
revision since it made no reference to
BS5428 the latest specification only to the
older BS4297. Furthermore, the tolerances
for static accuracy were quoted wrongly;

even from BS4297. Assuming a typographical error, we have reprinted them
correctly.

However, BS5428 has additional
requirements: a tone burst of 0.5ms, a
tighter static tolerance of + 0.2 dB at -8dB

70

8
r5.5

0.5d8rn
0.5dBm

4.0 0.75dBm
.

-1.0

1.0dBm

appear --along with the various inputs --as

The drive amplifier was designed to bolt

a row of turret tags on the lower edge of

directly onto the meter's input terminals,

the PCB. The tags, and all components, are

but being 85mm x 102mm, was larger than
the front panel of the meter - no chance of
mounting several meters side -by -side in a
mixer, say.

identified by silk screening on the board.
We tested the PPM3 for the following:

The PPM3 audio input is transformer
balanced and only suitable for standard
levels since it is without gain adjustment.
There is also no fuse, for protection of a
power supply, on the PCB. One good
feature however is a built-in drive for an
external LED overload indicator, as

1.

2.
3.

4.

required to be fitted to 'on -air desks' by the

IBA Code of Practice For Local Radio. It

Static alignment accuracy
Frequency response
Decay time
Attach time

5.

Reve rsabi I ity error

6.
7.

(symmetry of rectification)
Power Supply tolerance
Overload indicator range

Decay Time
Time taken for meter to fall between +12dBm and -I2dBm 2.5 to 3.2 secs.
-infinity
Calibration at IkHz
Zero
1

2
3
4

LED current.
Turret solder tags on bottom edge of PCB.
Alternative types of connection to special
order.

100ms
10ms
5ms
1.5ms

and slugging capacitor connections all

quotes the 10mS tone burst response).

Ernest Turner Type 643
Nominal 24V Dc.
Instrument will operate over range 18 to 35V

Attack Time.
Defined as response to 5kHz tone bursts.

capacitor to be hung elsewhere, since only
the resistive divider exists on the PCB.
The LED output, external meter output,

0.3dB instead of + 0.2db, but rightly

Drain at 24 volts typically 12-15mA 10m4
Connections.

meter from the amplifier, but 'slugged'
meter operation requires an external

test certificate wrongly quotes the static
tolerances, at -8dB and + 8dB, to be +

MANUFACTURERS SPECIFICATIONS
Meter Movement:
Supply Requirements.

is possible to drive an additional external

the 10mS tone burst and a frequency
response of 31.5Hz to 16KHz + 0.3dB

(Transformer Isolation)

-8 ! 0.3dBm

-4 + 0.3dBm

6

0 0.0dBm
+4 0.3dBm
8 + 0.3dBm

7

+12 + 0.5dBm

FSD

undefined

5

Frequency Response:
Input Impedance:

-12+ 0.5dBm

40Hz to 15kHz + 0.3dBm
Less than 0.2d8 level drop in 600 ohm
circuit 140Hz 15kHz) on connection of
the meter to the circuit.

RADIO & ELECTRONICS WORLD

After the tests were carried out, the
amplifier was deliberately mis-aligned and
re -alignment attempted using the

instructions from the booklet.

It was

found, unfortunately, that there was some

interaction between the law controls.
However, by cycling through them three or

four times, errors began to minimise
themselves. In any case, the alignment was

just within BS5428 after one pass of the
adjustments.

TEST RESULTS

Static alignment (lkHz, input 0.775V RMS)

Mirk

BS5428 requirement

1

-12+ 0.5dB

2

- 8t 0.2dB

3
4

- 4+ 0.3dB

5

+4+ 0.3dB
+8+ 0.2dB

6

CONCLUSION

to BS5428 and BS4297 specifications. The

LED indicator is a good idea and should

make the PPM a choice for the ILR

Mark
2

3
4

± 0.3d8
+ 0.3dB

smoother than most - the break points

7

hardly show.
It is a pity that the card is on the large
side and unfortunate that open cermet pots

Decay Time

are used for the pre-sets. They may be
vulnerable during transit or installation,
making it a bit pointless to issue a test
certificate. Even so it was found, during realignment, that the adjustments were very
fine.

Price of the PPM3 with meter £59.70
(VAT not included) from:
Key Electronics,
Bournemouth,
BH7 7BS.

4.23c18
+ 8.05c18

+11.96dB

Test result

Stated on certificate

not required
± 0.38d8
+ 0.22dB
+ 0.12dB
+ 0. 8dB
± 0.02dB
not required

0.3dB

5

6

- 4.12d13
0 exactly

131.5Hz to 16k1.14

not specified
+ 0.3dB

stations. The decay characteristic is much

- 8.01dB

+ 0.06dB
+ 4.25dB
+ 8.05dB
12.03dEl

855428 requirement

1

-11.84dB

- 3.97dB

+12t0.5d8

7

Stated on Certificate

- 7.82dB

Ot 0.2dB

Frequency Response

This is a satisfactory PPM that performs

Test result

-11.63dB

± 0.3dB
not specified

test not entered
test not entered
test not entered
test not entered
test not entered
test not entered
test not entered

Test Result

BS5428 requirement

2.8+ 0.3 sec

Stated on certificate

2.59 sec

2.71 sec.

Attack Time
Burst Width
100mS
10mS
5mS
1 5mS

0.5mS

BS5428 requirement

Test result

+8+ 0 5dB
+6+ 0 5dB
+4+ 0 75dB

Stated on certificate

+8.0dB
+5.8dB
+3.8dB

1. 1dB
-9+ 2dB

+8.2dB
+6.0d8
+4.1dB

-1.7dB
-8.5dB

-1.4dB

-9.5d8

Reversibility Error
BS5428 requirement
< 0 5d B

Tett result

Key Elec. test certificate

not measurable within
tolerances of test

not specified

apparatus.

CAPTION COMPETITION
The Caption Competition this month was due to feature a
Mike Turner cartoon as is our usual practice. When this
picture came our way, however, we felt obliged to let the
keen wit of R&EW reader loose upon the master piece.

-1/47PPY aiRrgp0rY_

Printable suggestions please to
Caption Competition
Radio and Electronics World

117A High Street
Brentwood
ESSEX

Closing date is November 30th and the Editor's decision
will be final.

" Give. KcYl
C`r ki-N)4442..S

43..r

-Or 'QC\

0, \-AcAccos-cm-r\

The winner of last month's Competition
is Mr.L.Nunn who will receive the original
Cartoon as the prize.
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The capital's longest
running Hobby
Electronics Show

1 0-1 4 November

The Royal Horticultural Halls
Vincent Square London SW1
Admission £1.00 (50p under 16's & OAP's)
Open Wednesday 10 November
Thursday 11 November
Friday 12 November
Saturday 13 November
Sunday 14 November

1000-1800
1000-2000
1000-1800
1000-1800
1000-1600

Enquiries: Administration & Publicity Space Sales
Colin Mackenzie
01-286 9191
Personal Computing Today
Hobby Electronics
Supported by Electronics Today International
Personal Software with a combined circulation of 230,000 copies a month
Computing Today
Peter Evans
0747-840722

.

.

.

.

158 for further details
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NEWS BACKGROUND
Burning the cakes again, Ken?
WELL, it would be churlish of us not to
welcome the recent announcement by Mrs
T's technology supremo, Mr. Kenneth ('the

only MP who can change a set of torch
batteries') Baker that we are 'in for' 30
channels of cable TV. But that's never
stopped us before....
Unless someone at the Dol proposes to

repeal a few of the laws of physics,
someone is going to have to get moving
rather rapidly just to produce the volumes
of fibre optic cables that are going to be
required.

Being of immediate relevance to the
media, this particular pronouncement

appears to have been picked up and
Pursued rather promptly with all sorts
of grandiose pronouncements from all sorts

of pundits; but judging by the lack of
technical background information and
proposals, dare we say it, but it seems a
trifle 'half-Bakered'. In the land of the
blind, the one eyed man enjoys a lot of
media coverage.
Notwithstanding all this, the general
concept of even more mass communication

is very appealing. We still haven't had a
`real' reply to the proposal R&EW made
concerning the experimental narrow band

VHF broadcasting system, which

is

S 7>oN'r cmag Now NEW THE /DE

ir'S TIME Fo.2

/.S

Go2oSS.2oADS! "

eminently more viable and possible 'now'

- but that's life.
Judging by the standards of TV in other
nations, perhaps the last thing we need do
is

substitute quality for quantity. The

availability of VCR systems has reached a
level where maybe even cable TV systems
might be considered an unecessary expense

and encumberance, since 28 of the 30
channels are likely to be showing material
that could just as easily be made available
on cassette/disc anyway.
The various experiments that have been
made with 'interactive' TV in the US do not
seem to have set many people's enthusiasm
afire, and it is certainly not too obvious just
how to implement this on the scale of the
recent proposals.

The broader concept of providing

wideband telecommunications facilities to
every home in the land (within the
boundaries of economics) sounds like jolly
good fun. But in times when the tedium of

finding enough money to pay the
mortgage/rent, buy enough food, pay the
TV rental are uppermost in most mortals'

minds, the thought of what BT would

WORTH (1000 x 50 x 60 x 30)
WORDS?
In keeping with our policy of 'boldly going'

where conventional electronics publishing
knows better, we have been experimenting
with the `R&EW video cassette.' A small
investment has been made in studio

equipment, and various members of the
R&EW team have been practising their
impressions of TV pundits ranging from
Alan Whicker to Jeremy Beadle.
It seems that the electronics industry
could use a more dynamic record of events
than has hitherto been possible with static
media such as ink/paper. We don't

propose to bid for Channel 5 with this

endeavour to distill an interesting collection

of material for each month's issue, and
reward all those whose material we use.
The trial cost will be £3 a month, plus
a basic £10 deposit for the VHS or Beta
format cassette. You can keep the tape for
4 days from the date of posting (1st class),
and we are delighted if you lend it to your
friends, or show it to gatherings at college,
university or companies with the necessary
facilities. But if you hang on too long, we

will charge a further £1 per day overdue.
Recording quality may not be quite as good

as as we would all like

more.
If you're game for a laugh, then send us

the content of the issue - hopefully our
demonstrations of setting up things like
airband receivers will proceed more

features an introduction to REWTEL, a
roundup of news, a look at some new
products - plus an interview or two if we
can persuade some of our unsuspecting
visitors to have a go.

smoothly than Tommorow's World

generally manage when going out live.

£13 and an SAE (for your deposit), and

you're off with number one

readers with access to video equipment (and

Your Reactions

or rationalisation in its Raison D'etre, so

that's an ever increasing proportion) to
submit their own offerings (plus return

Immediately Interesting
Possible application
Not interested in this topic
Bad feature/space waster
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a magazine programme, and we invite

postage, please) on VHS/Beta or the
portable UMATIC format, and we will

-

which

R&EW

There are very many possibilities for such

be in addition to all the overheads of life
in the eighties.

but if there's

programme - but we do intend to provide
30 minutes or so of interesting information
and entertainment each month.
We intend to use the medium to back up

charge for the facilities hardly bears
thinking about. None of the proposals seem
to claim any form of improved efficiency
we must assume that the charge is going to

-

enough interest shown, we will be
encouraged to press on and invest some

Circle No.
49
50
51

52
73

NOTES FROM THE PAST
Although the term hi-fi had not been coined at the time, centre tap's article from
the fifties shows that things have not changed much when it comes to marketing
audio products.

With so many branches of radio and electronics to occupy the

interest of the constructor to -day, it is not surprising that
many find it impossible to keep up with so wide a range, and
tend towards greater specialisation.
The pre-war enthusiast, if he was not greatly attracted by
short-wave listening or amateur communication radio, usually
turned his attention to high quality reproduction. Despite their
considerable numerical strength, the quality fan has perhaps
not been as full catered for in radio journalism and text books
as he deserves. At one time there were several flourishing clubs
catering for him but he seems to be something of a lone wolf.
Yet who can doubt his importance in the face of so steady a
demand for high quality speakers, amplifiers, expensive pickups and elaborate labyrinth baffle speakers?

Many constructors possess an acute ear, or a feeling for
music, and to them the problem of sound reproduction with
its many complexities becomes so absorbing that they find
little interest in other branches of the hobby. Indeed, the quest
for a truly balanced and life -like reporduction leaves little time
for much else.

OSTRACISM
The perfect reproduction would, of course, be indistinguishable
from the original sound, but has any reader ever been deceived

that he has been listening to the natural voice or the live
orchestra instead of a reproduction?
Again, too, the question of maintaining high quality at low
volume levels, as well as at high, is a difficult one.

The first real step forward in widening the range of

reproduced sound was at the bass end of the scale. Older
readers will well remember the early moving coil speakers and
the thrilling 'woof' they made at the bottom end of the musical

register. The radio- man and the general public fell for them
in a big way. We put them on to enormous baffle boards just
to be sure we made the most of their ability to thump out the
low notes. Happily, one did not need to be a millionaire or a
black marketeer to get hold of a few square yards of 5 -ply in
those days.

Did they rattle the ornaments on Mrs. Nextdoor's
mantelpiece? I'll say they did, and the enthusiast often
encountered social ostracism as a consequence.
THE BBC, TOO!

Then the studios took a hand. Orchestral instrumentalists
found themselves shuffled all around the studio, and the
double bass was often put right up beside the microphone. The
big grunting boom was selling point No. 1, and manufacturers

and salesmen ecstatically cried 'Just listen to the bass.' No
invitation was necessary really - it simply jumped out and hit

you. In fact I was once solemnly assured by a listener that
the thirty cycle sound waves from an early moving -coil speaker
impinged so violently on the wall of his stomach when he stood

facing it, that they produced a feeling physical sickness!
It would seem that the ordinary listener does not want good
reproduction. His ears have, by the continual acceptance of
'pleasing' noise, been drugged by distortion and he finds an

imagined realness behind what is often a travesty of the
original. Listeners have grown to dislike a different 'tone' from
the one to which they have become accustomed. It is far from

infrequent to find extension speakers that are twenty years
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old, and to have their owners tell you they prefer them to
anything else they have ever heard! Possibly more people than

we suspect are tone deaf, but in any case there is but little
improvement in the performance of the cheaper class of
speaker. I am sure many would be unable to distinguish by
sound alone between a speaker of 1936 vintage and a 1950
model when connected to a properly adjusted receiver.
BRILLIANCE
Perhaps it is human perverseness, but many quality

enthusiasts go to the other extreme and make all sorts of

sacrifices to get that little bit of extra top, even to tolerating
a terrific needle hiss on gramophone reproduction. More than
once I have been assured 'You don't notice it after a while'.
This strikes me as a funny attitude. If one can adjust one's

hearing not to notice it, surely it would be just as easy to
adjust oneself not to notice other deficiencies.
Radio manufacturers, even if they are not psychologists, are
at least good business men, so they gave the public what they
demanded. Probably the maufacturer shrugged his shoulders

and decided there was no sense in getting rid of on lot of
imperfections (for which the public had acquired a taste
merely for the sake of trying to educate them to accept another

(which they might not like so much after all. Anyway, their
business is to sell sets, and to do that they have to give the
purchaser what he likes best.
PLENTY OF SCOPE
Personally, I have always regarded the striving after super
reproduction as something of an illusion, and it has been a
source of mild surprise to me when I think of the trouble and
money enthusiasts have expended on getting a little more
emphasis at either end of the musical register. I shouldn't be,
really. Having been a rainbow chaser most of my life, I know
just how much fun it is chasing something that is tantalisingly
beyond your reach.
When we get back to earth, we must remember that, even
with the most perfect amplifying systems, there are still other
factors to be taken into consideration. Firstly, the acoustics
of the average room need to be taken into account, but given
that, one still finds that there is a lot of correction to be done

to balance the intensity of the pianissimo and fortissimo
passages. Both in broadcast and recording studios the
contrast is 'compressed'. This is essential while the normal
output stage is unable to handle the loud passages if adjusted
to give a satisfactory level on the soft passages. With record
reproduction, the pianissimo must be at least strong enough
to overcome needle noise, and a proportionate fortissimo would
not only overload the amplifier, but also damage the record
surface.
Many thoughtful enthusiasts have an instinctive dislike of
what must truthfully be described as 'faking' -by the balancing
of one imperfection against another. Generally speaking, that
is the principle that must be exploited in the search for better
quality.
If you have an acoustically good room, plenty of time and
a taste for it, you can get years of fun in the quest for high
fidelity. Personally I would advise making a start with
improved, and simplified, methods of contrast expansion -to
put back what the studios take out before you receive it!
RADIO& ELECTRONICS WORLD

Up to 12 channels may be pulled in by
the tuner and these are selected by

SANYO VPR 5800

thumbwhell knobs concealed behind the
hinged panel on top of the tuner. Many
people, including this reviewer, prefer the

simple arrangement of manual tuning
rather than the often obscure operation of

some of the electronic tuners now

appearing. The provision of AFT on the

tuner will compensate for any minor
inaccuracies when tuning in stations and as
the tuning operation is a once off, it seems
that any attempt to speed up the procedure
with the provision of an electronic tuner is
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PORTABLE VIDEO
RECORDER
Peter Luke looks at Sanyo's portable recorder and
concludes that although it performs well it has been

upstaged by Sony's Fl.
IF IT SEEMS deliberate policy for R&EW
to review only portable machines let us put

the record straight, while most of the
R&EW staff believe that portable systems

are probably the best buy for anybody
thinking of spending around £600 on a
video system, it is not our intention to
ignore mains powered models. Next month

we have the Hitachi 9500 lined up for
review but it just so happens that over the
past months its portable models that have
become available for review by ourselves.
The system under the microscope this
month is the Sanyo VPR 5800, its

the timer and carries various power and
control signals, the RF signal being fed
between the two units via a, separate, coax lead.
Tuning of a spare TV channel to the
modulators output is aided by a test signal
generator producing the familiar black and

white pattern on the TV screen. A test
signal generator is nowadays almost a
standard feature on recorders, although the

Sanyo, unlike some models, does not

an exercise of very little point.
VISION ON

With the channels selected, the next step
is to set the timer. The timer controls are
housed in a draw under the clock display.
Pressing the front panel causes the draw to
slide out with a well damped and smooth
action.
The timer is an area in which a lot of care
and attention to detail on behalf of Sanyo
is evident. Operation of the controls is very
logical, with separate buttons to sequence

through Day, Hour and Minute setting
control of the 5 event 14 day timer is by

'start' and 'stop' times rather than a
'duration' entry together with start time.

The timer will display an error message if
any step in the start time entry procedure
(enter day, channel, start time) is omitted
before setting the stop time.

The care and attention to detail

is

evidenced by the fact that when in the
programming mode, pressing the day
button will display the current day from
which to advance, and that when setting the
stop time, the start time is displayed as the

'base' figure.
The draw containing the timer's controls
also features the display brightness control
that provides three levels of brightness for

the clock. The clock is of a 24 hr format
and the display also indicates which, if any,
of the 5 events have been set up for a timed
recording.

provide a sound test tone.

tuner/timer the VTT 5800 and the VSC
5800 colour camera - it's nice to note that
at least one manufacturer of equipment
uses a fairly logical system to identify the
various components of the system with one
generic family number (5800) and a fairly

obvious derivation for the prefix letters
(Video Portable Recorder, VPR - Video
Tuner Timer, VTT etc).
Also provided for review was the VPA
5800, an AC adaptor that can be used to
power the recorder and to charge its battery
pack.
LEADING QUESTION

The recorder and tuner timer is fairly
straightforward to set up with the aerial
lead being taken to the VTT 5800 and one
of the leads supplied with the outfit taking
the signal from the tuner/timer to the TV.
A multi way lead connects the recorder to
NOVEMBER 1982

The timer controls are housed in a draw
beneath the tuner/timer's clock display.
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SANYO VPR 5800 PORTABLE VIDEO RECORDER
WHEELS IN MOTION
With the restricted front panel room
available on the recorder, Sanyo have done

a good job on the layout of the controls,
in particular the large stop bar was much

appreciated. The usual complement of
facilities is provided, Pause/Still, Audio
Dub and Fast Search - the fast rewind and
forward buttons engage this function when
operated from Play, less convenient than

'dedicated' visual search controls but a
compromise made on most portables
because of the lack of space.

All the motion controls are solenoid
operated with the exception of eject which
has a distinctly mechanical feel to it,

although of course overall operation is
under electronic control as the tape must
be onwound from the heads when a cassette
is ejected.
A mechanical tape counter, with memory

The input/output sockets
of the recorderlabove)
and the tuner timerIrightl.

- stop at 0000 - facility provided.
To put the machine into record, a rec
lock button and the record button must be
pressed simultaneously, rather than the

more common practice of 'record' and
'play'. Another unusual feature is the
operation lock control which if set to 'on'

effectively disconnect the control
panel. Leaving the machine in whatever
mode was selected when the lock was
activated none of the transport controls
will

having any effect.
An editing button will, when set to on
engage a back space editing feature which

causes the tape to be rewound slightly
before a new recording is commenced in
order to minimise picture breaks between
different recordings. With this switch on,

the machine will go to the pause mode
when the record lock and record buttons
are pressed.
QUALITY COUNTS

The playback quality offered by the VPR
5800 was excellent, a good point was the
way in which, when play is selected while
monitoring an off -air recording, the screen

instead of being blanked, continues to
display the off -air source until the video
circuits have stabilised, when the recorders

output is selected. This lack of this feature
has been a source of annoyance on other

REMOTE REACTION

The remote control unit duplicates most
front panel controls and is of the wired

machines, particulary when cueing up a
tape in a bit of a panic while trying to watch

sort. Although providing a comprehensive

some interesting off- air programme. The
5/6 seconds of blank screen during which
the recorder is stabilising seems an age and
time that could just as well have been spent
with the off -air source.
The search facilities provide a 5 times

range of control facilities, the remote is
connected to the recorder by a two core
lead terminated in a standard 2.5mm tack
plug. This approach is rather more elegant

than the multi -way cables and obscure
plugs featured on some wired remote units.

playback - not as fast as some but quite
adequate. The familar noise bars were
apparent (for an explanation of noise bars

The remote unit does not allow the
channel selected on the tuner to be changed
as it is plugged into the recorder and there

see video news elsewhere in this issue).
The pause facility did not work as well

is evidently no provision for a channel
change signal to be sent down the recorder
tuner connecting cable. This is an irritating

as some of the other machines we have
encountered, with, as often as not, a noise
bar running across the screen. Circuitry on
other machines ensures that the noise bar
is out of sight at the top or bottom of the

omission as one of the most often used
remote facilities is channel change,
assuming you don't have an IR remote with
your TV.
The recorder/tuner cable does however
provide a signal that alerts the tuner to the
fact that the recorder is recording and thus
a record channel interlock that prevents the

screen. The frame advance, seemed not
exactly to be a frame advance (advancing
the picture in discrete steps of one frame)
but seemed to crawl through each frame too slow to be of very much use.

channel being recorded from being
accidentally changed.

CHARM PRESETTING
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The camera's viewfinder features
the usual LED indicators for White
Balance, Low Light etc.
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ON THE MOVE

Going portable with the Sanyo means
unplugging the two leads between the
recorder and tuner/timer and strapping the
4.8 kg of VPR 5800 to your side. The VSC

5800 camera plugs into the side of the
recorder via a 14 pin connector.
The camera is a fairly standard,

electronic viewfinder model but it does
have some useful features that are not seen
on many models, namely full remote

control of recorder functions and a two
speed zoom.

Controls along the top of the camera
allow Record, Play, Reverse Search,
Forward Search and Stop to be selected.
This is a particularly useful facility, as with

the recorder slung from your side it is
rather difficult to operate the recorder's
function controls - a fault common to all
portables and nicely overcome with the
VSC 5800.
The two speed zoom offers at slow and

not so slow zoom speed, a nice feature
although operation is controlled by a slide
switch, biased to a centre, off, position with

two forward and two reverse positions.
This can be rather tricky to operate
successfully, in particular when a slow
zoom is required, it being easy to overshoot
the slow speed.
Other camera controls include the
mandatory white balance controls (fine and
coarse) - the setting of white balance being

accomplished by three viewfinder LEDs
they indicate too blue, too red, or balanced.
Additional LEDs in the viewfinder indicate

too low a lighting level and tape run. The
tape run indicator provides the additional
information that the recorder is in fact in
the record mode. The LED being
continually lit when the recorder is in
pause,

flashing when the recorder

running.

is

The VSC 5800 camera features full remote control facilities.

Other camera controls include an iris
control that allows manual adjustment of
the camera's iris opening or closing the iris
by about one stop (useful if the subject to

be recorded is back lit). The camera can

also be switched to high sensitivity if
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lighting levels are particularly low.
The camera was given a field trial at,
amongst other places, the recent PCW
The recorder's remote

contol unit is shown left

while the antenna selector is
shown below.

show. Its performance was adequate, the
quality of played back tapes being about
average for a camera of this price.
The pitol grip featured on the camera is
just about adequate for 'domestic' work,
but any serious applications would demand

a more stable means of support, for
example a shoulder harness.

IMPRESSIONS
Overall the Sanyo combination performed
well, with acceptable results being obtained
in both domestic and portable roles.
This reviewer has been slightly spoilt by
a close encounter with the Sony F1 which
one may describe as being a second gener-

ation Beta portable. The Sanyo is a first
generation model, performing well in comparision to its peers but in areas such as

remote control facilities, size and 'ergonomics' being a step or two behing the Fl.

MR&EW
Your Reactions
REMOTE CONTROL
vRM - 2
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Immediately Interesting
Possible application
Not interested in this topic
Bad feature/space waster
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Sinclair ZX Spectr
16K or 48K RAM...

full-size moving key keyboard...
colour and sound...

MAGENTA

RED
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high -resolution
graphics...
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SN
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From only
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First, there was the world-beating
Sinclair ZX80. The first personal computer
for under £100.
Then, the ZX81. With up to 16K RAM
available, and the ZX Printer. Giving more
power and more flexibility. Together,
they've sold over 500.000 so far, to make
Sinclair world leaders in personal
computing. And the ZX81 remains the

ideal low-cost introduction to computing.
Now there's the ZX Spectrum! With
up to 48K of RAM. A full-size moving -key
keyboard. Vivid colour and sound. High resolution graphics. And a low price that's
unrivalled.

Professional power personal computer price!
The ZX Spectrum incorporates all
the proven features of the ZX81. But its
new 16K BASIC ROM dramatically
increases your computing power.
You have access to a range of 8
colours for foreground, background and
border, together with a sound generator
and high -resolution graphics.
You have the facility to support
separate data files.
You have a choice of storage capacities (governed by the amount of RAM).
16K of RAM (which you can uprate later
to 48K of RAM) or a massive 48K of RAM.
Yet the price of the Spectrum 16K
is an amazing £125! Even the popular
48K version costs only £175!
You may decide to begin with the
16K version. If so, you can still return it later
for an upgrade. The cost? Around £60.
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C 11;CLE

BIN

BEEP

Ready to use today,
easy to expand tomorrow
Your ZX Spectrum comes with a mains
adaptor and all the necessary leads to
connect to most cassette recorders
and TVs (colour or black and white).
Employing Sinclair BASIC (now used
in over 500,000 computers worldwide)
the ZX Spectrum comes complete with
two manuals which together represent a
detailed course in BASIC programming.
Whether you're a beginner or a competent
programmer, you'll find them both of immense help. Depending on your computer
experience, you'll quickly be moving
into the colourful world of ZX Spectrum
professional -level computing.
There's no need to stop there. The
ZX Printer -available now - is fully
compatible with the ZX Spectrum. And
later this year there will be Microdrives for
massive amounts of extra on-line storage,
plus an RS232 /network interface board.

PAPER

CI Ar,H

BP

iGHT

Key features of the
Sinclair ZX Spectrum
Full colour -8 colours each for
foreground, background and border,
plus flashing and brightness -intensity
control.

Sound -BEEP command with variable
pitch and duration.
Massive RAM -16K or 48K.

Full-size moving -key keyboard - all
keys at normal typewriter pitch, with
repeat facility on each key.

High -resolution -256 dots
horizontally x 192 vertically, each
individually addressable for true high resolution graphics.

ASCII character set -with upper- and
lower-case characters.

Teletext -compatible -user software
can generate 40 characters per line
or other settings.
High speed LOAD & SAVE -16K in 100
seconds via cassette, with VERIFY&
MERGE for programs and separate
data files.

Sinclair 16K extended BASIC incorporating unique 'one -touch'
keyword entry, syntax check, and
report codes.

RADIO& ELECTRONICS WORLD

The ZX Printer available now

The ZX Microdrivecoming soon

Designed exclusively for use with the
Sinclair ZX range of computers, the
printer offers ZX Spectrum owners the full
ASCII character set -including lower-case
characters and high -resolution graphics.
A special feature is COPY which
prints out exactly what is on the whole TV
screen without the need for further
instructions. Printing speed is 50 characters per second, with 32 characters
per line and 9 lines per vertical inch.
The ZX Printer connects to the rear of
your ZX Spectrum. A roll of paper (65ft
long and 4in wide) is supplied, along with
full instructions. Further supplies of paper
are available in packs of five rolls.

The new Microdrives, designed
especially for the ZX Spectrum, are set to
change the face of personal computing.
Each Microdrive is capable of holding
up to 100K bytes using a single interchangeable microfloppy.
The transfer rate is 16K bytes per
second, with average access time of 3.5
seconds. And you'll be able to connect up
to 8 ZX Microdrives to your ZX Spectrum.
All the BASIC commands required for
the Microdrives are included on the
Spectrum.
A remarkable breakthrough at a
remarkable price. The Microdrives are
available later this year. for around £50

How to order your ZX Spectrum

RS232 /network
interface board
This interface, available later this
year, will enable you to connect your
ZX Spectrum to a whole host of printers,
terminals and other computers.
The potential is enormous. And the
astonishingly low price of only £20 is
possible only because the operating
systems are already designed into the

BY PHONE -Access, Barclaycard or
Trustcard holders can call 01-200 0200 for
personal attention 24 hours a day, every
day. BY FREEPOST -use the no -stamp
needed coupon below. You can pay by
cheque, postal order, Access,

Fio: Sinclair Research, FREEPOST, Camberley, Surrey, GUIS 3BR.
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Code Item Price

Item

£

Sinclair ZX Spectrum -16K RAM version
Sinclair ZX Spectrum - 48K RAM version
Sinclair ZX Printer
Printer paper (pack of 5 rolls)
Postage and packing: orders under £100
orders over £100

ROM

FZX Spectrum

Available only
by mail order
and only from

Barclaycard or Trustcard.
EITHER WAY- please allow up to 28
days for delivery. And there's a 14 -day
money -back option, of course. We want
you to be satisfied beyond doubt -and we
have no doubt that you will be.
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£

125.00
175.00
59.95
11.95
2.95
4.95
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*Please delete/complete
as applicable
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AMATEUR ANTENNA TESTS AND
MEASUREMENT
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by H D Hooton

Alan Clements

BEGINNERS HANDBOOK OF AMATEUR RADIO

Microcomputer
Design and
Construction
Building your own
system with the Motorola 6800

f9.70

By C Laster
CB RADIO CONSTRUCTION
PROJECTS

£2.95

by Len Buckwalter
FERROMAGNETIC CORE DESIGN

£19.95

by M F Doug DeMaw
MICROWAVE DEVICES AND CIRCUITS

£28.00

by Prof S Liao
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DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

£8.20

by M J Salvat,
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ABCs OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

£4.45

by R P Turner
ACTIVE FILTER COOKBOOK

£11.20

by Don Lancaster
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Understanding Electronic Circuits 2nd Edition
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MICROCOMPUTER DESIGN AND

with experiments
by H M Berlin

CONSTRUCTION

DESIGN OF PHASE LOCKED LOOP CIRCUITS with

microprocessors vvoula nave been qu.te

By Alan Clements
1982; 520 pages; 180 x 240mm;
Hardcover

suitable.
18.75

The approach of this book to the subject is
very refreshing to one of the editorial team
associated with the former 'R&E
Constructor', as the emphasis is one
building your own system. However the
author emphasises that the book is not a
'Heathkit' construction manual. It is
assumed that the reader will have
knowledge of basic electronics, digital
circuitry, microprocessor fundamentals and
programming.
The basic plan of the book is to deal in
general terms with each component part of
a microprocessor system and then a
particular arrangement is chosen as part of
the microprocessor system which is
developed during the course of the book.
The system chosen being the TS1.
Chapter 1 is of an introductory nature
describing the evolution from early electronic
computers using valves to the silicon chip of
today.

The author had to chose a particular
microprocessor for the TS1 so that the
design system could be considered in detail.
The author chose the Motorola M6800, and
gives his reasons for doing so, but remarks
that many other popular 8 -bit

The structure of the TS1 is dealt with in
depth. Much more briefly, consideration is
given to the power supply the objective
being to make the designer aware of the
penalties if it is inadequate. The following
two chapters deal with the clock circuit
which generates the timing signals and then
the electrical characteristics of the buses
which link together the various modules
Chapter 5 commences with an introduction
into the properties of semiconductor
memories followed by a discussion of the
way in which memory devices are
connected to the system address bus.
The final chapters discuss the broad
subject of input and output techniques and
take a brief look at the way the TS1
microprocessor is constructed and gives
hints on debugging.
Each chapter concludes with a summary
and sets out problems which can arise often
in the form of questions by considering
which the reader can expand his knowledge
There are four valuable appendices at the
end of the book giving background
information not readily assimilated into the
main text. In addition to the appendies there
is an extensive bibliography related to the
subject matter of each chapter.
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PRACTICAL
FOR 8080.
800
DETAILS
ANDEM
SOBS. ZBO. SYSTS
MICROPROCESSOR

Z 80, 8080, 8085 & 6800
MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS

by M Waite

£11.20

COMPUTER LANGUAGE REFERENCE
GUIDE

by Harry L Helms

£5.95

byJ W Coffron

by S Murtha Et M Waite

£11.20

E16.75

A PRIMER ON PASCAL

by R Conway et al

CRASH COURSE IN
MICROCOMPUTERS

f18.35

PRACTICAL TROUBLESHOOTING
TECHNIQUES FOR
MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS

by J W Coffron

CPIM PRIMER

£12.70

PROGRAMMING AND INTERFACING

114.95

THE 6502 WITH EXPERIMENTS

by Marvin L DeJong

DIGITAL CIRCUITS AND MICROCOMPUTERS

by D E Johnson et al

£9.50
£17.95

£6.70

GUIDEBOOK TO SMALL
COMPUTERS

£5.20

SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE
GUIDEBOOK
by R L Glass Et. R A NOiSeU X

f19.15
1.95

by Titus

THE 6800

TRS-80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE

£11.95

E 15.20

£9.70

8085A COOKBOOK

HOW TO PROGRAM AND INTERFACE

HOW TO TROUBLESHOOT AND
REPAIR MICROCOMPUTERS

E18.40

THE 8080 A BUGBOOK

by Peter R Ronv

HOW TO HUG YOUR PERSONAL COMPUTER

£9.70

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER'S
PROBLEM SOLVER

by W S Mosteller

HANDBOOK OF SEMICONDUCTOR MEMORIES

f7.45

SMALL BUSINESS COMPUTER SYSTEMS

by PJ Best

EXPERIMENTS IN ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

(11.95

THE S100 AND OTHER MICRO BUSES

by E C Poe EtJ C Goodwin

DIGITAL CONTROL USING MICROPROCESSORS

NOVEMBER 1982

17.45

PET PERSONAL COMPUTER FOR BEGINNERS

by S Dunn

THE TRS80

byJ Huffman

f11.20

MOSTLY BASIC: PET

by R Zamora et al
17.15

CIRCUIT DESIGN PROGRAMS FOR

by M M Cirovic

by LJ Scanlon

PET BASIC: TRAINING YOUR PET
COMPUTER

by M Weir

by W Barden Jnr.

£11.20

THE 68000: PRINCIPLES AND PROGRAMMING

MOSTLY BASIC: TRS-80

by P Cryer

byJ Krutch

with experiments
by A C Staugaard

MOSTLY BASIC: APPLE II

by H Berenbon

BASIC PROGRAMMING ON THE BBC
COMPUTER

£11.95

MICROPROCESSOR SOFTWARE,
PROGRAM CONCEPTS AND
TECHNIQUES

by H Berenbon

BASIC BUSINESS SOFTWARE

£11.95

£9.70

6809 MICROCOMPUTER
PROGRAMMING AND INTERFACING

WITH THE 8255 PPI CHIP

by G A Streitmatter

ATARI ASSEMBLER

E11.95

MICROCOMPUTER INTERFACING

t)y P F Goldsbrough

COMPUTER BOOKS

byJohn D Lenk

by Leo Scanlon
f4.45

MICROCOMPUTER DICTIONARY

by CJ Sippl

by Tituset al
6502 SOFTWARE DESIGN

LOGIC DESIGN OF COMPUTERS

UNIQUE ELECTRONIC WEATHER
PROJECTS

by A C StaugaardJnr

f 5.95

INTRODUCTION TO MICRO
COMPUTERS FOR THE HAM SHACK

THE 555 TIMER APPLICATIONS
SOURCEBOOK with experiments

£9.70

Z 80 MICROPROCESSOR PROGRAMMING AND
INTERFACING BOOK 2

£9.70

TTL COOKBOOK

£8.95

Z-80 MICROPROCESSOR PROGRAMMING AND
INTERFACING BOOK 1

SON OF CHEAP VIDEO

by P Katz

f10.45

2-80 MICROCOMPUTER HANDBOOK

SECURITY ELECTRONICS (2nd Edition)

by Louis E Frenzel

E6.35

Z-80 MICROCOMPUTER DESIGN
PROJECTS

PRINCIPLES OF BIOMEDICAL INSTRUMENTATION &
MONITORING

by RJ Traister

E15.50

VIDEOICOMPUTERS, HOW TO
SELECT, MIX AND OPERATE
PERSONAL COMPUTERS & HOME
VIDEO SYSTEMS

OSCILLOSCOPES

II

£8.95

USING THE UNIX SYSTEM

by HS Howe

f 10.45

f7.95

TRS-80 INTERFACING BOOK 1

by Jonathan A Titus, Christopher Titus
£7.95

& David G Larsen

Make all cheques/postal orders
payable (in sterling only!) to RErEW
Book Service. Orders should be sent to
R&EW Book Service, 200 North
Service Road, Brentwood, Essex CM14
4SG. Note: All prices exclusive of
postage and packing please add 75p
for first book ordered, plus 25p for
each additional title on same order.

f8.20
RI

SHORT WAVE

NEWS FOR DX
LISTENERS

Frank A. Baldwin

All times in GMT, bold figures indicate the frequency in kHz.

In the world of short wave listening,
some Dxers tend to specialise in the

4915. Transmissions commence at
2110 and this part of the schedule

reception of certain parts of the
world for reasons best known to
themselves. There are the Latin

ends at 0500. Listen from around
opening until about 2330 for the
best chance of reception but take

American fans, the Indonesian
enthusiasts, the African specialists
and the Far East or China watchers.

I tend to be jack of them all and
master of none but my long time
colleague Bob (ball of Costhorpe,
near Worksop does tend to be one
of the foremost China watchers in
the UK.
In a recent letter, Bob lists some

note that Accra in Ghana is on
channel until 2305 and there are a
couple of South American stations
also helping things along. However,

you are hardly likely to mistake
Chinese for English, African
vernaculars or Portuguese.
Then there is the Inner Mongolia

People's Broadcasting Station in
Hohhot, operating on 7300 (it also

159 channels on which he has logged

transmits in parallel on 3970 but the

signals from China, these including
those from Radio Peking together
with many of the Chinese regional

chance of hearing this channel is
rather remote). I have found that
the most favourable time to log this

stations. Some of these regional

one is around 1500 to 1550, at which

transmitters are quite difficult to log

and one needs a fairly selective
receiver to have any hope of success.
In case you are interested, have a go

at the following.
In Nanning there is the Guangxi
People's Broadcasting Station which
can sometimes be logged during the
winter evenings, the frequency being

latter time it closes. Again, winter
is the favourite season here in the
UK for reception of this one.

Or what about the Liaoning

People's Broadcasting Station in
Shenyang? Listen on 4832 from
around 2100 onwards. Standard
Chinese is the main language of
these regionals.

AMATEUR BANDS
Despite the unwelcome bangs and
crashes of the summer static I did
manage to log a few stations on Top

loggings shown were all obtained
during the late evenings.

Band but only a very few as the

working away with various

CO2VG in Cuba was heard busily

at 0355, OM with a pop song in

15 METRES (21000-214501MM

whilst recording some local wildlife,

For this band the log simply records
the following calls. C31JX,

JAOHMB, LUIEPQ, LU2EMK,

M IC, PY2MS, PY4SW, UG6GAF,
and VO2AM. Nothing much there
to get excited about but at least I
tried - especially with the LU2 - he
obviously uses a side-swiper judging

by the speed of his fist.

All of that just about wraps up
the Amateur Band cavortings for

the month, so now - on to the
Broadcast Bands with the usual
mixture of items for the short wave
listener and the Dxer.

of the most difficult countries to
receive here in the UK, in fact it was
some years after the last world war
before I finally succeeded in logging

closing at 0500, although it has been

mode - and that goes for all the
Amateur Band loggings in this

KP4V in the QRM jungle managed
to get through to some Europeans
as did PY2RRG (a regular on the

noted closing as late as 0540 on

band). W4CQR could be counted as

of local pops, the OM announcer
interjecting at times with various

calling CQ at the time I heard him,
from Sweden SM6ESY was putting

Lastly on this band was ZC4YC in
Cyprus putting a good signal into
the UK and looking for G contacts
I presumed.

a good signal into the UK whilst

20 METRES (1 4000-14350kHz)

from the Faroe Islands signals from

On this band - the favourite Dx

SM5FUG/OY were logged which
was rather pleasing, this being the
first time I have heard OY on Top
Band. Oh well, I suppose that after

over a half century of short wave
listening there is always something
new and yet another first to be heard

and entered into the log.

hunting ground of many SWL's the

following were heard and

entered into the log book.
From Cuba there was CO2PY,
from the area of Japan JA4DZ and

JR3JXM filtered through, from
Guyana KA3BUJ/8R1 put in an
appearance whilst the ubiquitous
KV4AA came on the scene early one

40 METRES (7000.7100kHz)
The CW end of this band has always

been a favourite hunting ground of
mine but for any hope of success
with the Dx, one needs to operate
here either late at night or during the
very early mornings. Of course, one

could also stay up all night! The
82

evening. Argentina in the form of
both LU2KB and LU6KAT were
well

to the fore and late

the

following evening Australia was
represented by signals from
VK2ALH and VK6RA. Early one
morning and by that I mean 0500,
XEIEK in Mexico came pounding

nature, the tapes being USA pro-

power of 5kW.
COSTA RICA
Emisora Radio Reloj, San Jose on

4832 at 0442, OM announcer in

COLOMBIA
Emisora Nuevo Mundo, Bogota on
4755 at 0340, OM with a ballad in

States.

From the log I note DK2QAI
from Germany, from Czechoslovakia there was OL2VAH vainly

programme in English. This one
operates in Spanish from 1030 to
0300 and from 0500 to 0600 but
from 0300 to 0500 it uses English

PERU

given) was working the

could. The latter was logged at 0400.

HONDURAS
La Voz Evangelica, Tegucigalpa on
4820 at 0432, OM with announcements followed by a religious

Spanish presenting a programme of
typical Costa Rican folk music - all

Operating in the CW (Morse Code)

natural QRM abounding during the
late summer period.

0430 with a power of 2kW.

this Andean area. Most Peruvian
transmitters exhibit relatively low
powers, those most often reported
by SWL's being on the 60 metre
band and having a rating of IkW.

operates on 4825 with a power of
1kW from opening at 1000 until

Dx on this band I suppose whilst
YS9HH in Salvador most certainly

Radio Luz y Vida is listed on 4851
and operates to the schedule 1045 to

ductions. LV Evangelica has a

wiped out the QTH if there was one

cope in some measure with the

the microphone being outside the
shack. A great pity, I should have
liked a recording of that particular
Ecuadorean pop rendition!

recorded programmes of a religious

Europeans whilst KC4TK presum-

article - some DX was apparent on
this band provided one was able to

At the time the tape was running

On this occasion a start is made in
this section by taking a quick look
at Peru. In years past this was one

ably on Navassa Island (QRM

TOP BAND (1800.2000kHz)

Spanish to a liltish samba backing.

AROUND THE DIAL

La Voz de la

following list shows.

Radio Luz y Vida, Loja on 4852

in whilst a few evenings later
ZC4YC in Cyprus again entered the
log.

Selva

in Iquitos

occasions. This one was logged at
0351 when radiating a programme

very colourful stuff. The schedule
is around -the -clock and the power
is 1kW.

Spanish complete with guitar
backing. This one also works
around -the -clock and has a power

of 1kW.

NOW HEAR THESE
Just in case you thought we had

announcements in Spanish. A good
clear signal.
Radio Andina is located in
Huancayo and has occupied 4996
for many years now, an old `friend'

finished with Peru - we haven't! Try

of mine this one, I have logged it
many times and use it as a marker
to ascertain the possibility of
receiving Peru on any given night.

sometimes around- the -clock) with

The schedule is from 1000 through

to 0500 although the closing time
varies on occasions. The power is
IkW.
ECUADOR
Radio Atahualpa, Quito on 4780 at

0347, YL with songs in Spanish
complete with a local orchestral
backing. The schedule is from 1045

to 0435 and the power is 1kW.
Normally one mostly logs La Voz
de Carabobo, Venezuela on this
channel, the schedule being 0855 to

0400 (Sunday from 1000 to 0300).
Needless to say, Radio Atahualpa
was logged on a Sunday!

these.

Radio Chincaycocha, Junin on
4860 where it operates from 1100 to

0500 (Sunday until 0400 but also

a power of 0.5kW and Radio
Imagen, Tarapoto on 5035, schedule

unknown.
Have I logged them? The former
at 0447 with a programme of local

pops most certainly. The latter,
somewhat doubtful - although I
did hear some slow sombre
orchestral music preceding a
newscast in Spanish at 0503 one

morning but missed the station
identification - grrr!
POLAND
Warsaw on 7125 at 2000, OM with

station identification and a newscast
in the English transmission to

Africa, scheduled from 2000 to
2030. Also logged in parallel on
7145.

Warsaw on 7270 at 0600. OM
RADIO & ELECTRONICS WORLD

with station identification at the
start of the French programme for
Europe, timed from 0600 to 0630.

ITALY
Rome on 7275 at 1934, bird song
interval signal followed by station
identification, announcement of
frequencies and times of transmissions. YL (Young Lady) announcer

with a newscast in the English
programme for the UK, scheduled
from 1935 to 1955.
Rome on 7290 at 1524, YL with
a newscast in the Slovene pro-

ROMANIA
Bucharest on 11775 at 1520, OM
and YL alternate with announcements followed by local music and

songs in the English programme
intended for Asia, timed from 1500
to 1530.

SPAIN
Madrid on 9765 at 1932, YL with a
newscast of world events in the
English transmission to Europe,
listed from 1900 to 2100.

Prague on 7345at 1958, interval
signal followed by OM with station
identification at the commencement

YUGOSLAVIA
Belgrade on 7240 at 1940, YL with

of the English programme for the

the news in the French transmission

schedule from 2000 to 2030.

HUNGARY
Budapest on 7215 at 2016, YL with
the English programme for Europe
presented daily from 2000 to 2030.
All about industry and agriculture
in Hungary. I came to the conclusion some years ago that some of the

highest quality jam in the world
comes from Hungary. It really is
comprised of solid fruit and little
else - just like mother used to make!
Look carefully at the label on the jar

for country of origin.
WEST GERMANY
Cologne on 7235 at 2020, OM (Old

Man = male announcer) with a
commentary on world events in the

Spanish programme for Europe,
listed from 2000 to 2050.
Cologne on 7175 at 2022, OM
with sports commentary in the
German programme for Europe.
Africa and South America,
scheduled from 2000 to 2200.

Cologne on 7130 at 1507, OM
with the news in the Macedonian
transmission for Europe which is
aired from 1500 to 1510 daily.
Cologne on 7150 at 0442, OM

with station identification in the
English programme intended for
Central and East Africa and listed
from 0430 to 0515.
Cologne on 17705 at 1954, OM
with news of Polish events in the
English programme beamed to West

Africa from 1930 to 2020.
GREECE

Athens on 15050 at 1949, Greek
music, OM with songs in Greek.
This transmission also logged in
parallel on 15040. As neither of
these channels are listed in their
schedule, I presume these transmissions were experimental. My
thanks are due to my old colleague
Bob Iball of Costhorpe, near
Newark for putting me on to these
broadcasts.

VATICAN CITY
Vatican on 7250 at 1929, interval
signal followed by YL with station
identification and then the English
programme to the UK, scheduled
from 1930 to 1945. Also logged at
0605 on this channel when radiating
Latin Mass to Europe from 0530 to

UK, Eire and Western Europe,
EAST GERMANY
Berlin on 21575 at 0900, OM with
news of both internal and external
events in the English programme
directed to the Far East and timed
from 0845 to 0930.
SWITZERLAND
Berne on 21695 at 0910, OM with
a
programme all about whale
conversation in the English

I
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DIGITAL MULTIMETERS All models complete with leads and batteries

1=

ia.

_is_

Hand Held Models I, digit LCD IUK C P 65p,
K025C
13 range 0 2A DC with catty case
(26.50
11030C 26 range 1A AC 'DC 200 meg
ohm with carry case
(37.50
28 range 10A AC 'DC version of above
E41.50
2033A 26 range push button
2 amp AC DC
E36.50
166m/6011A 15 range Fite tester push
button 10A DC
E43.50

189. 30 range plus Hfe tester Rotary
switch 10A AC DC
£69 95
2037A 28 range 0 1% 2A AC DC
2 temp ranges push button
E77 00
129 25 range 08% basic 10A AC DC
rotary switches IKeithley I
£79.35
130 As model 129 but 0 5% basic
£102.35
Bonds Modals 3'i digit LCD unless stated
(UK C/P 90p.

,

au

2010A LED 31 range 10A AC DC basic
0 1% ISabtronicsi
TM353 LCD 27 range 2A AC DC basic
0 15% (Sinclair I
2015A LCD 31 range 10A AC DC basic

£81 50
£86.25

0 15. 15abtronics1

£89.50
TM351 LCD 29 range 10A AC/DC basic
01-- ISinclair 1
£113.85
2001 LCD 28 range plus 5 range
capacitance meter 10A AC DC
Basic 0 1% (Panteci
£108.00
774451.41S digit 003% basic. An
facilities ISinclair/
£171 00
1503A 45. digit LCD 30 ranges 10A
AC, DC 4 MHz counter 4 KHz use
005% basic IThurlby I
£171 00
150311A As above but 25A and 003%
£189 75
AC Adaptors 121310A 8 2015A only)
f 5 69
Cams TM361/353 (6.84 2001 £7.501503
£20 45
£14 95

Touch and hold probe THP20

FREQUENCY COUNTERS All models battery operated) (UK C/P ft)
PFM200A Pocket 8 digit LED 200 MHz

80008

transmission for Australasia, the

to my ,Thandarl
Mat 50 50 MHz 6 digit

£6750

Far East and South Asia timed from
0900 to 0930.

LED Pocket 1GSCI
Mae 550 6 digit LED Pocket IGSCI

£5635
£9775

8110A 8 digit LED 2 range 100 MHz
Bench iSabtronicsi
8510A 8 digit LED 3 range 600 MHz
Bench iSabtronicsi

£1700

9 digit LED 3 range 1000 MHz
Bench i Saotronics,
ft 78 00
TF040 8 digit LCD 40 MHz (600 MHz
with TP600I I Thandar i
£12650
TF200 8 digit LCD 2 range 200 MHz
600 MHz with TP6001 1.11andari
£16675
TP1300 600 MHz prescaler iThandar
E43 13

am co

OPTIONS

FRANCE
Paris on 7160 at 1924, OM with a
talk in French to Africa, scheduled
from 1800 to 2130 on this channel.

Paris on 7280 at 0555, YL with
station identification in French,
announcements of frequencies,
transmission times and address for

reports at the end of the French
programme for Central and Eastern

Mae 100 5Hz- ICOMHz 8 digit bench LED
10SC,

C97 75

86108 9 digit LED 3 range 600 MHz
Bench iSabtronics)

BANANA 15 range pocket 20Kr Volt plus

cont buzzer

£20.64

NH55 10 range pocket 2K/ Volt

£5.50

ST5 II range pocket AK/ Volt

E6.50

08560 22 range pocket 20K , Vol!
111360T11 19 range plus Hte test

0600.

aliT5001 16 range 10 amp OC range

CANADA
Montreal on 7170 at 1919, OM with
the English programme for Europe
- all
about Canadian politics scheduled from 1900 to 1930 (not

Saturday or Sunday). This

is a

Daventry relay.
Montreal on 7130 at 1912, OM

with a programme all about the
Canadian economy in the English
programme for Europe, timed from
1900 to 1930 weekdays (to 1920
Saturday and Sunday). This is also
a relay from Daventry.
Montreal on 11825 at 0629, OM
with a newscast in the English and
French programme for Africa,
scheduled from 0600 to 0700. Into
French at 0630.
ISRAEL
Jerusalem on 17585 at 1300, jingle

for Coca Cola, time pips, YL with
station identification and a newscast
in the Hebrew languaged Domestic

B Service to Europe and North
America.

ASCENSION ISLAND
BBC Relay on 7105 at 0528, OM
and YL with the French programme
to Africa, timed from 0430 to 0700.
Your Reactions
inunedaitl Applicable

0615 on a Sunday (Monday to
Saturday 0600).

Comments

Circie No

53
54
55
56

£11385

TF series carry case
AC adaptors
8 series AC adaptors
All model probe kits

£6 64

£5.59
05.59
C7.95

HAVE A BANANA! Low cost reliable meters i All supplied with oatts'ieads) IUK CiP 55p'

Europe, scheduled from 0500 to

Useful 8. Informative
Not Applicable

NOVEMBER 1982

'

CALL IN AND SEE FOR YOURSELF OPEN SIX DAYS A WEEK

.ta

1520 to 1535.

2000.

TEST EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

gramme for Europe, listed from

to Europe, the Middle East and
Africa, scheduled from 1930 to

-±2LTIO ELECTRONIC

20K,' V011

double 50K /Volt
ST303T8 21 range plus Hte Test
20K /Volt

AT1020 18 range Deluxe 2KV A
Hfe Tester
TMK500 23 range plus 12A DC plus

E17.50

cant buzzer 30K Volt
£21.50
£9.95 168,0 36 range large scale um AC/DC
50K Volt
E28 50
E12.95 AT210 21 range
12A AC/DC 100 Is/a E29.50
116.50 36010 23 range large scale 10A AC(DC

it

Hle test 50 meg ohm 1KV AC DC

£16.95

100K Vol!

E34.95

OSCILLOSCOPES Full specifications - state model - send S A E
'UK C F 5,oy,c,ace £3.00:

SC110 fl 00

Dual Trace
C4.00:
Safgan £3001
SC110A New Model 10 MHz battery
portable anandar, ,
£171 00

CS1556A Dual Trace 20 MHz
c,:,.ec.a

pr ce sav,ng MOO,

Al a MN** 4 BAIP gle

xis .

,i;

0302 10 MHz with built in component
tester ,Hameg,
£158 70
3030 15 MHz with built in component
tester iCrotechi
£17250
HM203 Dual Trace 20 MHz , Hameg i £25300
3131 Dual Trace t5 MHz plus component tester , Cr °tech,
£27600
CS1562A Dual Trace to wiz i Trio,
£26795

1141 rIlif r:Sma

-

'

mea ...
ua"iisimmele:'
-

I,

!

_____11

La Ma,
es /al UMP

SAFGAN L, ,ade dual trace scopes
01410 10 MHz
01415 15 MHz
01420 2C MHz

£20585
f 217 35
£228 85

OPTIONAL PROBES All models'
TriO, f 320 00

XI £795

MU 45

01 010 £10 50

GENERATORS All mains operated (UK C/P (1 001
AUDIO 4 band Sine SO output
AUDIO

Mae distortion 1/ 20Hz '200101z
LA627 Max distortion 0 5.
-

1

119V5

iLeaderiI0Hz.11Ahlz

na 25

( Trioi20Hz-2004 Hz

£1020

Mfg* Max distortion 0 5',
OF 'Au wan Int ,Ext Mod Var 0Pi
TE200 100 K Hz 100 MHZ 6 band
1303 MHz harm,

£59 95

Lo017 100104,150MHz 1450MH, 1-1,,,
£71 38

»
54402 100 KHz - 30 MHZ 6 band (Trio)

DUI

FUNCTION All suseiaziitnangle/TIL etc
502011 1Hz 200 KHz ISabtronicsi
MOO 1Hz - 100101z iThanciari
CIO AB
T6102 0 2 Hz 2 MHz I Thangati
£11175
PULSE VanouS 0 -Ps and functions - VERY FAST
T6105 5Hz - 5 MHz iTnandari

UM

4C01 Ultra -vane:4e 0 5011-500010 iGSCI

trtnes

JUST A SELECTION OF OUR LARGE IN -STOCK RANGE
ORDER BY POST OR PHONE OR CALL IN
INCLIIIN VAT

Cubeuate Luntted

...' AUDIO ELECTRONICS F

'Elj 301 Edgware

Rd. London W2 1BN
01-724 3564
Also at Henrys Radio 404 Edgware

InTel:

Catalogue

send large
Rd. W2

20P SAE

154 for further details
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early morning reception from the

Reception
Reports
Compiled by Keith Hamer
and Garry Smith.
At a recent gathering of long-distance
television (DX -TV) enthusiasts in East
Anglia, it was generally agreed that activity

during the 1982 Sporadic -E Season fell
somewhat short of the good conditions

which had been anticipated. Some

experienced DX-ers expressed the feeling
that the recent sun -spot maximum and the
associated enhanced F2 -layer conditions

had a bearing on the lack of sustained
reception. Even though we have passed
through the sun -spot peak, activity within

the Sun's photosphere is still occurring.
Indeed, during mid -July there was a sunspot count of over 300 which, incidentally,

brought havoc to various short-wave
broadcasts. We may still be able to

experience further reception via F2
propagation later in the year as such a high
sun -spot count during the equinoxes would

be unusual, let alone in the middle of
summer!

July's reception didn't start at this
location until the 3rd. At 0825BST,

broadcast television signals were noted
from the USSR (TSS) on channel R 1 . At
0943 on E2, weak reception from RTVESpain was observed with standard colour

bars followed by the electronic test card
carrying the identification 'tve tve I'. At
1025, the PM5544 test card from Italy was

seen on channel IA with the inscription
'RAI 1' at the top. Strong signals from
Italy were also received on the 4th with a
programme interlude caption entitled
'Intervallo'. Several days then passed by
with little or no sign of DX reception. At
this point it is worth reminding newcomers

to DX -TV that such days do occur and
often lead even the experienced DX-ers to

wonder whether their installation has
developed a fault.

Conditions improved dramatically on the

8th with programmes on RI and R2 at

Netherlands (NOS) on channels E4(VHF),
E29,E32,E45 and E54 (UHF) at 0728 with

their 'EBU Bar' test card carrying the
familiar identification `PTT-NL AVVCHVS'.
Reception on the 11th started bright and
early with an identification caption at 0748
from NCT in Italy on channel IA/E3. NCT
is one of the illegal pirate television systems
which operate in Italy, Sicily and Sardinia.

At 1020 on E2 the 'black- white -black'
pattern from RTP-Portugal was noted and
at 1030 it made a brief appearance on E4

from the new, and only, outlet on this

noted at 0735 on channel RI with their

channel. At 1031 the usual `RIP 1' FuBK
electronic test card was seen on channels
E2 and E3.

September's column). The signal was good

An anticyclone of 1028mbs perched over
north-east Scotland brought improved trop

0718. Strong video from Poland (TVP) was

modified PM5544 test card (see

enough to resolve SECAM colour on a
JVC CX-610GB monitor. In the late
afternoon period, strong signals from TSS
were detected on R2 with a Current Affairs
programme and a USSR News programme

was seen on channels R 1 and R3 a few
minutes later. Reception from RAI was

noted on channel IB with programme
material.
At 1606 BST on the 8th, weak signals
from Switzerland were noted on channel

E4. Reception consisted of the FuBK
electronic test card with the identification
' + PTT SSR 1' which originated from the
French -language outlet at La Dole (150kw

ERP). At 1610, the Swiss test card was
noted on channel E2 from the Germanlanguage transmitter at Bantiger (50kw,
located near Berne) with the identification
' + PTT SRG P. Although the signal was

conditions on the 12th with NOS -1 and

NOS -2 appearing on several UHF
channels. A `KRO' caption was received on

E29 at 1800 which was followed by a
cartoon with Dutch subtitles. There are
numerous organisations in the Netherlands
(including KRO, AVRO, TROS, VARA)
which contribute programme material to

NOS. Each organisation has its own
identification captions and announcers
although the test card and clock captions
are radiated only by the Dutch
telecommunications administration and

NOS. Transmissions from Spain were
noted on E2, E3 and E4 during the day
including sample pages from their teletext

service (similar to the BBC's CEEFAX)
known as 'Teletexto'.
The enhanced trop conditions prevailed
on the 13th and at 0720 the Danish PM5544

not especially strong, PAL colour
information was detected. The FuBK test

test card was received in Band III on

card was radiated until 1712 at which time
a programme schedule caption was shown
with the abbreviation 'tv drs'. This was also

and the identification `DR. DANMARK'.

seen on channel E3 from the Uetliberg
transmitter which has an ERP of 60kW.
Few transmissions from the Continent
were noted on the 9th. In fact Sporadic -E
(Sp.E) conditions only managed to bring
in Hungary (MTV) with commercials at
1812 BST followed at 1816 by a curious
keep -fit programme (Eastern -bloc countries
love keep -fit programmes) on RI and Spain

on channels E2, E3 and E4. Improved
tropospheric conditions (Trop) allowed

Erse

Skil

channel EIO (210.25MHz) with PAL colour

At 0830 on E9 (203.25MHz) the ubiquitous

PM5544 was noted from Norway with
transmitter information which confirmed
reception from the 30kw outlet at Lyngdal.
Also on the 13th, at 1850 BST, Auroral
Reflection (AR) activity was noted. This
manifests itself as severe video distortion
with a 'sleigh bell' effect on sound. Apart
from the severe interference which it caused
to short-wave transmissions in various parts

of the world, channels E2,R1,E3,R2,E4
and even E5 were affected although no
intelligible video information was resolved.

22S11111
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Figure 1: The USSR 'Leningrad' electronic
test card from Kiev.
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Figure 2: Programme schedule for July 30th
from Norway, received in Band Ill.

Figure 3: Norwegian test card from Holden
received in July on channel El 1.
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July 15th was quite an eventful day with
no fewer than 12 countries being received.

Sp.E activity commenced at 1620 with a

cartoon on channel IA from RAI. Ten
minutes later the NCT identification
caption was noted on E3/IA and at 1640
on E3, Spain was received with a regional
colour pattern identified by the inscription
'rtve GOMONITEIRO 3'. The Norwegian
test card was observed on E3 from the NRK
transmitter at Hemnes. The PM5544
included a digital clock showing 1656 (BST

+ lhr). Also from Scandinavia came the
Swedish PM5544 on E3 with the usual `TV
1'

at the top and 'SVERIGE' at the

system, the country was confirmed as

Figure 4: Swedish second network closedown clock caption received during good
trop conditions on channel E42.

Iceland as the test card carried the
information 'RUV' at the top and

transmitter at Kiev. At 1120, a similar test
card was noted on R2 with the inscription

bottom. Another PM5544 was noted on
this channel and after rotation of the aerial

'ISLAND' in the lower black rectangle.

'UT 0167' at the top. On R3 at 1204, the

Yugoslavia was the next country to appear
on channel E3 with three different

old monoscopic '0249' test card (see
R&EW, September 1982) was received
from TSS. Finland made an appearance

identifications used on the PM5544 test
card which included 'JRT RTV-LJNA',
'RTV-1' LJUBLJANA' and `JRT BGRD
I'. The latter incorporated a digital clock
at

the top. At 1758 on the

15th, a

programme schedule caption was received
from SRG - Switzerland on E3. At the same

time a 1st Network caption from ORFAustria was noted on channel E4 from the
transmitter at Patscherkofel. Later in the

evening (at 2202BST) the Polish News
programme 'dt' was seen on R2, and on R 1

the USSR were radiating a closedown
caption with some rather sombre music.
Following programme closedown, standard
colour bars were shown for a few seconds.
At 2219 on RI, CST's closedown sequence
was in process showing the Czechoslovak

flag. This was followed by the FuBK
electronic test card and then CST switched
to the 'RS-KH' test card for a few
moments.
Reception on the 16th was very brief but
interesting with RAI present on IA during
the late afternoon and then at 1720 a 'ztv'
identification caption from Zimbabwe was

noted on E2. At 1935 colour reception
from Iceland and logged on E4 and E3 with

a transmission of the test card.
on the 17th, seven countries were
received including Italy (RAI and NCT),

the USSR (TSS), Yugoslavia (with the
FuBK test card from the Zagreb studios
carrying the identification 'JRT ZGRB 1'),

Spain (RTVE), Norway (with the NRK

PM5544 on E4 showing 'NORGE

KONGSBERG'), Sweden (SR) and Iceland

(with excellent quality colour and sound
from RUV on E4).
At 0835 on the 19th, the PM5544 was

received from the channel E2 outlet at
Gwelo in Zimbabwe. Signals from ZTV
have not been noted here before at such an
early time and we wonder whether anyone

else saw it? At the other end of the day,
RTE -Eire were seen closing down on
channel IH.
July 27th was an interesting day. At 1100

on R2 the TSS 'Leningrad' test card was
seen using regional identification. The word
`KNEB' at the top of the test card
confirmed reception from the 150kw
NOVEMBER 1982

with the 'YLE TV 1' FuBK test card at 1317

on E3. From 2328 BST on E4, the RUV
test card was logged with excellent quality

colour. In fact reception continued until
2412 at which time it was decided to call
it

a night as RUV are notorious for

radiating their test card right through the
night!
Reception for the remainder of July was

due mainly to enhanced trop conditions
thanks to a high-pressure system of
1026mbs centred over Scotland. On the
28th, extremely clear colour signals were
received from Denmark on channels E5
(Aalborg transmitter with 50kw ERP) and
EIO (Vestjylland, 60kw). The PM5544 test

card was noted on these two Band III
channels until well after midnight.
On 29th, Danmarks Radio were noted on

channel E8 from Aarhus (60kw) again
using the PM5544 at 2149BST. Band III
signals from NRK-Norway were observed
with the PM5544 and several transmitter
identifications including 'NORGE,

HALDEN' (channel Ell) and 'NORGE
LYNGDAL' (E9). A Norwegian test card
was also noted with the inscription
'NORGE TELEVERKET' on El 1 at 2156
which was radiated for only a few seconds.
Sveriges Radio (SR -Sweden) were logged
on the UHF channel E42 (Boraas, 1000kw)
with the closedown clock caption at 2143.
The 1st Network clock caption was seen on
E9 at 2254. The Netherlands (NOS on E6

and E32), Belgium ('BRT TV 1' PM5544
on E10) and West Germany (ZDF, channel
E30) were also visitors via tropospheric
ducting on the 29th.
Trop conditions continued on the 30th
but to a much lesser extent. There was also
some Sp.E activity with TSS on RI and R2,

RTVE on E3 plus the Swedish test card
which occasionally carries only the
inscription 'TV 1' at the top.
July 31st looked like being a reception free day until severe lightning storms stirred
up Sp.E activity. The Italian private station
NCT was received using their identification

caption at 1953 on IA/E3. Captions in the

Cyrillic alphabet were seen on E3 from
JRT-Yugoslavia at about the same time. A

Figure 5: West German (ARM late -night
News programme received in colour on UHF.

news programme on R2 at 2006 from TSS

rounded off the month.
RECEPTION REPORTS

From Aguilas in southern Spain, Robert
Panknen has written with details about
Spanish Television. Apprently RTVE are
currently installing a large number of UHF
transmitters which gives rise to speculation
that phasing out of the VHF channels may

commence in due course. In the Canary
Islands, RTVE now broadcasts a second
network programme from Mount Izana
and in the Spanish enclaves of Ceuta and
Mellila in

Africa, RTVE now have

transmitters in operation.
In Lahti, Finland, Petri Popponen has
been experiencing generally poor reception

via Sp.E with signals originating mainly
from Switzerland (SRG), Italy (RAI), the
USSR (TSS) and some BBC transmitters.
Petri recently noted some good quality
signals from Eire (RTE). He tells us that
copies of R&EW are difficult to obtain in
Finland. We'll be sending him details about
the subscription service as soon as possible.
Finally, from the Netherlands Gosta van

der Linden has written with details about
television networks in neighbouring

countries. TDF (France) occasionally
radiates a PM5544 test card with the
identification 'CENEX-BCH'. It is used on
some third network (FR- 3) outlets
especially during strikes! In West Germany

the American Forces television station
`AFN' is planning on using a low -power
transmitter at Soesterberg using System M
(525 lines scanning) with NTSC colour.
Earlier this year the West German service

SFB were noted using a transmitter on
channel E25 with a vision -only link
carrying programmes from the Polish
network, TVP-1 converted from SECAM
into PAL colour. The test card was of the
FuBK type with the identification

'FuuStBLn' which was an abbreviation
used for 'Funk Uebertragung Stelle Berlin'.
It's amazing what you can learn by reading
R&EW!
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CRYSTALS MANUFACTURED
TO ORDER
Prices shown are for one off" to our standard amateur specs
closer tolerances are available Please send us details of your
requirements.

A Low frequency fundamentals in HC13/U or HC6/1.1
Total tolerance 100ppm 0 to 70°C
f32.80
6 to 9.999kHz HC13 U
131.00
10 to 19.99kHz HC13 U
20 to 29 -99kHz HC13.'U

30 to 59.99kHz HC13 U
60 to 79 99kHz HC13 U
80 to 99 -99kHz HC13 U
100 to 159 9kHz HC13&6tU
160 to 399.9kHz HC6 /U
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500 to 799 .9kHz HC6"U
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B High frequencies fundamentals/overtones
10°C to 60'C
Adi. tol. 20ppm. Temp. toi. , 3Oppm
800 to 999.9kHz (fund) HC6 U
1 to 1 -499MHz Ifundl HC6 U
1 .5 to 2.59MHz (fund) HC6/U
2.6 to 20.9MHz (fund) HC6/U
3.4 to 3.99MHz (fund) HC18 Et 25/U
4 to 5.99MHz (fund) HC18 Er 25/U
6 to 21 MHz Ifundl All Holders
21 to 25MHz (fund)
25 to 30MHz (fund)
18 to 63MHz 13 0/T1
60 to 105MHz 15 0/T)
105 to 125MHz 15 0/T)
125 to 149MHz 17 0/T1
149 to 180MHz 19 0/T1
180 to 250MHz 19 0/T1

TWO METRE CRYSTALS
3
3 = D3
3

CRYSTAL
FREQUENCY
USE (TX or
and HOLDER)

X

E23.08
C21.73
C15 69
£13.08
C11 32
£7.83
£7.00

Tel 061 342 4443. Cables: CRYSTAL. BIRKENHEAD

£11.01

f 11.25
(5.36
£4.87
£6.75
£5.36
14.87

f7.31

f9.00
£4.87
£5 61

10-245MHz "ALTERNATIVE" I.F. CRYSTALS -E2.56
For use in Pye and other equipment with 10.7MHz and 455kHz
F s to get rid of the "birdy" rust above 145.0MHz In HC6 /U,
I

HC18/.1 and HC25 U

CRYSTAL SOCKETS (LOW LOSS)
259 each, HC25/U 20p each
plus 20p P&P (P&P free if ordered with crystals).
HC 61.1 and HC13

CONVERTER/TRANSVERTER CRYSTALS- HC18/U
All at E3.00. 38.6666MHz 1144/281, 42MHz 170/281, 58MHz
71MHz 1144/21,
96MHz
70MHz 1144,41,
(144 281,
11,296 432,1441, 101MHz 1432/281, 101.50MHz 1434/28),
105.6666MHz 11,296/281 and 116MHz 1144/281.

resonance.

PRICES: 14112.15 Ibl f2.56,1c1 12 80 and le) (4.87

CRYSTALS FOR MICROPROCESSORS
Please let us know your requirements eg 4MHz HC18 U
1 off 12.00, 100 off fl 10. 1000 off 99p, 2500 off 50p

AVAILABILITY:lal, lbl and (cl stock items normally available by
return (we have over 5000 items in stock). i el 4 6 weeks normally

f 13 50

Delivery -Mid range 1MHz to 105MHz normally 4 6 weeks
Other frequencies 618 weeks.
Holden -Low Frequencies 6 to 150kHz HC13, U. 150k Hz to

3-4MHz HC6 U, 3.4MHz to 105MHz HC6 U. HC18 U or

HC25,U, over 105MHz- HC18 and 1-1C25. U
HC33/U (Wire ended HC6 UI is available on request as per
HC6"U. HC17 U (Replacement for FT2431 available as per
HC6'U at 3115p surcharge on the HC6 U price.

but it

ANZAC MD106 DOUBLE BALANCED MIXER

is

TEST EQUIPMENT FREQUENCY STANDARD CRYSTALS
200kHz and 455MHz in HC6,'U £3.50
HC13 /U and MHz in HC6 U f2.96
100kHz
5MHz in HC6 U and 10MHz and 10.7MHz in HC6/ U
and HC25/U 02.80.

AERIALS

quite possible we could supply from stock. N.B.

5 to 500MHz supplied with full details for only £6.95

Frequencies as listed above but in alternative holders and 'or non
stock loadings are available as per code lel.

COMMERCIAL AND PROFESSIONAL CRYSTALS
NEW FASTER SERVICE
We are now supplying crystals to most commercial and MIL
specifications in the range 1MHz to 60MHz ordered in small
quantities in 2j weeks AT NO EXTRA CHARGE. We also have
even faster EXPRESS SERVICES available for that VERY

ORDERING: When ordering please quote 11 I Channel. 12) Crystal
frequency, 131 Holder, 141 Circuit conditions (load in pf I If you
cannot give these, please give make and model of equipment and
channel or output frequency required and we will advise if we have
details.

URGENT order.

We can also supply crystals for commercial applications e g
Microprocessor. TV etc at very competitive prices. Let us know
your needs and we will send you a quote by return, alternatively
telephone or telex our Sales Engineer Mr Norcliffe who is normally

available rn the office for technical enquiries between 4 30 and
6 30p m

our standard amateur specifications see "CRYSTALS MAN4m CRYSTALS FOR 70 26MHz - HC6U
TX8 .7825MHz and RX6 7466MHz or 29 -7800MHz 11.56

Unless otherwise specified, fundamentals will be supplied
to 30pf circuit conditions and overtones to series

£8.62
112 .75

Cambridge 1U1OBI, Pocketfone IPF1 I and UHF PF70 Range and
Storno COL COM 662 all at £2.56.
For other channels and/or equipments crystals can be made to
order to the same closer tolerances as our stock range at a cost of
(5.72 for frequencies up to 63MHz and £6.58 for 63-105MHz or to
UFACTURED TO ORDER" Prices opposite

144.850
145-000/ROT
145.025/R1T
145.050/R2T
145-075/R3T
145.100/R4T
145-125/R5T
145.150/R6T
145.175/R7T
145-200/R8R
145-300/S12
145.350/S14
145.400/S16
145.425/S17
145.450/S18

145.475/519
145.500/S20
145.525/S21
145.550/S22
145.575/S23
145,600/R0R
145.625/R1R
145.850/R2R
145.675/R3R
145.700/R4R
145.725/R5R
145.750/R6R
145.775/R7R
145.800/R8R
145.950/S38

f8 44

We are stocking the following channels -RBO, RB2, RB4

RB6, SU8, RB1O, RB11, RI313, REI14, RI315, SU18 and SU20 TX

and RX for use with: PYE UHF Westminster (W15U1, UHF

MULTI -BAND INVERTED -V- TRAPPED DIPOLE
80 Thru 10m - Rated @ 2kW - Only 26m long
Introductory offer £2.00 VAT 1(36.80 INC VAT P&P £2.50
AERIALS
THE ARAKI
£18.00 P&P E3.00
10m whip only 1 -3m long with magmount

10m whip only 1-3m long with guttermount f15.20 P&P E3.00
£16.00 P&P 0.00
2m 5'8 5 whip with magmount
£13.20 P&P E3.00
2m 5,8 X whip with guttermount
f12.50 P&P E2.50
2m 1,4 5 whip with magmount
£9.70 P&P £2.50
2m 1/4 5 whip with guttermount
E20.90 P&P E3.00
2m/70cm DIBAND whip with magmount
2m/70cm DIBAND whip with guttermount E18 10 P&P 0.00

2 Base Station Aerials
2m 5/8 X Ground plane 3.5db gain
2m 5;8 -r- 5.8 Colinear 6db gain

£18.95 P&P E3.50

1:25.00 P&P 0.50
f25.00 P&P E3.50
70cm 5,8 5 8 Colinear 5db gain
The Araki Range are handmade of top quality anti -corrosion
treated aluminium or stainless steel

EXPRESS SERVICE

Many types of made to order crystals are available on our

"EXPRESS SERVICE" -with delivery of three days on our class
'A service. Telephone for details

TERMS CASH WITH ORDER -MAIL ORDER ONLY.
PRICES INCLUDE P&P (BRITISH ISLES) EXCEPT WHERE
STATED OVERSEAS CHARGED AT COST.

PLEASE ENCLOSE S.A.E. WITH ALL ENQUIRIES
151 for further details

* DISCOUNT STRUCTURE FOR MULTIPLE USERS ONLY

TLW4 TOOLWALLET MEASURES 11 -x14- x21/2- WHEN CLOSED MADE
FROM REINFORCED PVC WITH A HEAVY DUTY INDUSTRIAL ZIP

159 for further details
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Compound op- amps can be designed to give very high slew
rates, high output currents, or output voltage swings of

up to hundreds of volts. Ray Marston explains.

Data
File
No.12

THE PERFORMANCE of a standard IC op -amp can be greatly
enhanced or modified by connecting one or more bipolar transistors

into its output feedback loop, to make a 'compound' or hybrid
op -amp. Compound op -amps are inexpensive and quite easy to
design. They are specifically intended to give output characteristics
that are not economically available from conventional op -amps.
Typical examples are as follows: The output current of an inexpensive op -amp such as the 3140
is limited to only a few mA, but can easily be boosted to several
Figure 1: Standard op -amp voltage follower circuit can supply only
a few mA of output current.

amps by compounding it with a couple of common -collector
transistors. Again, the output voltage of the standard 3140 op- amp
swings to within only a few volts of the supply rail voltage, is limited

to a maximum swing of about 32V, and has a slew rate limit of
about 9V /uS. When the output of the 3140 is compounded with
a single common -emitter transistor, however, the output of the
resulting compound op -amp can easily swing to within a few tens
of mV of the supply rails, can have a swing of up to several hundred

volts, and can have a slew rate of 100 V/uS.
Compound op -amp design has rarely been mentioned in the
technical press, but is a subject of enormous practical value. The
subject is fairly large, with hundreds of op-amp/transistor

combinations being possible, so for the sake of simplicity we'll
confine this month's 'Data File' specifically to compound designs
intended for use in single -ended supply applications and based on
the 3140 op -amp (which has input and output terminals that can
swing all the way down to zero supply -rail volts); the principles

that we'll explain can, however, be fairly easily adapted for use
with other types of op -amp and with alternative supply
arrangements. Many of the techniques that we'll mention have
never before been published in this country.
HIGH -CURRENT COMPOUND OP -AMPS
Figure 2:'Compound' op -amp with boosted output current. This
circuit can typically supply output currents of up to 50 mA.

The best known application of the compound op -amp is as a
'boosted current' voltage follower. Figure 1 shows the 3140 wired
as a standard DC voltage follower in a single -ended supply circuit.
The output is wired directly to the inverting terminal of the op amp, and the circuit acts as a unity- gain non -inverting amplifier
in which the output 'follows' the input signal to within a few mV
of the zero -voltage rail and to within a couple of volts of the positive

supply rail. Cl (wired between pins 1 and 8) reduces the slew rate
of the circuit and enhances circuit stability.

A major defect of the Fig. 1 circuit is that its output current
is limited to a few mA by the internal circuitry of the op -amp. This

snag can be overcome by compounding the op- amp with a
common -collector transistor, as shown in Fig. 2. Note that the Q1
base -emitter junction is wired into the negative feedback loop of
the op -amp, and that zero phase inversion occurs betwen QI base

and emitter. Consequently, the output of the circuit (taken from
Q1 emitter) continues to follow the input signal, but the output
current is limited only by Q1 and its power -handling capability.
In practice, the safe output current of the Fig. 2 circuit is limited
to about 50 mA by the power rating of Ql. The available current
can be boosted to an amp or so by replacing Q1 with a Darlington

pair of transistors, as shown in Fig. 3, Q2 being a high power
device. The base -emitter junctions of the transistors are again wired
Figure 3: This version of the 'follower' can supply output currents
of up to 1 Amp.
NOVEMBER 1982

into the feedback loop of the circuit.
The Fig. 2 and 3 circuits give unidirectional current boosting,
i.e., they can source high currents but can sink only relatively low
87
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ones. They are thus not suitable for use with low -impedance AC coupled loads. This snag can be overcome by using a
complementary emitter follower as the `componding' device, as
shown in the basic circuit of Fig 4. D1 -D2 provide offset biasing

NOTE

DI -D2 ARE 1N4148
01 IS 2N3904
02 IS 2N3906

to the two output transistors, which can supply output currents
of up to 50 mA each.
COMPOUND VOLTAGE FOLLOWER CIRCUITS

The current -boosting `compound' techniques shown in Figs 2 to
4 are well known and are probably familiar to most of our readers.
They simply rely on the fitting of an additional non -inverting stage
to the existing op -amps, and are very easy to understand. In the

remainder of this article, however, we'll be introducing new
compounding techniques that rely on the fitting of additional
INVERTING stages to op -amps, and which are slightly less easy
to understand. Let's start off by seeing how these techniques can
be applied to voltage follower circuits.

Figure 4: 'Compound' op -amp with boosted bidirectional output current.

0

+5 TO 35V
R2

2k2

Cl 1n0

R1 15k
3140

6

IN

01
2N3904
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Figure 5: Basic compound 'follower' circuit.

Figure 6: This compound circuit 'follows' input signals to within
50 mV of either supply rail.

Figure 5 shows the circuit of a compound voltage follower or
unity -gain non -inverting amplifier, in which common emitter
transistor Q1 is wired to the op -amp output and has its collector
wired into the negative feedback loop of the circuit. The design
should be compared with the 'standard' circuit of Fig. I. Note in

the layout, this high slew rate can cause instability; this problem
can be overcome by increasing CI to 1 nO, as shown.

Fig 5 that, since an additional inverting stage (Q1) has been added
to the op -amp, the input terminal notations of the 3140 must be

mentally transposed to understand circuit operation.
Thus, the input signal is applied to the 3140 terminal marked
'inverting' (pin 2), which now acts as the non -inverting terminal
of the compound op -amp, and the feedback connection from the

So far, the Fig. 5 circuit does not seem very useful. This situation

can be drastically changed, however, by modifying the circuit as
shown in Fig. 6. Here, the compound op- amp still acts as a non inverting amplifier, but is given a gain of x2 via R3 -R4, and the
input signal is attenuated by a factor of two via R1 -R2, so the circuit

still acts (overall) as a unity- gain voltage follower. Note in this
case, however, that the input to the 3140 is at only half supply
volts when the input and output of the circuit are at full supply
volts, so this version of the circuit can follow input signals to within

compound output (Q1 collector) goes to the 3140 terminal marked
as 'non -inverting' (pin 3), which now acts as the inverting terminal
of the compound op -amp. The Fig. 5 circuit is thus, in theory,

50 mV of either supply rail and has a high slew rate. The circuit
is thus greatly superior to the basic Fig. 1 design.
An even more dramatic improvement of circuit performance is

identical to that of Fig. 1, and gives a virtually identical

available from Fig. 7. Here, the 3140 is powered from a 30V supply
and Q1 is powered from a 50V supply, so this compound follower
can accurately follow input signals with peak values of up to 50V.

performance.
When the input of the Fig. 5 circuit is at zero volts, the 3140
drives Q1 on and pulls its collector to saturation (typically within
50 mV of zero volts). When the input is above zero but more than
a couple of volts below the supply rail voltage, the 3140 forces Q1
collector to take up a value identical with the input signal. The
basic 3140 can not 'follow' signals that are within less than a couple
of volts of the supply rail value, so the 'follower' characteristics
of the Fig. S circuit are virtually identical to those of Fig. I, except
that it can't quite follow signals down to zero volts. Note, however,
that the signals appearing on Q1 collector are amplifed and phase inverted versions of those appearing at the output of the 3140, so
the slew rate of the compound follower is typically ten times faster
(100 V/uS) than that of the Fig. 1 circuit. If care is not taken in
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Figure 8 shows how the above circuit can be further modified
to make a 0-50V 1 -Amp regulated DC supply. In this case the
output of Q1 is buffered via Darlington emitter follower Q2- Q3,
which can supply output currents of an amp or so, and the feedback

loop to the 3140 is taken from Q3 emitter, rather than from Q I
collector. Q 1 -Q2 -Q3 are powered from an unregulated 60V supply,

and the 3140 is powered from a zener-regulated 33V rail. The
compound op -amp is configured as a x2 non -inverting amplifier,

with its input derived from the slider of RV1, and the potential
of RVI slider is fully variable over the range 0 to 25V. The regulated

output of the circuit is thus fully variable over the range 0 to 50V
via RV1, and output currents of up to an amp or so are available.
RADIO& ELECTRONICS WORLD
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Figure 7: This version of the circuit can follow input signals of up
to + 50V peak.

Figure 8: 0-50V 1 -Amp regulated DC supply.

Finally, Fig. 9 shows how the output stage of the above circuit

can be modified to incorporate 1 Amp overload protection
(limiting). R9 monitors the circuit's output current, and when this
exceeds 1 Amp the resulting R9 volt -drop biases Q4 on and causes

it to rob base -drive current from Q2 -Q3, thereby limiting the
available output current. Note that the feedback connection to R3
is taken from the R8 -R9 junction.
COMPOUND INVERTING AMPLIFIERS

Figure 10 shows the circuit of a standard x100 op -amp inverting
AC amplifier, operated from a single -ended supply. The output

of the op -amp is biased at half -supply volts (for maximum
undistorted signal swing) via potential divider R3- R4, and the signal
gain is set at x100 by the ratios of RI and R2. The input impedance

of the circuit is equal to RI (10k); the input signal must have a
source impedance that is low relative to RI. The output signals
of the op -amp can swing to within a few tens of mV of the zero
voltage rail and to within two or three volts of the positive rail.
Figure 11 shows how to make a compound version of the above
amplifier by simply adding the Q1 inverting stage and transposing
the two input connections of the op -amp, as already described for
the case of the compound voltage follower. The gain of the Fig.
11 circuit is again set by the ratios of RI and R2, and the output
(Q1 collector) is set at half -supply volts via R3 -R4.
The Fig. 11 circuit operates in an identical theoretical manner
to Fig. 10, except that its output voltageswing is limited by Q1,

Figure 9: Modified output stage, giving 1 -Amp current- limiting to
the Fig 8 current.

Figure 11: x100 inverting compound amplifier circuk has a full -power

Figure 10: Standard x100 inverting amplifier op -amp circuit,
operated from a single -ended supply.
NOVEMBER 1982

bandwidth of several hundred kHz. Output can swing to within 50mV
of either supply rail.
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*5 TO 35V
RI
100k

R4

56k

Cl

we I -2V)

10n

R3 100k
R2
100k

Figure 12: Basic compound 'Hi-Fi' circuit, with x100 voltage gain.

Figure 13: This compound x100 inverting amplifier gives an output
of 120 volts pk-to-pk.

OV

Figure 15: Op -amp relaxation oscillator modified for operation with a
single -ended supply. With the values shown and a 15 volt supply,
period is emS, rise time 12uS, and fall time 7uS.

is disconnected or has a source impedance greater than about 2k2.
The available output current (and power) of the Fig. 11 circuit
is limited to a few tens of mA by R6, but can easily be increased
to any desired value by adding a power- amplifier stage to Q1 and
incorporating it in the amplifier's feedback loop, as shown in the
basic circuit of Fig. 12. In practice, this simple
DI -D2 -Q2 -Q3 -R7 -R8 amplifier can easily be replaced by any
standard 'Hi-Fi' type of output stage, making the circuit suitable
for use in audio power amplifier systems.
The maximum available output voltage swing of the Fig. 11 and
12 circuits are restricted to 35V by the supply voltage limitations
of the 3140 op -amp. Figure 13 shows how the available output
voltage swing can be increased to 120V (or any other desired value)
by powering the 3140 from a 30V supply but powering Q1 from
a 120 volt rail.
Some thought must be given to the biasing of the Fig. 13 circuit,
since the 3140 must be biased (for maximum signal swing) to half

of its 30V supply, while QI must be biased to half of its 120V
supply. In the diagram, this is achieved by biasing pin 2 of the
3140 to ISV via R3 -R4 and by interposing a 4:1 (approx) R7 -R8
DC divider between the output of Q1 and the input to feedback

resistor R2, so that ISV appears on pin 3 of the 3140 when QI
collector is at a quiescent 'half -supply' value of 60V. Note that
R7 is decoupled by C3, so that the R7 -R8 DC divider has no
significant influence on the ac voltage gain (determined by R1 -R2)

of the circuit.
COMPOUND RELAXATION OSCILLATORS
Figure 14 shows the basic circuit of the standard dual -supply op -

amp relaxation oscillator or square -wave generator, and Fig. 15
shows how the circuit can be adapted for use with single -ended
supplies. The Fig. 15 circuit operates as follows.
The output of the circuit is a rectangular waveform which, at
any given moment of time, is either at zero volts or at a positive
Figure 14: Standard op -amp relaxation oscillator or square -wave

generator, using a split supply.

value that is typically three volts below the supply rail value.
Suppose that the output has just switched to a high value. In this
case R3 is effectively switched in parallel with R1, so approximately

2/3rds of the supply voltage is applied to pin 3, and Cl charges
towards the supply rail voltage via R4 and the op -amp output until,

rather than by the 3140 op -amp. In practice, the output of this
circuit can swing to within 50 mV of either supply rail before
clipping starts to occur; clipping is 'hard' when R5 has the value

eventually, Cl voltage reaches the pin 3 value, and the op -amp
output starts to switch low. At this point a regenerative switching

shown, but can be softened by increasing R5 to 12k. Also, the slew

volts. Under this condition R3 is effectively switched in parallel
with R2, so only 1/3rd of the supply voltage is applied to pin 3,
and Cl starts to discharge towards zero via R4 and the op -amp
output until, eventually, Cl voltage reaches the new pin 3 value
and another regenerative switching action is initiated in which the

rate and full -power bandwidth of this circuit is some ten times
higher than in the case of Fig. 10, so this compound circuit is very
superior to the basic 3140 circuit. Because of its high slew rate,
the circuit tends to become unstable if the input signal
90

action is initiated, and the op -amp output switches abruptly to zero
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0

+5 TO 3SV
RI
100k

R6
1k5

10k
RV1

250k
M/S RATIO

R3 100k

DI

D2
7

R5 470R

1N4148
3140
6
4

to
01

OUT

2143904
C1

Figure 16: Compound version of the relaxation oscillator. With a
15 volt supply, period is 6mS, rise time luS, and fall time 0.7uS.

output switches abruptly high again. The process then repeats ad
infinitum.
The Fig. 15 circuit generates a rectangular waveform with a

T10n

R2

100k

Figure 17: The Mark/Space ratio of this fixed -frequency compound
oscillator is variable from 25:1 to 1:25 via RV1.

period determined by the values of R3, R4 and Cl and almost
independent of the supply voltage value. With the component
values shown, the circuit has a period of about 6 mS, but this can
be increased (or reduced) by increasing (or reducing) the values
of Cl and/or R4. R4 can have any value from 10k to IOM, and

Cl can have any value from 33p to 1000u.
The Fig. 15 circuit is quite useful, but suffers from a number
of defects. First, since the output does not switch to the full supply

rail voltage when in the 'high' state, the output waveform is not
quite symmetrical, and the period and symmetry varies slightly
when the supply voltage is varied. Secondly, the rise and fall times
of the output waveform are restricted by the characteristics of the
op -amp; when used with a 15V supply, the output of the Fig. 15

circuit takes 12 uS to rise to 12V, and 7 uS to fall to zero volts
again when feeding a 50p load.
Figure 16 shows a compound version of the Fig. 15 circuit, which

is free of all the defects mentioned above. The output waveform
is perfectly symmetrical, switches fully between the supply rail
voltage and zero, has a period that is independent of the supply
rail value, and has rise and fall times of 1 uS and 0.7 uS respectively.

The circuit is similar to that already described, except for the
addition of Q 1 -R5-R6 and the transposing of the 3140 input
connections.
Figure 17 shows how the above circuit can be modified to that
it generates a fixed -frequency rectangular waveform in which the
mark -space ratio is fully variable from 25:1 to 1:25 via RV1. The
circuit pperates in a manner similar to that already described, except
that on 'high' parts of the cycle Cl charges
via R4 -D2 and the R/H half of RV1, and
on the 'low' parts discharges via R4 -D I and

Figure 18: A conventional op -amp comparator acts as a '3 -wire'
information system.

The op -amp output is normally low but switches high when Vin
rises above V.r. Thus, the op -amp output is either high or low
and carries information about the relative state of the input voltage;

this information is translated into a useful form by an output
indicator (LED or acoustic alarm, etc) wired between the op -amp
output and ground, and the op -amp circuitry is powered via the
positive and common lines, so this is a '3 -wire' information system.

In many applications, the power supply and output -state
indicator (the 'receiver') of a comparator circuit of the Fig. 18 type

the L/H half of RV1.
2 -WIRE INFORMATION SYSTEMS

To conclude this edition of 'Data File',
we'll first introduce a concept known as the
'2 -wire' information system, and then show
how it can be implemented by using

compound op -amp comparators. To
understand the basic '2 -wire' concept,
compare the circuits of Figs. 18 and 19.
Figure 18 shows the circuit of a

conventional op -amp voltage comparator,
in which a fixed reference voltage is applied
to pin 2 of the op -amp and a variable input

voltage is applied to pin 3.
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Figure 19: This compound comparator acts as a '2 -wire' information system.
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Figure 20: Light -operated 12 -wire Tx.

Figure 23: Under -temperature 2 -wire Tx.

When V. is above Vref, however, the output of the 3140 switches
high and turns Q1 on, causing the circuit to take a high current
via R1 -R2 and ZD1. Under this condition the 3140 supply is pulled
to 4V7 via ZD1, and the supply current rises to between 8 and 25
mA (depending on the Q2 supply voltage value), and the resulting
volt drop of RI biases Q2 on and activates the output indicator.

Thus, the positive Tx supply rail of this '2 -wire' system also
carries the circuit's 'state' information, which is 'decoded' by the
receiver. Note that, for correct circuit operation, the minimum
(4V7) supply voltage of this compound op -amp circuit must be at
least 2V greater than Vref.
In most practical applications of the Fig. 19 2 -wire information
system, the inputs to the voltage comparator are obtained from
a Wheatstone bridge network in which one of the elements is a
resistive transducer sensitive to light or heat, etc. Figures 20 to 24

show five variations of this type of transmitter. In all of these
Figure 21: Dark -operated 2 -wire Tx.

circuits, a half -supply reference voltage is applied to one input pin
of the op -amp via R I -R2, and a variable voltage is applied to the
other. Since these voltages are bridge -derived, the balance or trigger

points of the circuits are independent of the op -amp supply rail
values and are determined only by the resistance ratios of the input
bridge.

Figures 20 and 21 show light-sensitive transmitter circuits in
which a cadmium -sulphide photocell or light-sensitive resistor
(LDR) is used as the sensing element. The LDR and RV1 should
have nominal values of at least 10k. In Fig. 20, the LDR is wired
'above' RV I; consequently, the pin -3 voltage rises as the light
intensity increases and the LDR resistance falls, so this circuit acts
as a 'light -operated' transmitter. In Fig. 21, the LDR is wired below
RV1, so the pin -3 voltage rises as the light intensity falls and the
LDR resistance increases, and this circuit acts as a 'dark -operated'
Tx.

Figure 22: Over -temperature 2 -wire Tx.

may be located at a 'base' point or station, and the op -amp and
its associated circuitry (the 'transmitter') may be located at a remote

point. If the Tx and Rx are spaced a significant distance apart,
the cost of the 3 -wire interconnecting cable may greatly exceed the

total cost of the electronic circuitry.
Figure 19 shows how a compound op -amp voltage comparator
can be used to implement a '2 -wire' information system, and thus
give a significant saving in cabling costs. In this case the positive
supply to the op -amp is applied via R1 -R2, the base -emitter junction

of Q2 is wired across RI, and the output indicator is activated from
Q2 collector. The circuit operates as follows.

When V. is below \fret, the output of the 3140 is zero, so Q1
is off. Under this condition the op -amp circuit consumes only 2
or 3 mA, and the RI volt drop is not sufficient to drive Q2 on.
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Figure 24: Liquid -level 2 -wire Tx.
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FEATURE
Figures 22 and 23 show how the above
circuits can be modified for use as
temperature -sensitive transmitters by using
a negative -temperature -coefficient (NTC)

thermistor (nominal value 10k) in place of
the LDR. The output of the Fig. 22 circuit
switches high (draws a heavy current) when
the TH1 temperature exceeds a value pre-

set via RV1, and that of Fig. 23 switches
high when the temperature falls below a
value pre-set via RV1.
Figure 24 shows the circuit of a 2 -wire
transmitter that gives a high output when
the level of a liquid exceeds a pre-set level.
In this case the 3140 pin connections are

transposed relative to the earlier circuits.

The 'ground' connection is taken to the
liquid that is being monitored, and the tip

of the metal probe

is placed

Figure 25: 2 -wire receiver unit with audio-visual output indication.

at the

required 'alarm' level in the liquid container. When the liquid is
below the probe tip, pin 2 of the op -amp is pulled above pin 3,
and the op -amp output is low. When the liquid reaches the probe,

its resistance pulls pin 2 below pin 3, and the op -amp output
switches high. The circuit action can be reversed, so that the output

goes high when the liquid falls below a pre-set level, by simply

used with any of the Fig. 19 to 24 circuits. When a high output
is detected from the transmitter, Q1 turns on and its collector is
pulled high, simultaneously driving LED 1 on via R3 and activating
gated double -astable IC1, which produces a pulsed -tone signal in
acoustic transducer Tx, which is a low-cost high -efficiency PB- 2720
type.

R & EW

transposing the pin 2 and 3 connections. With the R3 value shown,
Your Reactions

the liquid resistance must be below 3M3 for correct operation.

Finally, Fig. 25 shows the circuit of a 2 -wire receiver that
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incorporates an audio-visual output indicator and which can be
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The 2001 sweeps
the board at only £85*

price excluding P&P and 15% VAT

Get all the waveforms you need -1 Hz to 1 MHz in five
overlapping ranges: stable, low -distortion sine waves,
fast rise/fall-time square waves, high linearity
triangle waves - even a separate TTL square
wave output. Plus high- and low-level
main outputs.
An applied DC Voltage at the Sweep input
can shift the 2001's frequency: or sweep
up to 100: 1 with an AC signal.
A pushbutton activates the DC Offset control,
which shifts the output waveform up
or down on command.
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SMA PLUGS DC-18GHz £6.50. SMA

BARGAIN OFFER
ANNUAL BOUND VOLUMES

RADIO & ELECTRONICS
CONSTRUCTOR

FOR SALE ZX81 with over £50 of

Flange socket £5.50. SMB Plugs DC-4GHz

software, some 16K. £50 ONO. Phone

£1.80. SMB Bulkhead socket £0.92. Add
20p p&p and 15% VAT. Randmill Ltd., 88
Arborfield Close, Slough, Berkshire.

Holyhead (0407) 4603.

MTL HUNTRON TRACKER 1980 model

for repair centres, computer servicing.
Good condition. £400 ONO. Box No.
REW29.

FRENCH B/W TV PHILLIPS TP412
with preamp and aerials for Brest. £40.
Telephone St. Austell (0726) 3608.

AERIAL: TELEVISION, RADIO, CB,
(91-elem. wide band UHV DX aerials),
Masthead amplifiers, poles, brackets,
towers and CB radios. London's cheapest!
AAC Ltd., 132 Hermon Hill, London E18.
Telephone 01-530-6118.

PSU's 5V5A £25.99. 1.2 to 27V 1-2A
£24.99 (with toroidal transformers). Fully
fused and protected. Top Brand VHS video
cassettes: E120 £7.65, E180 £8.10. Prices

p&p. Mail order only. Edwards
RANK TX/RX RADIOS, pair of pocket include
Electrics,
30 St. James's Square, London
size professional units, 4 channels PMR SW1.
band incl. charger, handbook. £55. Phone

Each of these handsome bound
volumes contain more than 150

Cheltenham (0242) 581667.

practical articles in their 700800 pages of text, published in
12 monthly issues of R&EC.

Microwave modules, receive converters for

12 monthly issues to August

FRG -7 with 2400Hz SSB filter £140.

DATA
VIDEO:
AUDIO:
TRANSMISSION. Professional grade
cables from TRANSOUND/FILOTEX.
Made by Europe's premier cable
manufacturers. Example: EHEA shielded

etc.

12 monthly issues to July 1974
(Vol. 27), 1975 (Vol. 28), 1976
(Vol. 29), 1977 (Vol. 30).
ONLY £3.95 each inclusive of
post and packing.
Please send remittance payable to
'RADIO & ELECTRONICS WORLD'

stating volumes required to: -

DATA PUBLICATIONS
45, Yeading Avenue,
RAYNERS LANE, HARROW
Middlesex HA2 9RL

cassette sound box. £600 ONO.

TRIO TS -77E 2m/70cm multimode
transreceiver. 1/15 watts output, twin
50 x 50 x 30mm with instructions. £7.00. vfo's, scanning, 8 memory channels plus
Vicelec, 30 Crosby Road, Southport, SP -70 matching speaker. £650 ONO. Box

Sinclair's Databus Series How Microprocessors Work
Selection & Bussing, CPU
Registers; Addressing Memory
The Accumulator; Inputs &
Outputs; Interrupts; Status
Register; Signed Binary
Arithmetic; Computing

Subjects cover - Amplifiers,
Amplifier Ancillaries, Calculators,
Electronics, 'In Your Workshop',
Receivers, Receiver Ancillaries,
Television, Test Equipment etc.

with

phone 01- 579-2424, x2565, day time only.

POWER MOSFET 4-400W Driver Module

Languages.

arrow and faster basic ROM's. Together

Rom -X for 3000 series PET,
70cm, 2m, 4m £22 each, or receiver and Superchip
Phone Nuneaton 342125 evenings
converters, as one lot £200. L J Devaney, £50.
only.

1978 (Vol. 31), 1979 (Vol. 32),
1980 (Vol. 33).
* Volume 33 contains Ian

ONLY £4.95 each inclusive of
post and packing.

PET 4032 COMPUTER with command -O,

Merseyside, PR8 4TE.

twin -twisted 'easy strip' audio cable (once

used you will use no other (100 metres

No. REW28.

WANTED: Sinclair or similar 2"

television, also 65 wa 13" or 14" portable
CTV and sinclair ZX80 or ZX81 computer
with 16K RAM. For sale 6" x 6"
holograms £16.00. 50 IN4007 diodes £2.50.
Mirage mirror produces 3D images. £27.50,

SAE for details. 25 unmarked 2W zeners
(UK only). CWO for data sheets. Large £1.00. 3 miniature relays £1.50. 50 reed
quantity discounts, exports, etc. SAE to: relay inserts £2.50. 8mm film editor £10.00.
Transound International Electronics Ltd., J. Fulton Derrynaseer, Dromore, Co.
PO Box 148, Welwyn Garden City, Herts. Tyrone, N. Ireland.
£25.00. Total which includes p&p and VAT

Or telephone 043-879-262.

RF3100L Panasonic double superhet, 32
wavebands, synthesised PLL, crystal
controlled. Brand new. £165. Phone
Edwards, Chard, 046-06-2848.

AUTO ACCESSORY KITS Interior light
delay £3.95. Lights -on alarm £4.75. Ice
alarm £10.75. Intermittent wiper delay
£12.25.

Includes pcb's, boxes and

all

components. SAE details. MICHA
DESIGN, Unit 6, Haleacre Workshops,

G4BVS COMPUTERISED MORSE Watchet Lane, Gt. Missenden, Bucks.

TRAINER for Apple II (48K DOS 3.3).
allows
program
Sophisticated
comprehensive structured training in both
receiving and transmitting morse code in
various modes/speeds/pitches. Automatic

HP16 ODR.

T&J ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
Quality components, competitive prices.

Send 45p cheque or postal order for

scoring and instantaneous visual fully illustrated catalogue, 98 Burrow Road,

G4BVS/REW, 22 Highland Road, Chigwell, Essex IG7 4BH.
Amersham, Bucks HP7 9AX, or £9 to

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS &
include disk.
AVO VALVE Characteristic Meter 163. 4 LABELLING Designer and manufacturer
years old. Immaculate condition. Current to freelance and industrial users. Try me
price £1400.00 plus. Will accept reasonable for: Conventional single and double sided
PCB production (non PTH) hand
offer. Phone Swansea 0792-69841.
produced artworks and photography.
ZIPPY ELECTRONICS Send for free Quickly made prototypes. Self adhesive
price lists on answering machines, cordless process printing. - G.N. Slee, 78 Derry
telephones, CB's and accessories, all Grove, Thurnscoe, Rotherham, South
electronic components. Credit cards Yorkshire, S63 OTP. Phone: (0709)
accepted. 8 Spring Close, Bradpole, 895265.
Bridport, Dorset. Telephone (0308) 56539.
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RECEIVE MORSE ON YOUR ZX81. 2 to
200wpm. Auto speed tracking. Programme
listing, interface circuit, port circuit. All for

THE RADIO AMATEUR INVALID

Wolverhampton, Staffs., WVIO 6PS.

of Amateur Radio. Please become a
supporter of this worthy cause. Details

SPECIAL OPENING OFFER 1000 item

from the Hon Secretary, Mrs R E Woolley,

£4. R A Barker, 10 Fontwell Road,

Component Pack! Sockets, presets, diodes,

pots, knobs, resistors, capacitors: discs,
polyesters, plates, electrolytics, HV-caps,
insulators, hardware, etc. Just £10 plus
p&p/VAT £3.83. Total £14.03. Also 60
(approx)
Electrolytics
pack
(goodvalues)£1.20 plus f1.04 p&p/VAT.
Total £2.24. 100 mini discs £1.50 plus 80p

p&p/VAT. Total £2.30. Ideal gifts for
experimenters and hobbyists. Callers
welcome, Lists 50p, free with orders.
Letchworth Electronic Components,
Spirella Buildings, Bridge Road,

AND BLIND CLUB is a well established
Society providing facilities for the
physically handicapped to enjoy the hobby

9 Rannoch Court, Adelaide Road,
Surbiton, Surrey KT6 4TE.

INTERESTED IN OSCAR? Then join
AMSAT-UK Newsletters, OSCAR NEWS

journal, prediction charts etc. Details of

membership from: Ron Broadbent,
G3AAJ, 94 Herongate Rod, Wanstead
Park, London Ell 5EQ.

Identification Dept. - both Broadcast and
Fixed Station, DX Certificates, contests
and activities for the SWL and transmitting
members. Monthly magazine MONITOR

League supplies such a badges, headed
notepaper and envelopes, QSL cards, etc.
are available at reasonable cost. Send for
league particulars. Membership including
monthly magazine etc., £9.00 per annum
UK overseas rates on request, Secretary,

88, The Barley Lea, Coventry, W.
Midlands.

Taxed to December 1982, M.O.T.
May, 1983.
Sundym glass, Westabo Sun Roof,
cloth interior, overdrive and radio,

Yours for £1,395
after 5.30.

COMMUNICATIONS

HANDBOOK (Europe) including UK Spot

MF,HF,VHF,UHF. Frequencies, military
and civil airports, air traffic control centres,
weather reports, broadcast times, beacons,

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS

long range stations, callsigns, maps, etc.
384 pages £7.50, post & packing £1. PLH

Advertisements must be prepaid and all
copy must be received by the 4th of the

Somerset.

month's issue.

Electronics, 97 Broadway, Frome,

month for insertion

in the following

The Publishers cannot be held liable in any

containing articles of general interest to
Broadcast and Amateur SWLs,
Transmitter Section and Lague affairs, etc.

feature write, with brief details, to the
Editor at the usual editorial address.

Tele: Brentwood (0277) 214406
AIRCRAFT

JOIN THE INTERNATIONAL SW
LEAGUE. Free services to members
including QSL Bureau, Amateur and
Broadcast Translation, Technical

covering the latest developments in
electronics, communications, video and
computing.
If you have an idea for a project or a

TRIUMPH DOLOMITE SPRINT 1977

Letchworth, Herts, SG6 4ET. Telephone
(04626) 70354.

WRITE FOR R&EW
We pay good rates to authors for articles

way for printing errors or omission, nor
RADIO
&
ELECTRONICS
CONSTRUCTOR back issues for volume
34, Sept 1980 to Aug/Sept 1981, all twelve
issues in handsome Cordex Binder with title
on spine for only £5.60 plus £1.60 for p&p.
From Data Publications, 45 Yeading

Avenue, Rayners Lane, Harrow, Middx
HA2 9RL.

can they accept responsibility for the bona
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Where advertisements offer any equipment
of a transmitting nature, readers are
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Soggy sandwiches and prohibitive prices.

began to insist on an adequate level of catering at respectable price
levels as a pre-requesiteto them hiring a particular hall's facilties.

Regular readers of R&EW will have known of our intention to
exhibit at the 5th PCW show and indeed during the preparation
of this issue we duly dispatched the R&EW road show to the ex car park now finding a new lease of life as an exhibition hall.
A report on the show in general appears elsewhere in this issue
- here we'll take time to grumble about some of the things which
made life on the stand about as enjoyable as being beaten around
the face with a wet lettuce.
First the heat, while the temperatures in early September were

ORGANISED CHAOS

not as low as they had been throughout the rest of the Great British

to cater for their widely differing products.

summer, they were not exactly high either. Inside the exhibition
halls however, the combination of hundreds of people, low ceilings
and inadequate ventilation meant that even the most potent of extra
extra dry anti-perspirants was fighting a losing battle. Dehydration
was a worry - this leads nicely to the next grumble - the catering
facilities.
SKY HIGH

There were a few grumblings about the way in which stands had
been allocated - in particular about the lack of separate areas for
business and consumer exhibitors.

The micro market is becoming more diverse, with the gap
between complete business systems ZX81 add ons being vast to
say the least. The larger manufacturers, for example Commodore,
are represented at either extreme of this spectrum (no pun intended)
and some had taken the trouble, and expense, to book two stands

Fine if one was sited in the hobby hall and the other in the
business hall but not so good if there was no such division. While
sticky fingers are an acceptable part of a VIC-20 stand they are
not so welcome around a £5,000 accounting package.
One exhibitor related the tale of how he was one of the first to
book for this year's show - doing so as last year's finished. Last
year's venue was the Cunard hotel and there the division between
business and consumer was effected by having Consumer on the

In this area both exhibitors and public suffered the same fate - upper exhibition hall and business on the lower. Our intrepid
soggy rolls, minute cups of coffee and long waits for service. The exhibitor was assured it would be the same at the Barbican and
prices charged were as one has come to expect at events of this duly booked one up and one down. On arrival at the Barbican

however it became apparent that the theory was to have consumer
in hall A (up and down) and business in hall B. Too late to change
stand allocation of course - exit an unhappy exhibitor. Many other
people were probably caught in the same way and this must in a
more attractive food was available at less than half the price - they large part have been responsible for the disorganisation.
Things will have to improve next year if some exhibitiors are to
did not serve coffee though.
For exhibitors thus, there was an alternative: butfor the public, return.
Oh lastly, in spite of giving one of our lab technicians a large
the hall's no readmission policy meant paying the bounty if any
ball of string we still have not seen him since he headed off into
refreshment was to be partaken of.
We did not question the organisers to determine the reason for the depths of the Barbican. He answers to the name Boy and was
these extortinate price levels but suspect it was out of their hands, last seen wearing an R&EW tie. If you see him contact your nearest
the catering facilities being provided by a firm that has purchased police station or phone Scotland yard on 230 1212.
nature -OTT.

A roll, of uncertain pedigree and rather menacing nature was
priced at 60p, coffee - the cups capacity being low in the ml stake
- was 30p. At a pub not a million miles from the Barbican, far

the right to do so at all exhibitions from the Barbican hall
Management, and paid a high price for the privelege. It is the same
story at places like the Cunard Hotel and the NEC so it is perhaps
unfair to single out the Barbican, but it is hightime that organisers
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WHAT'S WRONG
WITH THE SPECTRUM?
We conclude that the machine is indeed

a bargain for the hobbyist but that its
limitations may rule it out for some
applications.
The photographs below accompany the

review on page 52 and have been

reproduced here in order that they may
be shown in colour.

An example of the good effect to which the

Spectrum's colour capability can be put.

A pie graph with one 900 slice. The centre of the
pie was carefully chosen to fall in the bottom left

pixel of each character cell.

If a slice does not lie on an orthogonal line, the
resolution of the pixels is completely obscured
by the lesser resolution of the colour.

As additional slices are taken, the addition of each slice changes the colour of the central pixel.

Read our in depth analysis starting on page 52 of this issue.

History Repeats Itse

Price
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Smartly bound, completely
updated and revised, copies
of R&EW projects.

£1.2
each
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Multiband Up Converter
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We've been thinking of producing reprints of the most popular R&EW projects for some time now,
but wanted to present them in an attractive fashion without making them too e) pensive.
When we saw the new Bindit machine we knew we had the answer.
R&EW Project Reprints are bound using the Bindit machine - completely updated and revised
projects, perfectly bound between attractive covers.
We think that the Bindit System is such an effective way of collating documents that
.'%
we feel many offices, schools, colleges etc., might like to know more about the
re
system. For further information fill out the coupon below and send it to
y%e ')?(.
Epping Technical Associates Ltd., 94 Theydon Grove, Epping, Essex,or circle
11
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Make your cheques and postal orders payable to Radio & Electronics World clearly
stating which reprints you would like (all previous articles from October issue
onwards in complete form are available) and send your orders to:
R&EW Project Reprints, 200 North Service Road. Brentwood. Essex, CM14 4SG.
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Prices include VAT, postage and packing

